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ON SYNTOMIC REGULATORS I: CONSTRUCTIONS

WIES LAWA NIZIO L

Abstract. We show that classical Chern classes from higher (p-adic) K-theory to syntomic cohomology

extend to logarithmic syntomic cohomology. These Chern classes are compatible – in a suitable sense –

with addition, products, and λ-operations. They are also compatible with the canonical Gysin sequences

and, via period maps, with logarithmic étale Chern classes. Moreover, they induce logarithmic crystalline

Chern classes. This uses as a critical new ingredient the recent comparison of syntomic cohomology with

p-adic nearby cycles [6] and p-adic motivic cohomology [7].
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1. Introduction

The study of syntomic regulators, a p-adic analogue of Deligne’s regulators, is important in p-adic
Hodge Theory [28, 30] and in computations of special values of p-adic L-functions [34, 1]. In this paper
we show that syntomic regulators have a well-behaved logarithmic version that is compatible, via the
period map, with logarithmic étale regulators. In the sequel to this paper we will use it to extend results
from proper schemes to open schemes with normal crossing compactification.

Let p be a prime. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field of mixed characteristic (0, p) with
perfect residue field; let OK be its ring of integers. Let X be a semistable scheme over OK and let D be
the canonical horizontal normal crossings divisor on X. We equip X with the log-structure associated
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2 WIES LAWA NIZIO L

to D and the special fiber. Alternatively, X could be a smooth scheme over OK with the log-structure
associated to a divisor D as above. Denote by X0 the special fiber of X and by Xn – the reduction mod
pn of X.

For n ≥ 1, i ≥ 0, let

S ′n(i)X := (U → X) 7→ Cone(F iRΓcr(Un)
pi−ϕ
−−→RΓcr(Un))[−1]

be the syntomic cohomology complex of sheaves on the étale site of X. The crystalline cohomology used
is absolute, i.e. over Z/pn. Let N be a constant as in [6, Theorem 1.1]. Recall that, for p ≥ 3, if K
contains enough roots of unity1 then N depends only on p; in general it depends on p and e – the absolute
ramification index of K.

The main goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Fix m ≥ N . Let U = X \D. There exists a functorial compatible family of logarithmic
syntomic Chern classes2

csyn
ij : Kj(U,Z/pn)→ H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i)), j ≥ 2,

such that

(1) they are compatible – in a suitable sense – with addition, products, and λ-operations.
(2) they are twisted, i.e., in the case of trivial divisor D the Chern class csyn

ij is equal to the pmi-
multiple of the classical syntomic Chern class.

(3) they are compatible with the canonical Gysin sequences, i.e., the Gysin sequences associated to
D.

(4) they are compatible, via the period maps α∗,∗ of Fontaine-Messing, with étale Chern classes, i.e.,
the following diagram commutes

Kj(U,Z/pn)

∗

��

csyn
ij // H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i))

α2i−j,i

��
Kj(UK ,Z/pn)

p(m+1)icét
ij // H2i−j

ét (UK ,Z/pn(i)),

where  : UK ↪→ U is the natural open immersion.

Similarly, there exists a functorial compatible family of logarithmic syntomic Chern classes

csyn
ij : Kj(U)→ H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i)), j ≥ 0,

with the above listed properties.

Remark 1.2. From the above theorem we obtain p-adic logarithmic Chern classes. More specifically, set

Kj(U,Qp) := Q⊗ lim←−n
Kj(U,Z/pn), H2i−j

syn (X,S ′Q(i)) := Q⊗ lim←−n
H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i)).

The limit of Chern classes csyn
ij divided by pmi yields (untwisted) logarithmic Chern classes

csyn
ij : Kj(U,Qp)→ H2i−j

syn (X,S ′Q(i)), j ≥ 2.

The strategy for proving the above theorem is well-known. In the simplest case, logarithmic cohomol-
ogy is equal to the cohomology of the open set, where the log-structure is trivial. The definition of the
logarithmic Chern classes is then immediate. To treat compatibility with Gysin sequences, one proves
a version of Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch to extend the classical universal Chern classes to the logarith-
mic ones that are compatible (by definition) with the Gysin diagram and then one uses cohomological
purity to show uniqueness of such an extension. This works, for example, for logarithmic `-adic étale
cohomology.

In general, logarithmic cohomology does not have the above mentioned property. This is the case, for
example, for crystalline cohomology. Then one constructs a well-behaved new cohomology that dominates

1See Theorem 2.2 for what this means.
2They vary with m in the obvious way.
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the given cohomology and one constructs the universal logarithmic Chern classes into the new cohomology
having all the necessary properties. For crystalline cohomology over a field, the new cohomology is the
logarithmic de Rham-Witt cohomology.

Logarithmic syntomic cohomology S ′n(∗) by itself does not behave well enough to employ the above
strategy. In its classical form it satisfies a version of the projective space theorem and gives the correct
even-degree cohomology groups of the classifying spaces. Hence it has well-behaved classical Chern
classes. But it is too weak to allow those to be extended to logaritmic cohomology: it is not equal to
syntomic cohomology of the open set, where the log-structure is trivial, nor does it satisfy purity.

To obtain a well-behaved logarithmic cohomology dominating syntomic cohomology one replaces syn-
tomic cohomology by (Nisnevich) syntomic-étale cohomology E ′n(∗)Nis. The latter is defined by gluing
étale cohomology of the Tate twist Z/pn(i) on the generic fiber with the syntomic cohomology S ′n(i) of the
formal special fiber, projecting the result down to the Nisnevich site, and truncating it at i. We have a nat-
ural map E ′n(i)Nis → S ′n(i)Nis, where the target is defined by projecting syntomic cohomology S ′n(i) to the
Nisnevich site and truncating it at i. Hence it suffices to construct logarithmic universal Chern classes with
values in syntomic-étale cohomology. This cohomology has the properties necessary for the above strategy
to work. To get an idea why this could be the case, let us look at the simpler case when X is semistable.
Recall that, by p-adic comparison theorems [6], the logarithmic syntomic cohomology S ′n(i) is approxi-
mated (via the Fontaine-Messing period map) by the p-adic nearby cycles i∗τ≤jRj∗Z/pn(i), i : X0 ↪→ X,
j : UK ↪→ X. It follows that the syntomic-étale cohomology E ′n(i)Nis is approximated by the truncated
étale cohomology projected onto the Nisnevich site: τ≤iR(jε)∗Z/pn(i)UK

, ε : UK,ét → UK,Nis. But by
the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture we have a quasi-isomorphism τ≤jRε∗Z/pn(i)UK

' Z/pn(j)M,UK
,

where Z/pn(i)M is the motivic cohomology. Hence the syntomic-étale cohomology E ′n(i)Nis is approxi-
mated by τ≤iRj∗Z/pn(i)M,UK

= Rj∗Z/pn(i)M,UK
. In particular it is equal to syntomic-étale cohomology

of the open set, where the log-structure is trivial. Moreover, since motivic cohomology has purity so
does syntomic-étale cohomology. We got all the properties we wanted. In the more difficult case of
good reduction the role of the motivic cohomology Z/pn(i)M,UK

is played by the motivic cohomology
Z/pn(i)M,U ; that this can be done follows from the comparison between syntomic cohomology and p-adic
motivic nearby cycles proved in [7].

The approximation mentioned above is done up to universal constants (that can be controlled). This
results in the twisting of Chern classes in the above theorem. Keeping track of those constants is the
most tedious part of the paper. For small Tate twists i these constants can be taken to be trivial.

Remark 1.3. It seems like an overkill to use a very difficult theorem like the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum
conjecture to prove properties of such a seemingly simple object as the truncated étale cohomology
τ≤iRj∗Z/pn(i). Yet, even to prove the projective space theorem to define classical Chern classes with
values in this cohomology and to construct Gysin sequences one uses [33, Theorem 4.1] the computations
of mod p nearby cycles via symbols due to Bloch-Kato [4] which are closely related to the Bloch-Kato
conjecture (and hence to the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture)3.

Remark 1.4. There is another strategy that we could have employed to construct logarithmic syntomic
Chern classes. One starts with the classical Chern classes, proves the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theo-
rem for them, and then uses it and Gysin seuqences to induce logarithmic Chern classes on the complement
of the divisor. This has to be done one irreducible divisor at a time; in particular, the logarithmic Chern
classes have to have all the properties necessary for the standard proof of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch
theorem to work (which, basically means, that they have to be compatible with the action of K0-groups
in a suitable sense).

In [34], Somekawa tried to make this strategy work. His arguments work for removing one irreducible
divisor but fail on the inductive step: he was not able to show that so obtained logarithmic Chern
classes have good properties. This seems highly nontrivial. This paper shows that this strategy actually
works but with syntomic-étale cohomology in place of syntomic cohomology. Purity of syntomic-étale
cohomology is the key property that allows the inductive step. But this property also implies that

3It is interesting that it is much easier to prove projective space theorem and to construct Gysin sequences for syntomic

cohomology: it simply reduces to the same for filtered crystalline cohomology, where it is immediate.
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logarithmic cohomology is equal to cohomology of the open set, where the log-structure is trivial. Hence
we have chosen this (instead of Gysin sequences) as the starting point of the construction of logarithmic
syntomic Chern classes. Compatibility with Gysin sequences is then a theorem.

1.0.1. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we review the definitions and basic properties of syntomic
and syntomic-étale cohomologies and recall their relationship to p-adic nearby cycles and p-adic motivic
cohomology. In Section 3 we study cohomology of classifying spaces: we compute their (Nisnevich)
syntomic cohomology and we show that their Nisnevich syntomic-étale and syntomic cohomologies agree
in even degrees. In Section 4 we review the basic facts concerning higher K-theory of (simplicial) schemes
and operations on K-theory. In Sections 5 we define and study properties of classical Nisnevich syntomic
and syntomic-étale Chern classes - by standard arguments this builds on the computations done in Section
3. Then we introduce logarithmic syntomic-étale Chern classes and discuss purity. In Section 6 we study
compatibility of these Chern classes with Gysin sequences. We start with proving the properties of
syntomic-étale cohomology that are needed for the proof of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem.
The proof of the theorem itself follows along standard lines.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Frédéric Déglise and Marc Levine for answering questions con-
cerning motivic cohomology. Parts of this paper were written during my visits to the Institut Henri
Poincaré in Paris, the Institut de Mathématiques de Jussieu, Columbia University, and the IAS at Prince-
ton. I would like to thank these institutions for their support, hospitality, and for the wonderful working
conditions they have supplied. Much of this paper was written in Café Nizio l in downtown Ko lobrzeg,
Poland. I would like to thank Jaros law Nizio l for creating such a pleasant coffee house to work at.

1.0.2. Notation and Conventions. Unless stated otherwise we work in the category of fine log-schemes.

Definition 1.5. Let N ∈ N. For a morphism f : M →M ′ of Zp-modules, we say that f is pN -injective
(resp. pN -surjective) if its kernel (resp. its cokernel) is annihilated by pN and we say that f is pN -
isomorphism if it is pN -injective and pN -surjective. We define in the same way the notion of pN -exact
sequence or pN -acyclic complex (complex whose cohomology groups are annihilated by pN ) as well as
the notion of pN -quasi-isomorphism (map in the derived category that induces a pN -isomorphism on
cohomology).

2. Syntomic cohomology

Let OK be a complete discrete valuation ring with fraction field K of characteristic 0 and with perfect
residue field k of characteristic p. Let $ be a uniformizer of OK . Let OK denote the integral closure
of OK in K. Let W (k) be the ring of Witt vectors of k with fraction field F (i.e, W (k) = OF ); let e
be the ramification index of K over F . Set GK = Gal(K/K), and let σ be the absolute Frobenius on
W (k). For an OK -scheme X, let X0 denote the special fiber of X. We will denote by OK and OK

× the
scheme Spec(OK) with the trivial and the canonical (i.e., associated to the closed point) log-structure,
respectively.

In this section we will briefly review the definitions of syntomic and syntomic-étale cohomologies and
their basic properties. For details we refer the reader to [39, 2], [7, 2].

2.1. Syntomic cohomology. For a log-scheme X we denote by Xsyn the small log-syntomic site of X.
For a log-scheme X log-syntomic over Spec(W (k)), define

Ocr
n (X) = H0

cr(Xn,OXn
), J [r]

n (X) = H0
cr(Xn,J [r]

Xn
),

whereOXn is the structure sheaf of the absolute log-crystalline site (i.e., over Wn(k)), JXn = Ker(OXn/Wn(k) →

OXn), and J [r]
Xn

is its r’th divided power of JXn . Set J [r]
Xn

= OXn if r ≤ 0. There is a canonical, compatible
with Frobenius, and functorial isomorphism

H∗(Xsyn,J [r]
n ) ' H∗

cr(Xn,J [r]
Xn

).

It is easy to see that ϕ(J [r]
n ) ⊂ prOcr

n for 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 1. This fails in general and we modify J [r]
n :

J<r>
n := {x ∈ J [r]

n+s | ϕ(x) ∈ prOcr
n+s}/pn,
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for some s ≥ r. This definition is independent of s. We can define the divided Frobenius ϕr = ”ϕ/pr” :
J<r>

n → Ocr
n . Set

Sn(r) := Cone(J<r>
n

1−ϕr−→ Ocr
n )[−1].

We will write Sn(r) for the syntomic sheaves on Xm,syn, m ≥ n, as well as on Xsyn. We will also need
the ”‘undivided”’ version of syntomic complexes of sheaves:

S ′n(r) := Cone(J [r]
n

pr−ϕ
−→ Ocr

n )[−1]

as well as their twists
Si

n(r) := Cone(J [r]
n

pr+i−piϕ
−−−−→Ocr

n )[−1], i ≥ 0.

We note that the following sequence is exact for r ≥ 0

(2.1) 0 −−−−→ Sn(r) −−−−→ J <r>
n

1−ϕr−−−−→ Ocr
n −−−−→ 0.

So, actually,

Sn(r) := Ker(J<r>
n

1−ϕr−→ Ocr
n ).

The natural map ω : Si
n(r) → Sn(r) induced by the maps pr+i : J [r]

n → J<r>
n and Id : Ocr

n → O
cr
n

has kernel and cokernel killed by pr+i. So does the map τ : Sn(r) → Si
n(r) induced by the maps

Id : J<r>
n → J [r]

n and pr+i : Ocr
n → O

cr
n . We have τω = ωτ = pr+i. There are also natural maps

ωa : Sa
n(r) → Sa+1

n (r) induced by Id on J [r]
n and by multiplication by pa+1 on Ocr

n . We set ω′ = ω0.
Write ωa : Sa+1

n (r) → Sa
n(r) for the map induced by Id on Ocr

n and by multiplication by pa+1 on J [r]
n .

We have ωaωa = ωaωa = pa+1.
We have versions of complexes Sn(r) and Si

n(r) on the large syntomic sites [40, 4.3]. If it does not
cause confusion, we will write Sn(r), Si

n(r) for all these complexes as well as for Rε∗Sn(r), Rε∗Si
n(r),

respectively, where ε : Xn,syn → Xn,ét is the canonical projection to the étale site (or sometimes to the
Nisnevich site)

For X a fine and saturated log-smooth log-scheme over OK and 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2, the natural map of
complexes of sheaves on the étale site of X0

τ≤rSn(r)→ Sn(r)

is a quasi-isomorphism. For X semistable over OK and r ≥ 0, the natural map of complexes of sheaves
on the étale site of X0

τ≤rS
′
n(r)→ S ′n(r)

is a pNr-quasi-isomorphism for a universal constant N [6, Prop. 3.12].

2.1.1. Syntomic cohomology and differential forms. Let X be a syntomic scheme over W (k). Recall the
differential definition [23] of syntomic cohomology. Assume first that we have an immersion ι : X ↪→ Z
over W (k) such that Z is a smooth W (k)-scheme endowed with a compatible system of liftings of the
Frobenius {Fn : Zn → Zn}. Let Dn = DXn

(Zn) be the PD-envelope of Xn in Zn (compatible with the
canonical PD-structure on pWn(k)) and JDn the ideal of Xn in Dn. Set J<r>

Dn
:= {a ∈ J

[r]
Dn+s

|ϕ(a) ∈

prODn+s
}/pn for some s ≥ r. For 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 1, J<r>

Dn
= J

[r]
Dn

. This definition is independent of s.
Consider the following complexes of sheaves on Xét.

Sn(r)X,Z : = Cone(J<r−•>
Dn

⊗ Ω•
Zn

1−ϕr−→ ODn
⊗ Ω•

Zn
)[−1],(2.2)

Si
n(r)X,Z : = Cone(J [r−•]

Dn
⊗ Ω•

Zn

pr+i−piϕ
−−−−→ODn ⊗ Ω•

Zn
)[−1],

where Ω•
Zn

:= Ω•
Zn/Wn(k) and ϕr is ”‘ϕ/pr”’ (see [39, 2.1] for details). The complexes Sn(r)X,Z , Si

n(r)X,Z

are, up to canonical quasi-isomorphisms, independent of the choice of ι and {Fn} (and we will omit the
subscript Z from the notation). Again, the natural maps ω : Si

n(r)X → Sn(r)X and τ : Sn(r)X → Si
n(r)X

have kernels and cokernels annihilated by pr+i.
In general, immersions as above exist étale locally, and we define Sn(r)X ∈ D+(Xét,Z/pn) by gluing

the local complexes, and Sn(r)XO
K
∈ D+((XOK

)ét,Z/pn) as the inductive limit of Sn(r)XOK
′ , where
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OK
′ varies over the integral closures of OK in all finite extensions of K in K. Similarly, we define Si

n(r)X

and Si
n(r)XO

K
.

Let now X be a log-syntomic scheme over W (k). Using log-crystalline cohomology, the above con-
struction of syntomic complexes goes through almost verbatim (see [39, 2.1] for details) to yield the
logarithmic analogs Sn(r) and Si

n(r) on Xét. There are natural maps

ε : Hi(Xét, Sn(r))→ Hi(X×
ét , Sn(r)), ε : Hi(Xét, S

i
n(r))→ Hi(X×

ét , S
i
n(r)),

where, for clarity, we wrote X× for the log-scheme X with its full log-structure. In this paper we are
often interested in log-schemes coming from a regular syntomic scheme X over W (k) and a relative simple
(i.e., with no self-intersections) normal crossing divisor D on X. In such cases we will write Sn(r)X(D)
and Si

n(r)X(D) for the syntomic complexes and use the Nisnevich topology instead of the étale one. We
will write H∗(X,Sn(∗)X(D)) and H∗(X,Si

n(∗)X(D)) for the corresponding cohomology groups. We will
employ the same convention while talking about log-étale cohomology H∗(X×

K ,Z/pn(∗)): we will write
H∗(XK(DK),Z/pn(∗)) instead.

2.1.2. Products. We need to discuss products. Assume that we are in the lifted situation (2.2). Then we
have a product structure

∪ : Si
n(r)X,Z ⊗ Sj

n(r′)X,Z → Si+j
n (r + r′)X,Z , r, r′, i, j ≥ 0,

defined by the following formulas

(x, y)⊗ (x′, y′) 7→ (xx′, (−1)apr+ixy′ + ypjϕ(x′))

(x, y) ∈ Si
n(r)a

X,Z = (J [r−a]
Dn

⊗ Ωa
Zn

)⊕ (ODn
⊗ Ωa−1

Zn
),

(x′, y′) ∈ Sj
n(r′)b

X,Z = (J [r′−b]
Dn

⊗ Ωb
Zn

)⊕ (ODn ⊗ Ωb−1
Zn

).

Globalizing, we obtain the product structure

∪ : Si
n(r)X ⊗

L Sj
n(r′)X → Si+j

n (r + r′)X , r, r′, i, j ≥ 0.

This product is clearly compatible with the crystalline product.
Similarly, we have the product structures

∪ : Sn(r)X,Z ⊗ Sn(r′)X,Z → Sn(r + r′)X,Z , r, r′ ≥ 0,

defined by the formulas

(x, y)⊗ (x′, y′) 7→ (xx′, (−1)axy′ + yϕr′(x′))

(x, y) ∈ Sn(r)a
X,Z = (J<r−a>

Dn
⊗ Ωa

Zn
)⊕ (ODn ⊗ Ωa−1

Zn
),

(x′, y′) ∈ Sn(r′)b
X,Z = (J<r′−b>

Dn
⊗ Ωb

Zn
)⊕ (ODn

⊗ Ωb−1
Zn

).

Globalizing, we obtain the product structure

∪ : Sn(r)X ⊗
L Sn(r′)X → Sn(r + r′)X , r, r′ ≥ 0.

This product is also clearly compatible with the crystalline product.
The above product structures are compatible with the maps ω and the maps ω0. On the other hand

the maps τ are, in general, not compatible with products.

2.1.3. Syntomic symbol maps. Let X be a regular syntomic scheme over W (k) with a divisor D with
relative simple normal crossings. Recall that there are first Chern class maps defined by Kato and Tsuji
[40, 2.2]

csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ i∗j∗O

∗
(X\D)n+1

[−1]→ Sn(1)X(D),

csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ i∗j∗O

∗
(X\D)n

[−1]→ S′
n(1)X(D),
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that are compatible, i.e., the following diagram commutes

j∗O∗
X\D[−1]

pcsyn
1

��

csyn
1 // S′

n(1)X(D)

ω
wwoooooooooooo

Sn(1)X(D)

Here j : X \ D ↪→ X is the natural immersion. In the lifted situation these classes are defined in the
following way. Let Cn be the complex

(1 + JDn →Mgp
Dn

) ' j∗O
∗
(X\D)n

[−1],

where, for a log-scheme X, MX denotes its log-structure. The Chern class maps

(2.3) csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
(X\D)n

[−1]→ S′
n(1)X(D), csyn

1 : j∗O
∗
(X\D)n+1

[−1]→ Sn(1)X(D),

are defined by the morphisms of complexes

Cn → S′
n(1)X,Z , Cn+1 → Sn(1)X,Z

given by the formulas

1 + JDn → (S′
n(1)X,Z)0 = JDn ; a 7→ log a;

1 + JDn+1 → (Sn(1)X,Z)0 = JDn ; a 7→ log a mod pn;

and

Mgp
Dn
→ (S′

n(1)X,Z)1 = (ODn
⊗ Ω1

Zn
)⊕ODn

; b 7→ (d log b, log(bpϕDn
(b)−1));

Mgp
Dn+1

→ (Sn(1)X,Z)1 = (ODn
⊗ Ω1

Zn
)⊕ODn

; b 7→ (d log b mod pn, p−1 log(bpϕDn+1(b)
−1)).

2.1.4. Syntomic cohomology and p-adic nearby cycles. For log-schemes over O×
K , in a stable range, syn-

tomic cohomology tends to compute (via the period morphism) p-adic nearby cycles . We will recall the
relevant theorems.

Let X be a log-syntomic scheme over W (k). Let i : X0,ét → Xét and j : Xtr,K,ét → Xét be the natural
maps. Here Xtr is the open set of X where the log-structure is trivial. For 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2, there is a
natural homomorphism on the étale site of Xn [8] (the Fontaine-Messing period map)

αr : Sn(r)→ i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)

from syntomic complexes to p-adic nearby cycles. It factors through τ≤ri
∗Rj∗Z/pn(r). One checks that

αr is compatible with products. Similarly, for any r ≥ 0, we get a natural map [8]

α̃r : Sn(r)→ i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)′.

Composing with the map ω : S ′n(r)→ Sn(r) we get a natural, compatible with products, morphism

αr : S ′n(r)→ i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)′.

Theorem 2.1. ([40, Theorem 5.1]) For i ≤ r ≤ p − 2 and for a fine and saturated log-scheme X
log-smooth over O×

K the period map

(2.4) αr : Sn(r)X
∼
→ τ≤ri

∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)Xtr .

is an isomorphism.

Theorem 2.2. ([6, Theorem 1.1]) For 0 ≤ i ≤ r and for a semistable scheme X over OK , consider the
period map

(2.5) αr : Hi(S ′n(r)X)→ i∗Rij∗Z/pn(r)′Xtr
.
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If K has enough roots of unity4 then the kernel and cokernel of this map are annihilated by pNr for a
universal constant N depending only on p (and d if p = 2) (not depending on X, K, n or r). In general,
the kernel and cokernel of this map are annihilated by pNr for an integer N = N(p, e), which depends on
e and p (also d if p = 2) but not on X or n.

2.2. Syntomic-étale cohomology. We will now recall the definition and basic properties of syntomic-
étale cohomology. More details can be found in [8],[7]. Let X be a log-scheme, log-syntomic over
Spec(W (k)). Let j′ : Xtr,K → XK denote the natural open immersion.

2.2.1. Syntomic-étale cohomology. Denote by En(r) and E ′n(r) the syntomic-étale complexes on Xét [7,
2.2.2] associated to Sn(r) and S ′n(r), respectively. They are obtained by gluing the complexes of sheaves
Sn(r) and S ′n(r) and the complexes of sheaves j′∗GZ/pn(r)′, where G denotes the Godement resolution
of a sheaf (or a complex of sheaves), by the maps α̃r and αr. We have the distinguished triangles

(2.6) jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r)′ → En(r)→ i∗Sn(r), jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r)′ → E ′n(r)→ i∗S
′
n(r),

as well as the natural maps

α̃r : En(r)→ Rj∗Z/pn(r)′, αr : En(r)′ → Rj∗Z/pn(r)′

compatible with the maps α̃r and αr from syntomic complexes. For a ≥ 0, we have the truncated version
of the above - the distinguished triangles

(2.7) jét!τ≤aRj′∗Z/pn(r)′ → τ≤aEn(r)→ i∗τ≤aSn(r), jét!τ≤aRj′∗Z/pn(r)′ → τ≤aE
′
n(r)→ i∗τ≤aS

′
n(r).

2.2.2. Syntomic-étale cohomology and étale cohomology of the generic fiber. For a log-scheme over O×
K ,

in a stable range, syntomic-étale cohomology tends to compute étale cohomology of the generic fiber.

Theorem 2.3. ([7, Theorem 2.5]) Let X be a log-scheme log-smooth over OK
×. Then

(1) we have a natural quasi-isomorphism

α̃r : τ≤rEn(r) ' τ≤rRj∗Z/pn(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 2.

(2) if X is semistable, there is a constant N as in Theorem 2.2 and a natural morphism

αr : E ′n(r)→ Rj∗Z/pn(r)′, r ≥ 0,

such that the induced map on cohomology sheaves in degrees ≤ r has kernel and cokernel annihi-
lated by pNr.

The above theorem implies that the logarithmic syntomic-étale cohomology is close to the logarithmic
syntomic-étale cohomology of the complement of the divisor at infinity.

Corollary 2.4. ([7, Cor. 2.6]) Let X be a semistable scheme over OK with a divisor at infinity D∞.
We treat it is as a log-scheme over O×

K . Let Y := X \D∞ and let j1 : Y ↪→ X.

(1) we have a natural quasi-isomorphism

α̃r : τ≤rEn(r)X
∼
→ τ≤rRj1∗En(r)Y , 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 2.

(2) there is a constant N as in Theorem 2.2 and a natural morphism

αr : E ′n(r)X → Rj1∗E
′
n(r)Y , r ≥ 0,

such that the induced map on cohomology sheaves in degrees ≤ r has kernel and cokernel annihi-
lated by pNr.

4See Section (2.1.1) of [6] for what it means for a field to contain enough roots of unity. The field F contains enough

roots of unity and for any K, the field K(ζpn ), for n ≥ c(K) + 3, where c(K) is the conductor of K, contains enough roots

of unity.
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2.2.3. Nisnevich syntomic-étale cohomology. We will pass now to the Nisnevich topos of X. Denote by
ε : Xét → XNis the natural projection. For r ≥ 0, by applying Rε∗ to the étale period map above and
using that Rε∗i

∗ = i∗Rε∗
5 (cf. [10, 2.2.b]), we obtain a natural map

α̃r : Rε∗Sn(r)→ i∗Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′.

Composing with the map ω : Rε∗S ′n(r) → Rε∗Sn(r) we get a natural, compatible with products, mor-
phism

αr : Rε∗S
′
n(r)→ i∗Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′.

Write, for simplicity, Sn(r) and S ′n(r) for the derived pushforwards of Sn(r) and S ′n(r) from Xét to XNis.
Same for En(r) and E ′n(r). Notice that the latter are quasi-isomorphic to the complexes obtained by
gluing the complexes of sheaves Sn(r) and S ′n(r) on X1,Nis and the complexes of sheaves ε∗j

′
∗GZ/pn(r)′

on XK,Nis by the maps α̃r and αr. Hence we have the distinguished triangles

(2.8) jNis!Rj′∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′ → En(r)→ i∗Sn(r), jNis!Rj′∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′ → E ′n(r)→ i∗S
′
n(r),

as well as the natural maps

α̃r : En(r)→ Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′, αr : En(r)′ → Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′

compatible with the maps α̃r and αr from syntomic complexes. For a ≥ 0, we have the truncated version
of the above - the distinguished triangles
(2.9)
jNis!τ≤aRj′∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′ → τ≤aEn(r)→ i∗τ≤aSn(r), jét!τ≤aRj′∗Rε∗Z/pn(r)′ → τ≤aE

′
n(r)→ i∗τ≤aS

′
n(r).

Define the following complexes of sheaves on XNis

Sn(r)Nis := τ≤rSn(r), S ′n(r)Nis := τ≤rS
′
n(r);

En(r)Nis := τ≤rEn(r), E ′n(r)Nis := τ≤rE
′
n(r).

We will need the following twisted version of the complexes E ′n(r) and E ′n(r)Nis. Set the gluing map
(on Xét)

αr : S1
n(r)→ i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r + 1)′(−1)

to be equal to the composition

S1
n(r)

ω0→ S ′n(r)
αr→ i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)′ → i∗Rj∗Z/pn(r + 1)′(−1).

And define the complexes E1
n(r) by gluing S1

n(r) and jét!j
′
∗GZ/pn(r + 1)′(−1) via αr. We have the

distinguished triangle
jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r + 1)′(−1)→ E1

n(r)→ i∗S
1
n(r).

Write E1
n(r) for the derived pushforward of E1

n(r) to XNis and set E1
n(r)Nis := τ≤rE1

n(r).

2.2.4. Syntomic-étale cohomology and differential forms. We will need a differential definition of the
syntomic-étale complexes. Let X be a log-syntomic, finite and saturated (fs for short) scheme over
W (k). Assume first that X is affine and we have an immersion X ↪→ Z over W (k) such that Z is a
log-smooth W (k)-scheme endowed with a compatible system of liftings of the Frobenius {Fn : Zn → Zn}.
Choose sufficiently large algebraically closed fields Ω and Ω ′ of characteristic zero and p, respectively.
Let C be the set of all isomorphism classes of fs monoids P such that P ∗ = {1}. For each isomorphism
class c ∈ C choose a representative Pc of c and define the log-geometric point Ωc to be Spec(Ωc) with
MΩc

= Ω ⊕n∈N,n 6=0 1/nPc and Ω′
c to be Spec(Ω′) with MΩ′

c
= Ω ⊕n∈N,p-n 1/nPc. Let G denote the

Godement resolution with respect to all log-geometric points whose sources are Ωc or Ω′
c for some c ∈ C.

The set of points we have chosen is actually larger than what would suffice here but it will turn out useful
later.

The map

α′
r : Sn(r)→ i∗i

∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)′
δ
→ jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r)′[1],

5This equality fails for the projection to Zariski topology and is the reason we use Nisnevich topology instead of Zariski.
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where the map δ is obtained from the distinguished triangle

jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r)′
η
→ Rj∗Z/pn(r)′ → i∗i

∗Rj∗Z/pn(r)′,

can be induced by a map α′
r : Sn(r) → jét!j

′
∗GZ/pn(r)′[1] that, in turn, can be obtained by shififying

the following morphisms of presheaves on Xét [39, 3.1] (we write θ for the operation i∗i
∗j∗G and assume

that U = Spec(A)→ X is a strict étale map)

α′
r,U : Γ(U, Sn(r)X,Z)→ Γ(Uh, θUSn(r)U,Z)

∼
← Γ(Uh, θUΛUh)

∼
← Γ(U, θΛU )

∼
← Γ(U, Cone(η(GΛU )))→ Γ(U, jét!j

′
∗GΛU [1]),

where we put ΛY = Z/pn(r)′YK,tr
and η(GΛU ) : jét!j

′
∗GΛU ↪→ jét ∗j

′
∗GΛU is the natural injection. Here

Uh denotes the henselization of U with respect to the ideal pU and Sn(r)U,Z is an analog of the syntomic
complex Sn(r)U,Z [39, 3.1]. This complex is defined using, instead of A, Ah - the integral closure of
Ah in an algebraic closure of the fraction field Frac(Ah) that is étale over Ah

tr,K , and instead of the

immersion X ↪→ Z, the immersion Spec(Ah) ↪→ Spec(Acr(Ah)) with the natural Frobenius liftings and
log-structures. Unlike in [39, 3.1] we allow here trivial log-structure on the special fiber. The complex
Sn(r)U,Z is a complex of locally free sheaves on (Uh

tr,K)ét. It is a resolution of ΛUh
tr,K

.

In the case of a general X we choose a strict étale affine covering X ′ → X and immersion X ′ ↪→ Z ′

with Frobenius liftings FZ′
n

: Z ′
n → Z ′

n. From this we construct a (Čech) hypercovering X• → X with
immersion X• ↪→ Z• and Frobenius liftings FZ•

n
: Z•

n → Z•
n. By applying the above construction to each

level we obtain a morphism α′
r : Sn(r)X•,Z• → jét!j

′
∗GΛX• [1]. Our map α′

r is now defined as Rε∗α
′
r,

where ε : X•
ét → Xét is the change of topoi map. It can be represented by the composition

α′
r : Sn(r)X → ε∗GSn(r)X•,Z•

α′
r→ ε∗Gjét!j

′
∗GΛX• [1]

∼
← jét!j

′
∗GΛX [1].

Consider the induced map

α′
r : S′

n(r)X
ω
→ Sn(r)X

α′
r→ jét!j

′
∗GΛX [1].

This map, a priori a zigzag of maps of complexes, can be ”straighten up”, that is, we can find a complex
S̃′

n(r)X and genuine maps of complexes f : S̃′
n(r)X → S′

n(r)X and α̃r : S̃′
n(r)X → jét!j

′
∗GΛX [1] that fit

into the following commutative diagram

S̃′
n(r)X

fo

��

α̃r

&&MMMMMMMMMM

S′
n(r)X

α′
r // jét!j′∗GΛX [1]

This is done by replacing each diagram of maps A
a
→ B

∼
← C by the map a′ : D → C from the following

commutative diagram of complexes

(2.10) D = Cone(a− b)[−1] a′
//

b′∼

��

C

b∼

��
A

a // B

Set

E′
n(r)X := Cone(S̃′

n(r)X
α̃r→ jét!j

′
∗GΛX [1])[−1], E′

n(r)Nis,X := τ≤rε
′
∗GE′

n(r)X ,

where ε′ : Xét → XNis is the change of topology map. These complexes represent E ′n(r)X and E ′n(r)Nis,X ,
respectively. They are functorial in X. The complexes E′

n(r)X and E′
n(r)Nis,X inherit functorial product

structure that is compatible with the maps

E′
n(r)X → S̃′

n(r)X → S′
n(r)X .
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To construct it note that all the maps in αr,U are compatible with products and so are the maps ω and
δ. It suffices thus, in the diagram 2.10, to equip the cone D with product structure that is compatible
with the projections on A and C. But this is standard and can be done as in [27, 3.1].

The above syntomic-étale complexes have twisted versions. Consider first

E1
n(r)X := Cone(S̃1

n(r)X
ω̃0→ S̃′

n(r)X
α̃′

r→ jét!j
′
∗GZ/pn(r + 1)′(−1)[1])[−1], E1

n(r)Nis,X := τ≤rε
′
∗GE1

n(r)X ,

where
α̃′

r : S̃′
n(r)X

α̃r→ jét!j
′
∗GZ/pn(r)′[1]→jét!j

′
∗GZ/pn(r + 1)′(−1)[1]

and the complex S̃1
n(r)X is defined via the following commutative diagram

S̃1
n(r)X = Cone(f − ω0)[−1]

ω̃0

��

f1

∼
// S1

n(r)X

ω0

��
S̃′

n(r)X

f

∼
// S′

n(r)X

We also the following twisted version

E2
n(r)X := Cone(S̃2

n(r)X
ω̃1,0
→ S̃′

n(r)X
α̃′

r→ jét!j
′
∗GZ/pn(r + 2)′(−2)[1])[−1],

where
α̃′

r : S̃′
n(r)X

α̃r→ jét!j
′
∗GZ/pn(r)′[1]→jét!j

′
∗GZ/pn(r + 2)′(−2)[1],

ω1,0 = ω1ω0, and the complex S̃2
n(r)X is defined via the following commutative diagram

S̃2
n(r)X = Cone(f − ω1,0)[−1]

ω̃1,0

��

f1

∼
// S2

n(r)X

ω1,0

��
S̃′

n(r)X

f

∼
// S′

n(r)X

Using again the construction of products on cones from [27, 3.1] and the fact that the maps

ω : S′
n(r)X → Sn(r)X , ω0 : S1

n(r1)X → S′
n(r)X

as well as the map αr commute with products, we construct products

∪ : E′
n(r1)X ⊗

L E1
n(r2)X → E1

n(r1 + r2)X ; ∪ : E′
n(r1)Nis,X ⊗

L E1
n(r2)Nis,X → E1

n(r1 + r2)Nis,X

that are compatible with the product ∪ : S′
n(r1)X ⊗L S1

n(r2)X → S1
n(r1 + r2)X .

In an analogous way we define the complexes En(r)X and En(r)Nis,X and the corresponding products.

2.2.5. Syntomic-étale symbol maps. If X is fs then we have Chern class maps

(2.11) csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ E′

n(1)Nis,X(D), csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ En(1)Nis,X(D)

that are compatible with the syntomic Chern class maps. To define these maps it suffices, by degree
reason, to define maps

(2.12) csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ E′

n(1)X(D), csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ En(1)X(D).

For that recall that the syntomic Chern classes are compatible with the étale Chern classes [39, Prop.
3.2.4], i.e., that the following diagram commutes

j∗O∗
X\D[−1]

csyn
1 //

pc1

))RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
S′

n(1)X(D)

α1

��
i∗i

∗Rjét ∗Rj′∗Z/pn(1)′
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where the map c1 is induced from the Chern class map

cét
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ Rjét ∗Rj′∗Z/pn(1).

It follows that the composition

j∗O
∗
X\D[−1]

csyn
1→ S′

n(1)X(D)
α1→ i∗i

∗Rjét ∗Rj′∗Z/pn(1)′ → jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(1)′[1]

is trivial, hence there exists a unique (for degree reason) map

csyn
1 : j∗O

∗
X\D[−1]→ E′

n(1)X(D)

compatible with the syntomic Chern class map. The construction for the complex En(1)X(D) is analo-
gous.

2.3. Syntomic cohomology and motivic cohomology. Let X be a smooth scheme over OK . Let
Z(r)M denote the complex of motivic sheaves Z(r)M := X 7→ zr(X, 2r − ∗) in the Nisnevich topology of
X, where the complex zr(X, ∗) is the Bloch’s cycles complex [2]. Let Z/pn(r)M := Z(r)M ⊗ Z/pn. We
have that Hj(XNis,Z/pn(i)M) = HjΓ(X,Z/pn(r)M) is the Bloch higher Chow group [10, Prop. 3.6].

Recall that the main theorem of [7] shows that syntomic-étale complexes on smooth schemes over OK

approximate motivic complexes.

Theorem 2.5. ([7, Theorem 3.10]) Let X be a semistable scheme over OK with a smooth special fiber.
Let j′ : Xtr ↪→ X be the natural open immersion. Then

(1) there is a natural cycle class map

clsyn
r : Rj′∗Z/pn(r)M → En(r)Nis, 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 2.

It is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2) there is a natural cycle class map

clsyn
r : Rj′∗Z/pn(r)M → E

′
n(r)Nis, r ≥ 0.

It is a pNr-quasi-isomorphism for a constant N as in Theorem 2.2.

We have analogous statements in the étale topology. These cycle class maps are compatible (via the
localization map and the period map) with the étale cycle class maps.

3. Cohomology of classifying spaces

In this section we study cohomology of classifying spaces: we compute their (Nisnevich) syntomic
cohomology and we show that their Nisnevich syntomic-étale and syntomic cohomologies agree in even
degrees.

3.1. Classical computations. We are interested in cohomology of BGLa and the related classifying
simplicial schemes B(GLa×GLb) and BGL(a, b). Recall that, roughly speaking, if a Z×Z-graded coho-
mology theory X/S 7→ H∗(X, ∗) satisfies homotopy property and projective space theorem (of bidegrees
(2i, i)), then we have the following isomorphisms

H∗(BGLa, ∗) ' H∗(S, ∗)[x1, . . . , xa],

H∗(BGL(a, b), ∗) ' H∗(BGLa ×BGLb, ∗) ' H∗(S, ∗)[x1, . . . , xa; y1, . . . , yb],

where the classes xi, yi ∈ H2i(BGLa, i) are the Chern classes of the universal locally free sheaf on BGLa

(defined via a projective space theorem). This applies, for example, to

(1) étale cohomology with `-adic coefficients;
(2) (étale) logarithmic de Rham-Witt cohomology H∗(X,WnΩ∗

X,log[−∗]), for a smooth scheme X

over k [15, III, Theorem 2.2.5]:

H∗(BGLa,WnΩ∗
BGLa,log[−∗]) ' H∗(k,WnΩ∗

k,log[−∗])[x1, . . . , xa],

H∗(BGL(a, b),WnΩ∗
BGL(a,b),log[−∗]) ' H∗(BGLa ×BGLb,WnΩ∗

BGLa×BGLb,log[−∗])

' H∗(k,WnΩ∗
k,log[−∗])[x1, . . . , xa; y1, . . . , yb],
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where the classes xi, yi ∈ H2i(BGLl,WnΩi
BGLl,log

[−i]) are the logarithmic de Rham-Witt Chern
classes of the universal locally free sheaf on BGLa. We have H∗(k,WnΩ∗

k,log[−∗]) = H∗
ét(k,Z/pn),

which is trivial in degrees at least 2.
(3) motivic cohomology Z/p(∗)M over a field F [32, Lemma 7]:

H∗(BGLa,Z/p(∗)M) ' H∗(F,Z/p(∗)M)[x1, . . . , xa]

H∗(BGL(a, b),Z/p(∗)M) ' H∗(BGLa ×BGLb,Z/p(∗)M)

' H∗(F,Z/p(∗)M)[x1, . . . , xa; y1, . . . , yb],

where xi, yi ∈ H2i(BGLa,Z/p(i)M) are the motivic Chern classes of the universal locally free
sheaf on BGLa.

(4) Nisnevich logarithmic de Rham-Witt cohomology H∗
Nis(X,WnΩ∗

X,log[−∗]), for smooth schemes X
over k:

H∗
Nis(BGLa,WnΩ∗

BGLa,log[−∗]) ' H∗
Nis(k,WnΩ∗

k,log[−∗])[x1, . . . , xa],(3.1)

H∗
Nis(BGL(a, b),WnΩ∗

BGL(a,b),log[−∗]) ' H∗
Nis(BGLa ×BGLb,WnΩ∗

BGLa×BGLb,log[−∗])

' H∗
Nis(k,WnΩ∗

k,log[−∗])[x1, . . . , xa; y1, . . . , yb],

where xi, yi ∈ H2i
Nis(BGLl,WnΩi

BGLl,log
[−i]) are the Nisnevich logarithmic de Rham-Witt Chern

classes of the universal locally free sheaf on BGLa. This follows from the quasi-isomorphism
Z/p(i)M 'WnΩi

X,log[−i]. We have H∗
Nis(k,WnΩ∗

k,log[−∗]) = Z/pn.

Alternatively, one can proceed as in [15, II], and use projective space theorem plus weak purity to
obtain the same formulas. This method of computations applies to de Rham (hence crystalline) and to
Hodge cohomologies. We get (we write BGLa,n for BGLl/Wn(k) if it is not confusing)

H∗
cr(BGLa,n) ' H∗

dR(BGLa,n) 'Wn(k)[x1, . . . , xa],

where the classes xi ∈ H2i
dR(BGLa,n) are the de Rham Chern classes of the universal locally free sheaf

on BGLa,n (defined via a projective space theorem). Similarly, for Hodge cohomology we have

H∗
Hdg(BGLa,n) 'Wn(k)[x1, . . . , xa].

In particular

H2i
dR(BGLa,n) = Hi(BGLa,n, Ωi

BGLa,n
) = ⊕IWn(k)xI , I ⊂ {1, . . . , a}, |I| = i.

Similarly, we get

H∗
cr(BGL(a, b)n) ' H∗

dR(BGL(a, b)n) ' H∗
dR((BGLa ×BGLb)n)

'Wn(k)[x1, . . . , xa; y1, . . . , yb].

3.2. Syntomic computations.

3.2.1. Syntomic cohomology.

Lemma 3.1. Let B be one of the classifying simplicial schemes BGLl, B(GLa × GLb), or BGL(a, b).
Then

Hi(B,Sn(j)) =






M for i = 2j,

Hi−1
dR (B) for i = 2j − 2m− 1,m ≥ 0,

0 for i ≥ 2j + 2,

where M is equal to ⊕IZ/pnxI for BGLl and to ⊕I,JZ/pnxIyJ in the other two cases. Here I ⊂
{1, . . . , l}, |I| = j; I ⊂ {1, . . . , a}, |I| = c, J ⊂ {1, . . . , b}, |J | = d, c + d = j, respectively.

Moreover we have the following long exact sequence

0→ H2j(B,Sn(j))→ H2j(Bn, Ω≥j
Bn

)
1−ϕj
−→ H2j

dR(Bn)→ H2j+1(B,Sn(j))→ 0.
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Proof. First we will prove the lemma for BGLl. We have

Sn(j) = Cone(Ω≥j
BGLl,n

1−ϕj
−→ Ω•

BGLl,n
)[−1]

This yields the long exact sequence

∙ ∙ ∙ → Hi(BGLl, Sn(j))→ Hi(BGLl,n, Ω≥j
BGLl,n

)
1−ϕj
−→ Hi

dR(BGLl,n)→ Hi+1(BGLl, Sn(j))→ ∙ ∙ ∙ .

Using the vanishing of the de Rham cohomology in odd degrees we get the following long exact sequence
(i ≥ 0)

0→ H2i(B,Sn(j))→ H2i(Bn, Ω≥j
Bn

)
1−ϕj
−→ H2i

dR(Bn)→ H2i+1(B,Sn(j))→ 0.

Hence the long exact sequence in the lemma.
By considering the maps

H2j(B,Sn(j))→ H2j(Bn, Ω≥j
Bn

)ϕj=1, H i−1
dR (Bn)→ Hi(B,Sn(j))

and by devissage we can reduce the computations to n = 1. The long exact sequence in our lemma
implies that

H2j(BGLl, S1(j)) ' H2j(BGLl,1, Ω
≥j
BGLl,1

)ϕj=1 = (⊕IW1(k)xI)
ϕj=1,

where I ⊂ {1, . . . , l}, |I| = j. But ϕ(xi) = pixi; hence H2j(BGLl, S1(j)) ' ⊕IZ/pxI , as wanted.
For 2i ≥ 2j + 2 we claim that the map

1− ϕj : H2i(BGLl,1, Ω
≥j
BGLl,1

)→ H2i
dR(BGLl,1)

is an isomorphism. By the computations of de Rham and Hodge cohomologies above it suffices to show
that the map

1− ϕj : Hi(BGLl,1, Ω
i
BGLl,1

)→ Hi(BGLl,1, Ω
i
BGLl,1

)

is an isomorphism. But ϕj = pi−jϕi and 1− ϕj = 1, as wanted. It follows that Hi(BGLl, S1(j)) = 0 for
i ≥ 2j + 2.

For i ≤ 2j − 2 and i even we have Hi(BGLl, S1(j)) ↪→ Hi(BGLl,1, Ω
≥j
BGLl,1

) = 0. This implies that,

for i ≤ 2j and i odd, Hi(BGLl, S1(j)) = Hi−1
dR (BGLl,1), as wanted.

In view of the above computations of crystalline cohomology, the argument for B(GLa × GLb) and
BGL(a, b) is practically identical . �

Similarly, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let B be as above. Then

Hi(B,S′
n(j)) =






M ′ for i = 2j,

Hi−1
dR (Bn) for i = 2j − 2m− 1,m ≥ 0,

Hi−1
dR (Bj) for i = 2j + 2m + 1,m ≥ 1,

Hi
dR(Bn−j) for i = 2j + 2m,m ≥ 1,

0 otherwise,

where M ′ is equal to (⊕IWn(k)xI)ϕ=pj

for BGLl and to (⊕I,JWn(k)xIyJ )ϕ=pj

in the other two cases
(with the index sets I, J as in the previous lemma).

Moreover we have the following long exact sequence

0→ H2j(B,S′
n(j))→ H2j(Bn, Ω≥j

Bn
)

pj−ϕ
−→ H2j

dR(Bn)→ H2j+1(B,S′
n(j))→ 0.

Proof. We present the proof for BGLl. The proofs for the other schemes are basically the same. We
have the long exact sequence

∙ ∙ ∙ → Hi(BGLl, S
′
n(j))→ Hi(BGLl,n, Ω≥j

BGLl,n
)

pj−ϕ
−→ Hi

dR(BGLl,n)→ Hi+1(BGLl, S
′
n(j))→ ∙ ∙ ∙ .
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Using the vanishing of the de Rham cohomology in odd degrees we get the following long exact sequence
(i ≥ 0)

0→ H2i(B,S′
n(j))→ H2i(Bn, Ω≥j

Bn
)

pj−ϕ
−→ H2i

dR(Bn)→ H2i+1(B,S′
n(j))→ 0.

Hence the long exact sequence in the lemma. It implies that

H2j(BGLl, S
′
n(j)) ' H2j(BGLl,n, Ω≥j

BGLl,n
)ϕ=pj

= (⊕IWn(k)xI)
ϕ=pj

,

where I ⊂ {1, . . . , l}, |I| = j.
For 2i ≥ 2j + 2 we claim that the following sequence is exact

0→ H2i(BGLl,n−j ,Ω
≥j
BGLl,n−j

)→ H2i(BGLl,n, Ω≥j
BGLl,n

)
pj−ϕ
−→ H2i

dR(BGLl,n)

→ H2i
dR(BGLl,j)→ 0

Indeed, by the computations of de Rham and Hodge cohomologies above it suffices to show that the
following sequence is exact

0→ Hi(BGLl,n−j ,Ω
i
BGLl,n−j

)→ Hi(BGLl,n, Ωi
BGLl,n

)
pj−ϕ
−→ Hi(BGLl,n, Ωi

BGLl,n
)

→ Hi(BGLl,j , Ω
i
BGLl,j

)→ 0

But pj − ϕ = pj(1− ϕj) and we have shown in the previous proof that 1 − ϕj is an isomorphism.
For i ≤ 2j − 2 and i even we have Hi(BGLl, S

′
n(j)) ↪→ Hi(BGLl,n, Ω≥j

BGLl,n
) = 0. This implies that,

for i ≤ 2j and i odd, Hi(BGLl, S
′
n(j)) = Hi−1

dR (BGLl,n), as wanted. �

Remark 3.3. Note that the map

τ : H2j(BGLl, Sn(j)) ↪→ H2j(BGLl, S
′
n(j)) : ⊕IZ/pnxI ↪→ (⊕IWn(k)xI)

ϕ=pj

,

is the canonical injection and that it is compatible with products (since both products are compatible
with the de Rham product). An analogous statement is true for the maps

τ : H2j(BGLa ×BGLb, Sn(j)) ↪→ H2j(BGLa ×BGLb, S
′
n(j)),

τ : H2j(BGL(a, b), Sn(j)) ↪→ H2j(BGL(a, b), S′
n(j))

that are both equal to the canonical injection

⊕I,JZ/pnxIyJ ↪→ (⊕I,JWn(k)xIyJ )ϕ=pj

.

3.2.2. Truncated syntomic cohomology. We will now compute the truncated syntomic cohomology of
BGLl and the related simplicial schemes B(GLa ×GLb) and BGL(a, b).

Proposition 3.4. Let B denote the simplicial scheme BGLl/W (k), B(GLa×GLb)/W (k), or BGL(a, b)/W (k).
Then

(1) the natural morphism Sn(j)Nis → Sn(j) induces an isomorphism

H2j(B,Sn(j)Nis)
∼
→ H2j(B,Sn(j)), j ≥ 0.

(2) the morphism

τ : H2j(B,Sn(j)Nis)→ H2j(B,S′
n(j)Nis), j ≥ 0.

is compatible with products.

Proof.

Lemma 3.5. For a smooth scheme X over W (k) and n ≥ m ≥ 0, the following sequence is exact

0→ Sm(j)Nis → Sn(j)Nis → Sn−m(j)Nis → 0
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Proof. We can argue locally so assume that there is a Frobenius lift on Xn, n ≥ 0. Assume first that
j ≥ 1. Recall [23, 3.5] that then the syntomic complex Sn(j) can be represented by the complex

0→ OXn

−d
→ Ω1

Xn

−d
→ . . .

−d
→ Ωj−2

Xn

(0,−d)
−−→Ωj

Xn
⊕ Ωj−1

Xn

(1−ϕj ,−d)
−−−−→Ωj

Xn
,(3.2)

where OXn
is in degree 1. On the étale site the last map is surjective and τ≤jSn(j)ét ' Sn(j)ét [23, 3.6].

However this is not true on the Nisnevich site. The truncated complex Sn(j)Nis can be represented by
the complex

0→ OXn

−d
→ Ω1

Xn

−d
→ . . .

−d
→ Ωj−2

Xn

−d
−−→NXn(j)Nis,

where NXn
(j)∗ is the kernel of the map (1 − ϕj ,−d) : Ωj

Xn
⊕Ωj−1

Xn
→ Ωj

Xn
taken in topology ∗ and OXn

is in degree 1.
Let

νj
X,n = ker(1− ϕj : Ωj

Xn
→ Ωj

Xn
/dΩj−1

Xn
), j ≥ 0.

We easily find that we have the short exact sequence

0→ ZΩj−1
Xn
→ NXn

(j)Nis → νj
X,n → 0,(3.3)

where ZΩj−1
Xn

= ker(d : Ωj−1
Xn
→ Ωj

Xn
). We note that ZΩj−1

Xn
' ZΩj−1

X ⊗ Z/pn. It follows that we have
the short exact sequence

(3.4) 0→ S̃n(j)Nis → Sn(j)Nis → νj
X,n → 0,

where S̃n(j)Nis is the following complex

0→ OXn

−d
→ Ω1

Xn

−d
→ . . .

−d
→ Ωj−2

Xn

−d
−−→ZΩj−1

Xn
,

We have the short exact sequence

0→ S̃m(j)Nis → S̃n(j)Nis → S̃n−m(j)Nis → 0

It follows that it suffices to show that the natural sequence

0→ νj
X,m → νj

X,n → νj
X,n−m → 0

is exact. We will show below that we have a natural isomorphism νj
X,n,ét

∼
→ WnΩj

X1,log hence a natural

isomorphism νj
X,n

∼
→ WnΩj

X1,log. Since WnΩj
X1,log is locally in the Nisnevich topology generated by

symbols dlog{[a1], . . . , [aj ]}, for local sections a1, . . . , aj ∈ O
×
X1

[18, p.505], this will give us the exactness
we want.

To construct the map f : νj
X,n,ét→WnΩj

X1,log, consider the following commutative diagram

0 // νj
X,n,ét

// Ωj
Xn

��

1−ϕj // Ωj
Xn

/dΩj−1
Xn

��

// 0

0 // WnΩj
X1,log

// WnΩj
X1

/dV Wn−1Ω
j−1
X1

1−Fj // WnΩj
X1

/dWnΩj−1 // 0

The vertical maps are induced by the global Frobenius lift. The top sequence is exact by definition, the
bottom one by Lemma 4.3 from [3]. We obtained the map f . To show that it is an isomorphism we can
reduce by devissage to n = 1. But then our claim is clear.

For j = 0, we we have
Sn(0)ét : OXn

1−ϕ
−−→OXn

.

Hence τ≤0Sn(0)ét ' Sn(0)ét and

Sn(0)Nis = ker(1− ϕ : OXn
→ OXn

) = ν0
X,n,

which we have shown satisfies devissage. �
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We claim now that to show that the map H2j(Bn, Sn(j)Nis) → H2j(Bn, Sn(j)), j ≥ 0, is an isomor-
phism we may assume n = 1. Indeed, by Lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that H2j+1(Bn, Sn(j)Nis) = 0
and that the map H2j−1(Bn, Sn(j)) → H2j−1(Bm, Sm(j)), n ≥ m, is surjective. For the first, by de-
vissage, reduce to n = 1. Then we have a global Frobenius. Since Ha(Bn, Ωb

Bn
), a 6= b, we reduce to

showing that Hj+1(Bn, NBn(j)Nis) = 0 or, by the exact sequence (3.3), to Hj+1(Bn,Nis, ν
j
B,n) = 0 and

Hj+1(Bn, ZΩj−1
Bn

) = 0. But this follows from (3.1) and from (3.6) below. For the second claim, by Lemma

3.1, we need to show that the map H2j−2
dR (Bn)→ H2j−2

dR (Bm), n ≥ m, is surjective. But this is clear.
Take then n = 1. We want to show that the map H2j(B1, S1(j)Nis) → H2j(B1, S1(j)), j ≥ 0, is an

isomorphism. Consider the natural map Sn(j)Nis → WnΩj
B1,log[−j] and its étale analog. Since the map

Hj(B1,Nis, Ω
j
B1,log) → Hj(B1,ét, Ω

j
B1,log) is an isomorphism (see Section 3.1), it suffices to show that so

are the maps

(3.5) H2j(B1, Sn(j)Nis)→ Hj(B1, Ω
j
B1,log), H2j(B1, Sn(j)Nis)→ Hj(B1, Ω

j
B1,log).

We will argue in the Nisnevich case, the étale case being analogous. We have a global Frobenius. Hence,
by the short exact sequence (3.4), it suffices to show that H2j(Bn, S̃n(j)Nis) = H2j+1(Bn, S̃n(j)Nis) = 0.

Since Hi(Bn, Ωk
Bn

) = 0 unless i = k, we have H2j+1(Bn, S̃n(j)Nis) = 0. The vanishing of H2j(Bn, S̃n(j)Nis)

will follow when we show that Hj(Bn, ZΩj−1
Bn

) = 0. We will, in fact, show more. Namely that

(3.6) Hk(Bn, ZΩj
Bn

) = Hk(Bn, BΩj
Bn

) = 0, k > j,

where BΩj
Bn

= Im(d : Ωj−1
Bn
→ Ωj

Bn
). We will argue by induction on j starting with j = −1, which is

the trivial case. Assume that the statement is true for j. To prove it for j + 1 recall that we have the
isomorphism

C−1 : WnΩ∗
B1

∼
→ H∗(WnΩ•

B1
).

Here C−1 is the inverse Cartier isomorphism. It yields the following short exact sequence of abelian
sheaves

0→ BΩk
Bn
→ ZΩk

Bn
→ Ωk

B1
→ 0

Applying cohomology we get the exact sequence

Hk(Bn, BΩj+1
Bn

)→ Hk(Bn, ZΩj+1
Bn

)→ Hk(Bn, Ωj+1
B1

), k > j + 1.

The last group is trivial, so it remains to show that so is Hk(Bn, BΩj+1
Bn

). For that we use the short exact
sequence

0→ ZΩj
Bn
→ Ωj

Bn

d
→ BΩj+1

Bn
→ 0

and the induced long exact sequence

Hk(Bn, Ωj
Bn

)
d
→ Hk(Bn, BΩj+1

Bn
)→ Hk+1(Bn, ZΩj

Bn
)→ Hk+1(Bn, Ωj

Bn
).

Since the first and the last group are trivial we get that Hk(Bn, BΩj+1
Bn

)
∼
→ Hk+1(Bn, ZΩj

Bn
). But, by

induction, the last group is trivial and we are done.
For the second statement of the proposition, consider the following commutative diagram

H2j(B,Sn(j)Nis)

o

��

τ // H2j(B,S′
n(j)Nis)

��

� � // H2j
dR(Bn)

H2j(B,Sn(j))
τ // H2j(B,S′

n(j))
) 	

77nnnnnnnnnnnn

The top and the bottom injections follow from the fact that H2j−1
dR (Bn) = 0; they commute with products.

It suffices now to evoke Remark 3.3. �

Let B denote the simplicial scheme BGLl/W (k). Let xi ∈ H2i(B,Sn(j)Nis), 1 ≤ i ≤ l, be the Chern
classes of the universal locally free sheaf on Bn obtained from the de Rham classes via the isomorphism
in Proposition 3.4.
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Corollary 3.6. The natural morphism

H∗(W (k), Sn(∗)Nis)[x1, . . . , xl]
∼
→ H∗(B,Sn(∗)Nis)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since we have shown in Proposition 3.4 that the map H2j(B,Sn(j)Nis) → H2j(Bn, Ω≥j
Bn

) is an
isomorphism, it suffices, by [7, Example 2.7], to show that, for b ≥ 1, so is the map H2j(Bn, Ω•

Bn
) →

H2j+1(B,Sn(j+b)Nis). But this follows from the fact that H2j(Bn, Ω≥b+j
Bn

) = H2j+1(Bn, Ω≥b+j
Bn

) = 0. �

Analogous statements are true for B(GLa ×GLb)/W (k) and BGL(a, b)/W (k).

3.2.3. Truncated syntomic-étale cohomology. We will briefly recall a computation of nearby cycles due
to Bloch-Kato [4]. We work in Nisnevich topology. For a smooth scheme X over OK , j ≥ 0, set
Lj = i∗Rjj∗Z/p(j)M. For m ≥ 1, let UmLj be the subsheaf of Lj generated locally be local sections of
the form {x1, . . . , xj} such that x1−1 ∈ πmi∗OX , for a uniformizer π of K, and xi ∈ i∗j∗O∗

XK
, 2 ≤ i ≤ j.

We set U0Lj := Lj .

Theorem 3.7. (Bloch-Kato [4])

(1) For a smooth scheme X over W (k), we have

grm(Lj) '

{
Ωj

Xk,log ⊕ Ωj−1
Xk,log if m = 0,

Ωj−1
Xk

if m = 1.

Moreover, UmLj = 0, for m > 1.
(2) For a smooth scheme X over OK = W (k)(ζp), we have

grm(Lj) '






Ωj
Xk′ ,log ⊕ Ωj−1

Xk′ ,log if m = 0,

Ωj−1
Xk′

if 1 ≤ m < p,

Ωj−1
Xk′

/(1− C)ZΩj−1
Xk′
⊕ Ωj−2

Xk′
/(1− C)ZΩj−2

Xk′
if m = p.

Moreover, for m > p, UmLj = 0.

Proof. Outside of vanishing of UmLj both claims are proved in [4, 1.4.1,6.7,p.135]. For the vanish-
ing of UmLj we can argue locally and then, by the Gersten conjecture for étale cohomology, we can
pass to the fraction field K̃ of the generic point of the special fiber. It suffices now to show that
UmHj

ét(K̃,Z/p(j)) = 0 for m > e′, e′ = ep/(p − 1). But cohomological symbol gives an isomorphism
KM

j (K̃)/p
∼
→ Hj

ét(K̃,Z/p(j)). Hence it suffices to evoke Lemma 5.1 from [4]. �

Proposition 3.8. For B being BGLl/W (k), B(GLa × GLb)/W (k), or BGL(a, b)/W (k), we have the
natural isomorphisms

H2j(B,En(j)Nis)
∼
→ H2j(B,Sn(j)Nis), H2j(B,E′

n(j)Nis)
∼
→ H2j(B,S′

n(j)Nis).

Moreover, the morphism

τ : H2i(BGLl, En(i)Nis)→ H2i(BGLl, E
′
n(i)Nis)

is compatible with products.

Proof. We will start with the first claimed isomorphism. Recall that we have the distinguished triangle
in Nisnevich topology (2.9)

j!τ≤jRε∗Z/pn(j)′ → En(j)Nis → Sn(j)Nis,

where ε is the projection from the étale to the Nisnevich site. Set Tn(j) := τ≤jRε∗Z/pn(j), j ≥ 0. It
suffices to show that

H2j(B, j!Tn(j)) = H2j+1(B, j!Tn(j)) = 0, n ≥ 1.

We will use for that the distinguished triangle

(3.7) j!Tn(j)→ j∗Tn(j)→ i∗i
∗j∗Tn(j).
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It suffices to show that

H2j−1(B, j∗Tn(j))� H2j−1(B, i∗i
∗j∗Tn(j)), H2j(B, j∗Tn(j))

∼
→ H2j(B, i∗i

∗j∗Tn(j)),(3.8)

H2j+1(B, j∗Tn(j)) = 0.

We will argue in the case of B = BGLl/W (k) – the other cases being analogous. We will start with
a computation of the cohomology of the complexes Tn(j); this will prove the third equality in (3.8). In
the category of smooth schemes over K, by the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum Conjecture, Tn(j) ' Z/pn(j)M.
In particular, the complexes Tn(j) satisfy projective space theorem [22, 4.1] and hence we can define the
universal classes

xj ∈ H2j(BGLl/K, Tn(j))

as the Chern classes of the universal vector bundle over BGLl/K. We start here with the first Chern
class induced by the map Gm[−1]→ τ≤1(Rε∗Gm[−1])→ τ≤1Rε∗Z/pn(1) that arises from the étale map
Gm[−1]→ Z/pn(r) of Kummer theory.

These classes are clearly finer than the étale universal classes. In fact we have the following computa-
tion.

Lemma 3.9. We have the isomorphisms

H∗
ét(BGLl/K,Z/pn(∗)) ' H∗

ét(K,Z/pn(∗))[x1, . . . , xl],

H∗(BGLl/K, Tn(∗)) ' H∗(K,Tn(∗))[x1, . . . , xl].

They imply the following isomorphisms

H2i+k(BGLl/K, Tn(i)) = 0; k ≥ 1;

H2i(BGLl/K, Tn(i)) ' Z/pn(i)[xI ], |I| = i, i ≤ l;

H2i
ét (BGLl/K,Z/pn(i)) ' Z/pn(i)[xI ]⊕ Z/pn(i)[xJ ], |I| = i, |J | = i− 1, i ≤ l,

H2i−1(BGLl/K, Tn(i))
∼
→ H2i−1

ét (BGLl/K,Z/pn(i)) ' H1
ét(K,Z/pn(1))[x1, . . . , xl].

Moreover the natural morphism

H2i(BGLl/K, Tn(i))→ H2i
ét (BGLl/K,Z/pn(i)), i ≤ l,

is the obvious injection.

Proof. The standard computation yields the isomorphism

H∗
ét(BGLl/K,Z/pn(∗)) ' H∗

ét(K,Z/pn(∗))[x1, . . . , xl].

For degree (2i, i) only the groups H0
ét(K,Z/pn) ' Z/pn and H2

ét(K,Z/pn(1)) ' Z/pn matter. For degree
(2i− 1, i) only the group H1

ét(K,Z/pn(1)) matters. On the other hand, by [32, Lemma 7], we have

H∗(BGLl/K, Tn(∗)) ' H∗(K,Tn(∗))[x1, . . . , xl].

Since Ha(K,Tn(b)) = 0, a > b, the groups H2i+k(BGLl/K, Tn(i)), k ≥ 1, are clearly trivial. Also, for de-
gree (2i, i) (reps. (2i−1, i) ) only the group H0(K,Z/pn(0)M) ' H0

ét(K,Z/pn) ' Z/pn (H1(K,Z/pn(1)M) '
H1

ét(K,Z/pn(1))) matters. Our lemma follows. �

To prove the remaining claims in (3.8), we note that, since both j∗Tn(j) and i∗i
∗j∗Tn(j) satisfy

devissage, we can assume that n = 1. For the second map, consider the following commutative diagram

H2j(BOK
′ , j∗Z/pn(j)M) −−−−→ H2j(BOK

′ , i∗i
∗j∗Z/pn(j)M)



yN1



yN2

H2j(B, j∗Z/pn(j)M) −−−−→ H2j(B, i∗i
∗j∗Z/pn(j)M)

Here OK
′ is the ring of integers in K ′ = K0(ξp) and N1, N2 denote the maps induced by the norm map

(of complexes of étale sheaves)
π∗Z/pn(j)M → Z/pn(j)M,
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where π : BK′ → BF is the natural projection. In the case of the map N2 this uses the isomorphisms

π∗i∗i
∗j∗Tn(j) ' τ≤ji∗π∗i

∗Rε∗Rj∗Tn(j) ' τ≤ji∗Rε∗π∗i
∗Rj∗Tn(j) ' τ≤ji∗i

∗Rε∗Rj∗π∗Tn(j).

The second isomorphism follows from the isomorphism Rε∗i
∗ = i∗Rε∗ [10, 2.2.b] and the third one from

the same isomorphism and the proper base change theorem in étale cohomology.
Since N∗π

∗ = (p − 1), to show that the second map in 3.8 is an isomorphism it suffices to show that
so is the map

H2j(BOK
′ , j∗Z/p(j)M)→ H2j(BOK

′ , i∗i
∗j∗Z/p(j)M)

Consider the following composition of maps

τ ′ : H2j(BOK
′ , j∗Z/p(j)M)→ H2j(BOK

′ , i∗i
∗j∗Z/p(j)M)

σj
→ Hj(Bk′ , Ωj

Bk′ ,log).

The map σj is induced by the composition

σj : i∗j∗Z/p(j)M → i∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M[−j] ' i∗j∗K
M
j /p[−j]→ Ωj

Bk′ ,log[−j]⊕ Ωj−1
Bk′ ,log[−j].

Here KM
j /p is the sheaf of Milnor K-theory groups mod-p and the isomorphism follows from [24, Theorem

7.6.]. The last morphism [4, 6.6] maps symbols {x̃1, . . . , x̃j}, for local sections xi of O∗
B/k′ and x̃i lifting

of xi to i∗O∗
BOK

′
, to (dlog(x1)∧ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∧ dlog(xj), 0) and maps symbols {x̃1, . . . , x̃j−1, πK′} to (0, dlog(x1)∧

∙ ∙ ∙ ∧ dlog(xj−1)). First, we claim that the map

σj : H2j(BOK
′ , i∗i

∗j∗Z/p(j)M)→ Hj(Bk′ , Ωj
Bk′ ,log)

is an isomorphism. This will follow from the spectral sequence

Ha(BOK
′ , i∗i

∗Hbj∗Z/p(j)M)⇒ Ha+b(BOK
′ , i∗i

∗j∗Z/p(j)M)

if we show that

Ha(BOK
′ , i∗i

∗Hbj∗Z/p(j)M) =

{
0 for a + b = 2j − 1, 2j, b < j,

Hj(Bk′ , Ωj
Bk′ ,log) for a = b = j

Let us start with b = j. By a result of Bloch-Kato [4], the nearby cycles i∗i
∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M have a

descending filtration whose graded pieces are listed in Theorem 3.7. It suffices thus to show that (we set
B′ = Bk′ and ΩB′ = ΩB′/k′)

Hi(B′, Ωj−1
B′ /(1− C)ZΩj−1

B′ ) = Hi(Ωj−2
B′ /(1− C)ZΩj−2

B′ ) = 0, i = j, j + 1,

(note that Hj(B′, Ωj−1
B′ ) = 0 and Hs(B′, Ωt

B′,log) = 0, for s 6= t). But this follows from the exact sequence

(3.9) 0→ Ωk
B′,log → ZΩk

B′
1−C
−−→Ωk

B′

and the computations from Proposition 3.4 that showed that Hs(B′, ZΩt
B′) = 0, for s > t.

For b < j, a + b = 2j, use the isomorphism ξj−b
p : i∗i

∗Hbj∗Z/p(b)
∼
−→ i∗i

∗Hbj∗Z/p(j) and once more
Theorem 3.7. It suffices thus to show that the groups

H2j−b(B′, Ωb−1
B′,log⊕Ωb

B′,log), H2j−b(B′, Ωb−1
B′ ), H2j−b(B′, Ωb−1

B′ /(1−C)ZΩb−1
B′ ), H2j−b(Ωb−2

B′ /(1−C)ZΩb−2
B′ )

are trivial. But this follows as above from the exact sequence (3.9) and the computations in Proposition
3.4.

The argument for b < j, a + b = 2j − 1, is analogous.
It suffices now to show that the composition τ ′ : H2j(BOK

′ , j∗Z/p(j)M) → Hj(B′, Ωj
B′,log) is an

isomorphism as well. But both groups are isomorphic to Z/p[xI ], |I| = j. Hence it suffices to show that
the map τ ′ is compatible with Chern classes of vector bundles. Since both cohomologies have projective
space theorem, the map τ ′ is functorial and compatible with products, it suffices to show compatibility
with the first Chern class maps and this is clear from the definition of the map σj .

For the first map of 3.8 we note that injectivity follows from injectivity of the map

Hi
ét(B, Rj∗Z/p(j))→ Hi

ét(B, i∗i
∗Rj∗Z/p(j)), i ≥ 0.
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This is because we have Lemma 3.9. But, in fact, the above map is an isomorphism: since the sheaves
i∗i

∗Rj∗Z/p(j) satisfy projective space theorem and weak purity this follows from the method of Illusie [15]
of computing cohomology of classifying spaces (note that H∗

ét(W (k), Rj∗Z/p(j)) ' H∗
ét(W (k), i∗i∗Rj∗Z/p(j))).

It remains to prove that the first map in (3.8) is surjective. For that consider the localization sequence
in motivic cohomology

i∗Z/p(j − 1)M[−2]→ Z/p(j)M → j∗Z/p(j)M
Applying to it the exact functor i∗i

∗ we obtain the following commutative diagram with short exact
sequences as columns

H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M)[xI ]

β1

��

γ // ker(κ2)

β2

��

∼ // Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk

)

��
H2j−1(B, j∗Z/p(j)M) //

κ1

��

H2j−1(B, i∗i
∗j∗Z/p(j)M)

∼ //

κ2

��

Hj−1(B, i∗i
∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M)

σj

��

H2j−2(Bk,Z/p(j − 1)M)

o
��

H2j−2(Bk,Z/p(j − 1)M)

o
��

Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk,log) Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1

Bk,log)
∼ // Hj−1(Ωj−1

Bk,log ⊕ Ωj
Bk,log).

The maps κ1, κ2 are the boundary maps induced by the above short exact sequence. In the top left term
the index I satisfies |I| = j−1. For the rightmost column, we note that we have the short exact sequence

0→ Ωj−1
Bk
→ i∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M → Ωj−1

Bk,log ⊕ Ωj
Bk,log → 0

of Bloch-Kato (quoted in Theorem 3.7). Here the map Ωj−1
Bk
→ i∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M ' i∗j∗KM

j /p is defined
by sending x dlog(y1)∧ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∧ dlog(yj−1) to the symbol {1 + x̃p, ỹ1, ∙ ∙ ∙ , ỹj−1}. This yields the short exact
sequences

0→ Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk

)→ Hj−1(B, i∗i
∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M)→ Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1

Bk,log ⊕ Ωj
Bk,log)→ 0

The fact that the maps κ1 and κ2 are surjective, H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M)[xI ] ' ker(κ1), and the obvious
definitions of the maps β1 and γ follow from the fact that

H∗(B, j∗Z/p(j)M) ' H∗(F,Z/p(∗)M)[x1, . . . , xl];

Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk,log) ' Z/p[xI ], |I| = j − 1,

and κ1 is the natural morphism compatible with the short exact sequence

0→ H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M)→ H1(F,Z/p(1)M)
κ1→ H0(k,Z/p(0)M)→ 0.(3.10)

Note that H0(k,Z/p(0)M) ' Z/p.
Consider the natural map

H2j−1(B, i∗i
∗j∗Z/p(j)M)→Hj−1(B, i∗i

∗Hjj∗Z/p(j)M).

We claim that it is an isomorphism. This will follow from the fact that H2j−1(B, Λ(j)) = H2j(B, Λ(j)) =
0, for Λ(j) := τ≤j−1i∗i

∗j∗Z/p(j)M. To see that this is true consider the spectral sequence

Ha(B,HbΛ(j))⇒ Ha+b(B, Λ(j)).

It suffices to prove that

Ha(B,HbΛ(j)) = 0, for a + b = 2j − 1, a + b = 2j, b < j.

We pass to OK
′. The norm map N : Ha(BOK

′ ,HbΛ(j))→ Ha(B,HbΛ(j)) yields that the pullback map
π∗ : Ha(B,HbΛ(j))→ Ha(BOK

′ ,HbΛ(j)) is injective. Hence it suffices to show that Ha(BOK
′ ,HbΛ(j)) =

0 for b < j and a + b = 2j − 1, 2j. But this we have done above. It follows that the map ker(κ2) →
Hj−1(Bk.Ωj−1

Bk
) is an isomorphism as well.
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It suffices now to show that the map

γ : H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M)[xI ]→ ker(κ2)

is an isomorphism, or, because it is injective that H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M)[xI ] ' Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk

), |I| = j− 1,
at least abstractly. But

Hj−1(Bk, Ωj−1
Bk

) ' k[xI ], |I| = j − 1; H1(W (k),Z/p(1)M) ' k.

The second isomorphism follows from the isomorphisms

H1(W (k),Z/pn(1)M) ' KM
1 (W (k))/pn 'W (k)∗/pn 'Wn(k).

We have proved the first claim of the proposition.
To show that we have the isomorphism H2j(B,E′

n(j)Nis)
∼
→ H2j(B,S′

n(j)Nis) we use the distinguished
triangle in Nisnevich topology (Lemma 2.9)

j!τ≤jRε∗Z/pn(j)′ → E′
n(j)Nis → S′

n(j)Nis.

It suffices to show that

H2j(B, j!Tn(j)) = H2j+1(B, j!Tn(j)) = 0, n ≥ 1.

what we have just done.
The statement about products follows easily from the first part of the proposition and Proposition

3.4. �

Remark 3.10. It is likely that, in fact, we have a natural isomorphism

H∗(B,En(∗)Nis)
∼
→ H∗(B,Sn(∗)Nis).

Corollary 3.11. The period map

αj : H2j(BGLl, E
′
n(j)Nis)→ H2j

ét (BGLl,K ,Z/pn(j)′)

maps the universal class xsyn
j to pjxét

j . For j ≤ p−2 and E-cohomology, we have an analogous statement
with no twist necessary.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram

H2j(BGLl, E
′
n(j)Nis)

o

��

αj // H2j
ét (BGLl,F ,Z/pn(j)′)

i∗o

��
H2j(BGLl, S

′
n(j))

αj //

��

H2j
ét (BGLl, i∗i

∗Z/pn(j)′)

H2j(BGLl, Sn(j))
pj α̃j

44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The top left arrow is an isomorphism by Propositions 3.4 and 3.8, the right arrow by the proof of Lemma
3.9. It suffices now to show that the bottom period map αj is compatible with the universal classes as
stated. But this was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [31], i.e., we have

αj(x
syn
j ) = pjα̃j(x

syn
j ) = pjxét

j ,

as wanted.
�

4. K-theory

In this section we review or prove basic facts concerning K-theory of simplicial schemes and log-K-
theory.

4.1. K-theory of simplicial schemes. We start with K-theory of simplicial schemes.
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4.1.1. Definition of K-theory. For a scheme X, let K(X) be the Thomason-Throbaugh spectrum of
nonconnective K-theory as defined in Thomason-Throbaugh [37, 6.4]. For a natural number n ≥ 2, let
K/n(X) denote the corresponding spectrum mod n [37, 9.3]. After the usual rigidification [13, 5.1.2],
which we assume from now on, these spectra are strictly contravariant in X and covariant on the categories
of noetherian schemes and proper maps of finite Tor-dimension and of quasi-compact schemes and perfect
projective morphisms [37, 3.16.5, 3.16.5].

Following Thomason [36, 5.6], we define functors from simplicial schemes to the category of spectra

X 7→ K(X) := holimi K(Xi), X 7→ K/n(X) := holimi K/n(Xi),

and set
Ki(X) := πi(K(X)), Ki(X,Z/n) := πi(K/n(X)).

We have

Kj(X) = πj(holimi K(Xi)0), j ≥ 0; Kj(X,Z/n) = πj(holimi K(Xi)0,Z/n), j ≥ 2.

Here, for any spectrum F , F0 denotes its 0’th space.
We will also need K-theory with compact support. Let X be a scheme and i : D ↪→ X a simple normal

crossing divisor. Let D1, D2, . . . , Dn be the irreducible components of D. Let D̃• = coskD
0 (D(1)) be the

coskeleton of D(1) =
∐i=n

i=1 Di over D, i.e., the Čech-nerve of the map D(1) → D. We have

coskD
0 (D(1))n = D(1) ×D . . .×D D(1), (n + 1)− times,

with the natural boundary and degeneracy maps. We have the following K-theory with compact support
spectra

Kc(X,D) := fiber(K(X)
i∗
→ K(D̃•)), Kc/n(X,D) := fiber(K/n(X)

i∗
→ K/n(D̃•)),

and the following K-theory groups with compact support

Kc
i (X,D) := πi(K

c(X,D)), Kc
i (X,D,Z/n) := πi(K

c/n(X,D)).

Clearly

Kc
j (X,D) = πj(fiber(K(X)0

i∗
→ K(D̃•)0)), j ≥ 0;

Kc
j (X,D,Z/n) = πj(fiber(K(X)0

i∗
→ K(D̃•)0),Z/n), j ≥ 2.

For a scheme Y with an ample family of line bundles [37, 2.1.1] (for example, for Y regular or quasi-
projective), there exists a strictly natural homotopy equivalence K(Y ) ' KQ(Y ), where KQ(Y ) is the
Quillen K-theory spectrum of Y suitably rigidified [13, 5.1.2], [37, 3.10]. Hence, strictly naturally,

K(Y )0 ' KQ(Y )0 ' ΩBQP (Y ),

where ΩBQP (Y ) is the loop space of the classifying space of Quillen Q-construction applied to the
category of finitely generated locally free sheaves on Y . Recall that for Y = Spec(A), the strictly natural
map

K0(A)×BGL(A)+
∼
→ ΩBQP (Y )

is a homotopy equivalence.

4.1.2. Operations on K-theory. Let now X be a simplicial scheme that is degenerate above certain degree.
Using the above homotopy equivalences of spaces, the classical definition of λ-operations on K-theory can
be extended to Kj(X), j ≥ 0, and to Kj(X,Z/n), j ≥ 2, [14, 3.2], [17, B.2.6,B.2.8]. Let us recall how
this is done.

We work with the site C of noetherian B-schemes, for B a field or a local ring, equipped with the
Zariski topology. We equip the category of (globally pointed) presheaves of simplicial sets on C with
Jardine’s model structure [19]. Recall that a map of presheaves of simplicial sets E → F is called a
weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism π̃∗(E) → π̃∗(E) on the sheaves of homotopy groups. For
a presheaf of simplicial sets F we will denote by F f a fibrant replacement of F . That is, we have a map
F → F f to a fibrant presheaf of simplicial sets F f that is a weak equivalence. Note that F → F f can be
chosen to be functorial.
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For a presheaf of simplicial sets X, we define the cohomology of X with values in F

H−m(X,F ) := [SmX,F ] = π(SmX,F f ), m ≥ 0.

Here SmX denotes the m’th suspension of the presheaf X. The bracket [, ] denotes maps in the homotopy
category of presheaves of simplicial sets and π(, ) stands for the set of pointed homotopy classes of maps.
Similarly, we define the mod pn cohomology of X with values in F

H−m(X,F ;Z/pn) := [PmX,F ] = π(PmX,F f ), m ≥ 2.

Here PmX = Pm ∧X, where Pm denotes the constant presheaf of m-dimensional mod pn Moore spaces.
We have several important spectral sequences. By filtering X by its skeletons one constructs spectral

sequences of Bousfield-Kan type [17, B.1.7].

Est
1 = H−t(Xs, F )⇒ Hs−t(X,F ), t− s ≥ 1,(4.1)

Est
1 = H−t(Xs, F ;Z/m)⇒ Hs−t(X,F ;Z/m), t− s ≥ 3.

By the same method we get the other hypercohomology spectral sequences, namely, the weight spectral
sequences [36, 5.13,5.48].

Est
2 = Hs(n 7→ πt(F (Xn)))⇒ Hs−t(X,F ), t− s ≥ 1,(4.2)

Est
2 = Hs(n 7→ πt(F (Xn),Z/m))⇒ Hs−t(X,F ;Z/m), t− s ≥ 3.

Finally we have the Brown spectral sequences induced by taking the Postnikov tower of F [14, Prop. 2]

Est
2 = Hs(X, π̃t(F ))⇒ Hs−t(X,F ), t− s ≥ 1,(4.3)

Est
2 = Hs(X, π̃t(F,Z/n))⇒ Hs−t(X,F ;Z/n), t− s ≥ 3.

In these spectral sequences the r’th differential is dr : Es,t
r → Es+r,t+r−1

r . The spectral sequences converge
strongly for X degenerate above certain simplicial degree.

Denote by K the presheaf Z × Z∞BGL, where BGL(U) = inj limn BGLn(U). Then, for a simplicial
scheme X, we have [14, 3.2.3]

Km(X) = H−m(X,K), m ≥ 0; Km(X,Z/pn) = H−m(X,K;Z/pn), m ≥ 2,

where we wrote X for the scheme X as well as for the presheaf of simplicial sets on C represented by
X. This presentation of K-theory groups as generalized cohomology of presheaves of the K-theory spaces
allowed Gillet-Soulé [14, 4.2] to mimic the classical definition and to define maps

λk : Km(X)→ Km(X), k ≥ 1,m ≥ 0,

that turn Km(X) into an H0(S0,Z)-λ-algebra for any presheaf X that is K-coherent [14, 3.1], i.e., for
which

inj lim
N

H−m(X,KN )
∼
→ H−m(X,K),

where KN = Z×Z∞BGLN . Note that H0(S0,Z) is a λ-ring. Similarly, for any K-coherent presheaf X,
we can define maps

λk : Km(X,Z/pn)→ Km(X,Z/pn), k ≥ 1,m ≥ 2,

that make Km(X,Z/pn), m ≥ 2, into an H0(S0,Z)-λ-algebra.

4.1.3. Examples. Presheaves whose components are representable by schemes of the site C (except for
one copy of ∗ in each degree) we will call constructed from schemes. If they are degenerate above a finite
simplicial degree and are built from regular schemes they are K-coherent [20, Lemma 2.1]. Loosely, we
will call such presheaves (pointed regular) finite simplicial schemes.

Example 4.1. A simplicial scheme gives rise to a presheaf built from schemes. An m-truncated simplicial
scheme X gives rise to a finite simplicial scheme skm X that is degenerate above degree m. If X is a regular
schemes and i : D ↪→ X a divisor that has normal crossings then the simplicial scheme D̃• = coskD

0 (D(1))
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is not degenerate above any simplicial degree if D has more than one irreducible component. To remedy
this note that

D̃n =
∐

I∈{1,...,m}n

⋂

i∈I

Di, D = ∪i=m
i=1 Di.

And consider the simplicial scheme

D̃′
• : n 7→

∐

I∈Δ(m)n

⋂

i∈I

Di

with the natural face and degeneracy maps. Here Δ(m) is the simplicial set

Δ(m)k = {(i0, . . . , ik)|1 ≤ i0 ≤ • ≤ ik ≤ m}

The simplicial scheme D̃′
• is degenerate above degree m−1 and the natural inclusion of simplicial schemes

D̃′
• → D̃•

is a weak equivalence [17, Lemma 7.1].
In particular, this can be applied to K-theory with compact support. Set

C(X,D) := cofiber(D̃•

i∗→ X).

Define

Kc
m(X,D) = H−m(C(X,D),K), m ≥ 0; Kc

m(X,D,Z/pn) = H−m(C(X,D),K;Z/pn), m ≥ 2.

Replacing C(X,D) with the weakly equivalent C ′(X,D) = cofiber(D̃′
•

i∗→ X) that is degenerate above
degree m we get λ-operations on K-theory in the case all the irreducible components of D are regular.

Example 4.2. For any map f : Y → X of noetherian finite dimensional schemes the cone C(X,Y ) is
degenerate above finite simplicial degree. The homotopy cofibre sequence

Y
f
→ X → C(X,Y )

yields the long exact sequence

→ H−m(C(X,Y ),K;Z/pn)→ H−m(X,K;Z/pn)
f∗

→ H−m(Y,K;Z/pn)→ H−m+1(C(X,Y ),K;Z/pn)→

Here m ≥ 3. In the case X and Y are regular, this sequence is compatible with λ-operations.

4.1.4. γ-filtrations. The construction of the Loday product

Z∞BGLN (U) ∧ Z∞BGLN (U)→ Z∞BGLN (U)

is functorial in U . It induces products

[SmX,K]× [SnX,K]→ [Sn+mX,K], [PmX,K]× [PnX,K]→ [Pn+mX,K]

for all K-coherent presheaves X.
For any K-coherent presheaf X, we have the following γ-filtrations compatible with products:

F k
γ K0(X) =

{
K0(X) if k ≤ 0,

〈γi1(x1) ∙ ∙ ∙ γin(xn)|ε(x1) = . . . = ε(xn) = 0, i1 + ∙ ∙ ∙+ in ≥ k〉 if k > 0,

F k
γ Kq(X,Z/pn) = 〈γi1(x1) ∪ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∪ γin(xn)|xi ∈ Kqi(X,Z/pn), qi ≥ 2,

i1 + ∙ ∙ ∙+ in ≥ k〉,

Fk
γ Kq(X,Z/pn) = 〈aγi1(x1) ∪ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∪ γin(xn)|a ∈ F i0

γ K0(X), xi ∈ Kqi(X,Z/pn), qi ≥ 2,

i0 + i1 + ∙ ∙ ∙+ in ≥ k〉,

where pn > 2 and ε is the augmentation ε : K0(X)→ H0(X,Z) obtained by projecting Z× Z∞BGL to
Z.
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Lemma 4.3. If X is a regular finite simplicial scheme over a field such that X ' skm X then

F j+d+m+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn) = 0, j ≥ 2,

where d is the maximum of dimensions of the schemes appearing in X.

Proof. First, we claim that F q
γ Kj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F q−jKj(X,Z/pn), where the last filtration is obtained

from the Brown spectral sequence (4.3). Since the Brown spectral sequence is multiplicative, it suffices
to show that for any N ≥ 1 we have

γq(H−j(X,KN ;Z/pn)) ⊂ F q−jH−j(X,K;Z/pn), j ≥ 2.

Take x ∈ H−j(X,KN ;Z/pn) and consider the following diagram

P jX

��

x // KN
γq

N // K //

��

K < q − 1 >

��
SjX

γq(x) // K/pn // K/pn < q − 1 >,

where K/pn is the 0’th space of the spectrum K/pn and, for a presheaf of simplicial sets F , we wrote

{F < n >} := . . .→ F < m + 1 >→ F < m >→ F < m− 1 >→ . . .

for a Postnikov tower of F that we chose to be functorial. The above diagram commutes (in the homotopy
category): the right square commutes by functoriality; the left square commutes by S-duality [22, A.2]

[P jX,K] ' [SjX,K/pn].

Now recall that we have

F q−jH−j(X,K;Z/pn) = ker(H−j(X,K/pn)→ H−j(X,K/pn < q − 1 >)).

Hence it suffices to show that the bottom map in the above diagram is nullhomotopic. Since we have an
injection

[SjX,K/pn] ↪→ [P jX,K/pn]

it suffices to prove that the composition

Z∞BGLN
γq

N−→ Z× Z∞BGLN → K → K < q − 1 >

is nullhomotopic. But this was done in [14, 5.1].
It remains now to show that

F bKj(X,Z/pn) = 0, b > d + m.

First we claim that, for any b > cd X,

F bKj(X,Z/pn) = 0.

Indeed, we have

F bH−j(X,K;Z/pn) = ker(H−j(X,K/pn)→ H−j(X,K/pn < b + j − 1 >)).

and the following map of Brown spectral sequences

H−j(X,K/pn) // H−j(X,K/pn < b + j − 1 >)

Hs(X, π̃t(K/pn))

KS

// Hs(X, π̃t(K/pn < b + j − 1 >))

KS

It follows that F bKj(X,Z/pn) = 0, b > cd X, where cd X is the cohomological dimension of X. Next
we show that cd X ≤ d + m. For that, for any sheaf F of abelian groups over X, it suffices to look at the
spectral sequence (4.1)

Est
1 = H−t(Xs,F)⇒ Hs−t(X,F )

and to remember that X ' skm X and cd Xs ≤ d. �
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We will also consider another γ-filtration: F̃ i
γ = 〈γk(x)|k ≥ i〉, where 〈. . .〉 denotes the subgroup

generated by the given elements. These filtrations are related. For a scheme X, by [35, 3.4] and Lemma
4.3, we have

M(d, i, 2j)F i
γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F̃ i

γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F i
γKj(X,Z/pn), j ≥ 2,(4.4)

where d is the dimension of X and the integers M(k,m, n) are defined by the following procedure [35, 3.4].
Let l be a positive integer, and let wl be the greatest common divisor of the set of integers kN (kl − 1),
as k runs over the positive integers and N is large enough with respect to l. Let M(k) be the product of
the wl’s for 2l < k. Set M(k,m, n) =

∏
2m≤2l≤n+2k+1 M(2l). An odd prime p divides M(d, i, j) if and

only if p < (j + 2d + 3)/2, and divides M(l) if and only if p < (l/2) + 1.
More generally we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. If X is a regular finite simplicial scheme over a field such that X ' skm X then

M(d + m, i, 2j)F i
γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F̃ i

γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F i
γKj(X,Z/pn), j ≥ 2,

where d is the maximum of dimensions of the components of X.

Proof. Since, having Lemma 4.3, the argument in [35, 3.4] goes through almost verbatim (with d + m in
place of the cohomological dimension), we refer the interested reader for details to [35]. �

For a bounded below complex of presheaves of abelian groups F on the site C equipped with Zariski
toplogy and a simplicial presheaf X on C, we set

Hn(X,F) := H−n(X,K(F)), n ≥ 0,

where K(F) := K(τ≤0F) is the Dold-Puppe functor. If F is built from injectif sheaves then K(F) is a
fibrant presheaf of simplicial sets [14, 1.2.2] and, for X constructed from schemes, we have Hn(X,F) =
H−nK(F)(X). In particular, if X is an object of the site C and F is a bounded below complex of sheaves
of abelian groups on C, then

Hn(X,F) = Hn(XZar,F).

4.2. Log-K-theory. In this section we collect basic facts about log-K-theory.

4.2.1. Definition of log-K-theory. For a scheme X, let G(X) be the Thomason-Throbaugh spectrum of
G-theory as defined in Thomason-Throbaugh [37, 3.3]. For a natural number n ≥ 2, let G/n(X) denote
the corresponding spectrum mod n [37, 9.3]. After the usual rigidification [13, 5.1.3], which we assume
from now on, these spectra are strictly covariant for noetherian schemes and proper maps as well as for
quasi-compact schemes and pseudo-coherent projective morphisms [37, 3.16.1, 3.16.3].

Following Thomason [36, 5.15], we define functors from finite proper simplicial schemes to the category
of prespectra

X 7→ G(X) := hocolimi G(Xi), X 7→ G/n(X) := hocolimi G/n(Xi),

and set
Gi(X) := πi(G(X)), Gi(X,Z/n) := πi(G/n(X)).

Similarly, we have K-theory prespectra and groups.
Let X be a scheme and i : D ↪→ X a simple normal crossing divisor. Define the following prespectra

G(X(D)) := cofiber(G(D̃•)
i∗→ G(X)), G/n(X(D)) := cofiber(G/n(D̃•)

i∗→ G/n(X));

K(X(D)) := cofiber(K(D̃•)
i∗→ K(X)), K/n(X(D)) := cofiber(K/n(D̃•)

i∗→ K/n(X))

Taking homotopy groups we get the log-G-theory and log-K-theory groups

Gi(X(D)) := πi(G(X(D))), Gi(X(D),Z/n) := πi(G/n(X(D)));

Ki(X(D)) := πi(K(X(D))), Ki(X(D),Z/n) := πi(K/n(X(D))).
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We have

Gj(X(D)) = πj(cofiber(hocolimi G(D̃i)0
i∗→ G(X)0)), j ≥ 0;

Gj(X(D),Z/n) = πj(cofiber(hocolimi G(D̃i)0
i∗→ G(X)0),Z/n), j ≥ 2.

Recall that, for a noetherian scheme Y , there exists a homotopy equivalence G(Y ) ' GQ(Y ), where
GQ(Y ) is the Quillen G-theory spectrum of Y (see [37, 3.13]). Hence

G(Y )0 ' GQ(Y )0 ' ΩBQM(Y ),

where ΩBQM(Y ) is the loop space of the classifying space of Quillen Q-construction applied to the
category of coherent sheaves on Y .

4.2.2. Localization sequences. We have the following localization sequence.

Lemma 4.5. Let Y be a closed subscheme of X such that the scheme DY = Y ∩D is a simple normal
crossing divisor on Y . Then there is a homotopy cofibre sequence

G(Y (DY ))→ G(X(D))→ G(U(DU )),

where U = X \ Y . In particular, we have the long exact sequence of homotopy groups

→ Gj(Y (DY ))→ Gj(X(D))→ Gj(U(DU ))→ Gj−1(Y (DY ))→

Similarly for G-theory with mod-n coefficients.

Proof. For any r ≥ 0, D̃r is the disjoint union of the schemes Dσ, where σ runs over all maps σ :
{1, . . . , r − 1} → {1, . . . , n} and Dσ = DIm(σ). For any σ as above we have a homotopy cofibre sequence

G(Y ∩Dσ)→ G(Dσ)→ G(U ∩Dσ)

Since homotopy colimits preserve homotopy cofibre sequences we get the following commutative diagram
of homotopy cofibre sequences

hocolimr G(Y ∩ D̃r) −−−−→ hocolimr G(D̃r) −−−−→ hocolimr G(U ∩ D̃r)


y



y



y

G(Y ) −−−−→ G(X) −−−−→ G(U)

Our lemma follows since taking homotopy cofibre preserves homotopy cofibre sequences. �

The following lemma shows that log-G-theory equals G-theory of the open complement.

Lemma 4.6. (1) The natural map s : D̃• → D induces homotopy equivalences

s∗ : G(D̃•)
∼
→ G(D), s∗ : G/n(D̃•)

∼
→ G/n(D).

(2) The natural maps

(4.5) G(X(D))
∼
→ G(X \D), G/n(X(D))

∼
→ G/n(X \D)

are homotopy equivalences.
(3) If all the irreducible components of D are regular then the natural maps

K(X(D))
∼
→ G(X(D)), K/n(X(D))

∼
→ G/n(X(D))

are homotopy equivalences
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Proof. For the first property we will argue by induction on the number m of irreducible components of D;
the case of m = 1 being clear. Write D = ∪i=m

i=1 Di, Y = D1, U = X \ Y , where each Di is an irreducible
component of D. We have the following diagram of maps of homotopy cofibre sequences

hocolimr G(Y ∩ D̃r) −−−−→ hocolimr G(D̃r) −−−−→ hocolimr G(U ∩ D̃r)
x

o

x

o

x

o

hocolimr G(Y ) −−−−→ G(D̃•) −−−−→ G(D̃U,•)

s∗



yo s∗



y s∗



yo

G(Y ) −−−−→ G(D) −−−−→ G(DU )

The top sequence is obtained as in the proof of the previous lemma. The right lower map is a homotopy
equivalence by the inductive assumption. The left lower map is induced by an augmentation of a constant
simplicial scheme, hence a homotopy equivalence.

For the second property consider the following commutative diagram of prespectra

G(D̃•)
i∗ //

s∗o

��

G(X) // G(X(D))

o

��
G(D)

i∗ // G(X) // G(X \D),

where the bottom row is a homotopy cofiber sequence. Our property follows immediately. The third
property follows from the fact that for a regular schemes Y the natural morphism K(Y ) → G(Y ) is a
homotopy equivalence. �

We get the following localization sequence for log-G-theory.

Corollary 4.7. Let Y be one of the irreducible components of the divisor D. We have the following
homotopy cofiber sequence

G(Y (DY ))
i∗→ G(X(D′))→ G(X(D)),

where D′ is the divisor D minus the component Y and DY = D′ ∩ Y .

Proof. This follows immediately from the above lemma since we have the following map of homotopy
cofiber sequences

G(Y (DY ))

o

��

i∗ // G(X(D′)) //

o

��

G(X(D))

o

��
G(Y \DY ) // G(X \D′) // G(X \D).

�

4.2.3. Pairings, projection formula, base change. Recall [13, 5.1.3] that the classical pairing of spectra
[37, 3.15.3]

G(X) ∧K(X)→ G(X)

after the rigidification of the G-theory and K-theory spectra that we have imposed makes the projection
formula strict. That is, for any closed immersion f : Y → X the pushforward map f∗ : G(Y )→ G(X) is
a map of module spectra over the ring spectrum K(X) in the strict sense, i.e., the following projection
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formula diagram of spectra is strictly commutative (not just commutative up to a homotopy)

K(Y ) ∧G(Y ) ∧ // G(Y )

f∗

��

K(X) ∧G(Y )

f∗∧1
66mmmmmmmmmmmm

1∧f∗

((QQQQQQQQQQQQ

K(X) ∧G(X) ∧ // G(X)

This allows us to state the following lemma.

Lemma 4.8. We have pairings of prespectra

G(X(D)) ∧K(X)→ G(X(D)), G(X(D)) ∧K(X(D))→ G(X(D))

that are compatible with the pairings

G(X \D) ∧K(X)→ G(X \D), G(X \D) ∧K(X \D)→ G(X \D).

Proof. First, using the above strict projection formula, define the pairing G(D̃•) ∧ K(X) → G(D̃•) by
the formula

G(D̃•) ∧K(X) = (hocolimn G(D̃n)) ∧K(X)→ hocolimn(G(D̃n) ∧K(X))
∧
→ hocolimn G(D̃n) = G(D̃•),

where the first map is induced by the natural projection D̃n → X.
Similarly, set the pairing G(X(D)) ∧K(X)→ G(X(D)) equal to the map

G(X(D)) ∧K(X) = cofiber(G(D̃•)
i∗→ K(X)) ∧K(X)→ cofiber(G(D̃•) ∧K(X)

i∗→ K(X) ∧K(X))
i∗∧→ cofiber(G(D̃•)

i∗→ K(X)) = G(X(D)).

The compatibility with the pairing G(X \ D) ∧ K(X) → G(X \ D) follows easily from the projection
formula. �

Let f : Y ↪→ X be a closed immersion of schemes with normal simple crossing divisors DX , DY , such
that DY = f−1DX . Assume that all the irreducible components of DX , DY are regular. Then we have
the following generalization of the projection formula.

Lemma 4.9. The following diagram commutes up to canonically chosen homotopy.

G(Y (DY )) ∧K(Y ) ∧ // G(Y (DY ))

f∗

��

G(X(DX)) ∧K(Y )

f∗∧1
55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1∧f∗

))TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

G(X(DX)) ∧K(X) ∧ // G(X(DX))

Proof. The easiest way to see this is to use the natural maps G(Y (DY ))
∼
→ K(Y \DY ) and G(Y (DY ))

∼
→

K(X \DX) to pass to the classical diagram that we know commutes up to canonically chosen homotopy
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[37, 3.17].

K(Y \DY ) ∧K(Y ) ∧ // K(Y \DY )

f∗

��

K(X \DX) ∧K(Y )

f∗∧1
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1∧f∗

**TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

K(X \DX) ∧K(X) ∧ // K(X \DX)

�

Lemma 4.10. Consider a pullback diagram of regular log-schemes

Y
i

−−−−→ X


yj



yj′

Y ′ i′
−−−−→ X ′

where all the maps are regular closed immersions of codimension one and the log-structures are induced
by simple normal crossing divisors DX′ , DY ′ , DX , DY such that

DY ′ = (i′)−1(DX′), DY = j−1DY ′ , DX = (j′)−1DX′ .

Then there is a canonical homotopy between

j′∗i′∗ ' i∗j
∗ : K(Y ′(DY ′))→ K(X(DY )).

Proof. Again, pass to the maps

j′∗i′∗ ' i∗j
∗ : K(Y ′ \DY ′)→ K(X \DY ).

That there exists a canonical homotopy between these maps is a classical result [37, 3.18] that follows
from Tor-independence of i′ and j′. �

4.3. Operations on log-K-theory. In this section we will study the behaviour of certain localization
sequences in K-theory under λ-operations.

4.3.1. Adams-Riemann-Roch without denominators. We start with the proof of the Adams-Riemann-
Roch without denominators. Let τ be a natural transformation of λ-rings such that τ(0) = 0. Let X be
a regular scheme and i : Y ↪→ X a regular divisor. Assume that both schemes are defined over OK . Set
U = X \ Y , j : U ↪→ X, and

KY
m(X,Z/pn) := H−m(C(X,U),K;Z/pn), m ≥ 2.

For m ≥ 3, by Example 4.2, the long exact sequence

→ KY
m(X,Z/pn)→ Km(X,Z/pn)→ Km(U,Z/pn)→ KY

m−1(X,Z/pn)→

is compatible with the action of τ .
We have a natural isomorphism i∗ : Km(Y,Z/pn)

∼
→ KY

m(X,Z/pn), m ≥ 2. We need to understand
how it behaves with respect to operations. Recall that the group Km(Y,Z/pn) is a K0(Y )-λ-algebra, i.e.,
the sum K0(Y ) ⊕Km(Y,Z/pn) is a λ-ring. As in any λ-ring, for every element x ∈ Km(Y,Z/pn), there
exists an element τ(Y/X, x) ∈ Km(Y,Z/pn) (cf., [21, 1.1.1]) which is a universal polynomial with integral
coefficients in λ(N∨

Y/X) and λ(x), where N∨
Y/X is the conormal sheaf of Y in X, such that

(4.6) τY (λ−1([N
∨
Y/X ])x) = λ−1([N

∨
Y/X ])τ(Y/X, x).
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Lemma 4.11. (Adams-Riemann-Roch without denominators) The diagram

Km(Y,Z/pn)
τ(Y/X,•)//

i∗

��

Km(Y,Z/pn)

i∗

��
KY

m(X,Z/pn)
τX // KY

m(X,Z/pn)

commutes, i.e.,
τX(i∗(y)) = i∗(τ(Y/X, y)), y ∈ Km(Y,Z/pn)

Proof. Like in the proof of Lemma 6.9 we argue by deformation to the normal cone. Since many compu-
tations here are very similar to the ones done in the proof of that lemma we will just describe those that
are substantially different.

So we start with a special case of a closed immersion i : Y ↪→ X, which is the zero section of a projective
bundle X = P(N ⊕OY ), where N is an invertible sheaf on Y . The sheaf N is the conormal sheaf of the
immersion. Let π : X → Y be the projection. Notice that the natural map KY

m(X,Z/pn)→ Km(X,Z/pn)
is an injection. Hence it suffices to prove the commutativity of the following diagram

Km(Y,Z/pn)
τ(Y/X,•)//

i∗

��

Km(Y,Z/pn)

i∗

��
Km(X,Z/pn)

τX // Km(X,Z/pn)

Take y ∈ Km(Y,Z/pn). As in the proof of Lemma 6.9 we compute that there is an equality i∗(y) =
π∗(λ−1([N ])y). From the functoriality of operations it follows that

τX i∗(y) = π∗τY ([λ−1(N )]y).

The equality (4.6), the equality λ−1(π∗[N ]) = [i∗OY ] in K0(X) that follows from the exact sequence
(6.13), and the projection formula in K-theory imply now that

τX i∗(y) = π∗(τ(Y/X, y)λ−1([N ])) = π∗(τ(Y/X, y))λ−1(π
∗[N ])

= π∗(τ(Y/X, y))[i∗OY ] = i∗i
∗π∗(τ(Y/X, y)) = i∗τ(Y/X, y),

as wanted.
In general, we use deformation to the normal cone. We will use freely the notation from the proof of

Lemma 6.9. As before, by functoriality of K-theory and [37, 3.18], we find that

j0∗i∗τ(Y0/W0, y) = j0∗j
∗
0 i∗ρ

∗τ(Y0/W0, y),

where

i∗ : Km(P1
Y ,Z/pn)→ K

P1
Y

m (W,Z/pn), j∗0 : K
P1

Y
m (W,Z/pn)→ KY

m(X,Z/pn).

The projection formula in K-theory from [37, 3.17] and functoriality of K-theory and operations imply
now that

j0∗i∗τ(Y0/W0, y) = i∗τ(P1
Y /W, y) ∧ ([t∗OX ] + [l∗OP(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )]).

Functoriality, the projection formula in K-theory, the fact that l∗i∗ = 0, and [37, 3.18] imply that

j0∗i∗τ(Y0/W0, y) = t∗i∞∗τ(Y/P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY ), y).

Here

i∞∗ : Km(Y,Z/pn)→ KY
m(P(N∨

Y/X⊕OY ),Z/pn), t∗ : KY
m(P(N∨

Y/X⊕OY ),Z/pn)→ K
P(N∨

Y/X⊕OY )
m (W,Z/pn).

Now we apply the computation we did in the special case to the embedding i∞ : Y → P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY ) to

conclude that
j0∗i∗τ(Y0/W0, y) = t∗τP(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )i∞∗(y).
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Similarly, in Lemma 6.9 we computed that i∗(y) = j∗0 i∗ρ
∗(y). This, functoriality of K-theory and

operations, the projection formula in K-theory, the fact that l∗i∗ = 0, and [37, 3.18] imply that

j0∗τX i∗(y) = t∗τP(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY )i∞∗(y).

Hence we have that j0∗i∗τ(Y0/W0, y) = j0∗τX i∗(y).
It suffices now to show that the map

j0∗ : KY
m(X,Z/pn)→ KPY

m (W,Z/pn)

is injective. But this map is isomorphic to the map j0∗ : Km(Y,Z/pn)→ Km(PY ,Z/pn) that is injective
by the projective spaces theorem in K-theory. �

4.3.2. γ-filtration and localization sequences. We need to understand the behaviour of the integral γ-
filtrations in localization sequences. We will need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.12. Let X be a regular scheme over OK of dimension d. Then

(1) F d+j+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn) = 0;

(2) M(d, i, 2j)F i
γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F̃ i

γKj(X,Z/pn) ⊂ F i
γKj(X,Z/pn).

Proof. The property (1) is proved in [26, 14.5]. It is stated there just for K-theory wth no coefficients
but it hold as well for K-theory modulo pn. All one needs to do is to paraphrize Corollary 13.11 to the
case with coefficients which is immediate. The property (2) follows now as in [35, 3.4]. �

Consider a triple of regular schemes

U
j

↪→ X
i
←↩ Z

with Z a closed subscheme of X of codimension one and U its complement. For j ≥ 3, we have the
localization sequence in K-theory

(4.7) → Kj(Z,Z/pn)
i∗→ Kj(X,Z/pn)

j∗

→ Kj(U,Z/pn)
∂
→ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn)→

obtained from the long exact sequence

→ KZ
j (X,Z/pn)→ Kj(X,Z/pn)

j∗

→ Kj(U,Z/pn)→ KZ
j−1(X,Z/pn)→

and the isomorphism i∗ : Kj(Z,Z/pn)
∼
→ KZ

j (X,Z/pn).
We claim that, modulo certain universal constants, this sequence of maps behaves well with respect

to the γ-filtration.

Lemma 4.13. Let j ≥ 3. There exists a natural number N = N(d, i, j) dependent only on d, i, j, where
d is the dimension of X, such that we have a long sequence of maps

→ F i−1
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn)

Ni∗→ F i
γKj(X,Z/pn)

Nj∗

→ F i
γKj(U,Z/pn)

N∂
→ F i−1

γ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn)→ .

If a prime number p > j + d + 1 then p does not divide N(d, i, j).

Proof. By functoriality, the restriction map j∗ is compatible with γ-filtrations. So is the boundary
map ∂ with F̃ i

γ-filtration, i.e., ∂ : F̃ i
γKj(U,Z/pn)→F i−1

γ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn). To see that take an element

x = γk(y) ∈ F̃ i
γKj(U,Z/pn) for y ∈ Kj(U,Z/pn), k ≥ i. Then, by the Adams-Riemann-Roch without

denominators (Proposition 4.11) we have that ∂x = γk(N , x)(∂y), for the normal bundle N = NZ/X of Z

in X. But, for every z ∈ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn), we have γk(x)(N , z) ∈ F k−1
γ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn) [16, 0, Appendice,

Prop. 1.5]. Since by Lemma 4.12 M(d, i, 2j)F i
γKj(U,Z/pn) ⊂ F̃ i

γKj(U,Z/pn) this implies that

M(d, i, 2j)∂ : F i
γKj(U,Z/pn)→F i−1

γ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn).

Consider now x ∈ F i−1
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn). We know that γi(N , x) = (−1)i−1(i − 1)!x mod F i

γKj(Z,Z/pn).
By Adama-Riemann-Roch without denominators from Proposition 4.11 we have

i∗((−1)i−1(i− 1)!x) = γi(i∗x) mod i∗(F
i
γKj(Z,Z/pn)).
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By induction, since F j+d
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn) = 0 , we get that

C(d, i, j)i∗ : F i−1
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn)→F i

γKj(X,Z/pn), C(d, i, j) = (i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!

Set N(d, i, j) = M(d, i, 2j)C(d, i, j). Since an odd prime number p divides M(d, i, j) if and only if
p < (j + 2d + 3)/2 we get the last statement of the lemma. �

Lemma 4.14. let j ≥ 3, N = N(d, i − 1, j)N(d, i, j) for the constants N(d, i − 1, j) and N(d, i, j) from
Lemma 4.13. Then the following long sequence is exact up to certain universal constants

→ F i−1
γ /F i

γKj(Z,Z/pn)
Ni∗→ F i

γ/F i+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn)

Nj∗

→ F i
γ/F i+1

γ Kj(U,Z/pn)
N∂
→ F i−1

γ /F i
γKj−1(Z,Z/pn)→,

where N = N(d, i− 1, j)N(d, i, j) for the constants from Lemma 4.13. More precisely, if the element [x]
at any level of the above long sequence is a cocycle then C[x] is a coboundary for the following constant
C

(1) Ni∗([x]) = 0 then C = (i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!N(d, i, j)2N(d, i, j + 1)2;
(2) N∂([x]) = 0 then C = (i− 1)!(i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 3)!N2;
(3) Nj∗([x]) = 0 then C = (i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!N2.

Proof. For the first case, consider an element [x] ∈ F i−1
γ /F i

γKj(Z,Z/pn) for x ∈ F i−1
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn) such

that Ni∗[x] = 0, i.e., Ni∗(x) ∈ F i+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn). By Adams-Riemann-Roch without denominators from

Lemma 4.11 we have

i∗γ
i+1(N , Nx) = γi+1(i∗(Nx)) = (−1)ii!i∗(Nx) mod F i+2

γ Kj(X,Z/pn).

Since γi+1(N , Nx) ∈ F i
γKj(Z,Z/pn), we get

[(−1)ii!Nx] = [(−1)ii!Nx− γi+1(N , Nx)] and i∗((−1)ii!Nx− γi+1(N , Nx)) ∈ F i+2
γ Kj(X,Z/pn)

Since F j+d+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn) = 0, by induction, we get that [i!(i + 1)! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d − 1)!Nx] = [y] for y ∈

F i−1
γ Kj(Z,Z/pn) such that i∗(y) = 0. By the localization sequence (4.7) y = ∂(w) for w ∈ Kj+1(U,Z/pn).

We also have γi(N , y) = (−1)i−1(i − 1)!y modulo F i
γKj(Z,Z/pn) [16, 0, Appendice, Prop. 1.5]. From

Adams-Riemann-Roch without denominators it now follows that

[γi(N , y)] = [γi(N , ∂(w))] = [∂(γi(w))].

Since clearly γi(w) ∈ F i
γKj+1(U,Z/pn), we have that [(i− 1)!y] is a coboundary for ∂. Summing up the

above, [(i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!N2(d, i, j)N2(d, i, j + 1)] is a coboundary, as wanted.
For the second case, consider an element [x] ∈ F i

γ/F i+1
γ Kj(U,Z/pn) for x ∈ F i

γKj(U,Z/pn) such
that N∂[x] = 0, i.e., N∂(x) ∈ F i

γKj−1(Z,Z/pn). As above, Adama-Riemann-Roch without denomi-
nators implies that there exists an element w ∈ F i+1

γ Kj(U,Z/pn) such that i!∂(Nx) = ∂(w) modulo
F i

γKj(Z,Z/pn). Since F j+d−1
γ Kj−1(Z,Z/pn), this gives by induction that

i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 3)!∂(Nx) = ∂(w), for w ∈ F i+1
γ Kj(U,Z/pn).

Set z = i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d − 3)!∂(Nx) − w. We have [i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d − 3)!∂(Nx)] = [z] and ∂(z) = 0. By the
localization sequence (4.7) z = j∗(y) for y ∈ Kj(X,Z/pn). We have [γi(z)] = [(−1)i−1(i − 1)!z]. Hence
[(−1)i−1(i− 1)!z] = [j∗(γi(y))], i.e., [(−1)i−1(i− 1)!z] is in the image of F i

γKj(X,Z/pn) by j∗. Summing
it all up, we get that [(i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 3)!N2x] is a coboundary, as wanted.

Because the restriction j∗ is compatible with γ-operations, the third case is proved in a similar manner.
Consider an element [x] ∈ F i

γ/F i+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn) for x ∈ F i

γKj(X,Z/pn) such that Nj∗[x] = 0, i.e.,
Nj∗(x) ∈ F i+1

γ Kj(U,Z/pn). We have

(−1)ii!Nj∗(x) = γi+1(j∗(Nx)) = j∗(γi+1(Nx)) mod F i+2
γ Kj(U,Z/pn).

Hence [Nx] = [Nx− γi+1(Nx)] and j∗(Nx− γi+1(Nx)) ∈ F i+2
γ Kj(U,Z/pn). Since F j+d+1

γ Kj(U,Z/pn),
inductively this implies that [i!(i + 1)! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!Nx] = [z]. and j∗(z) = 0. Now, by the localization
sequence (4.7), z = i∗(y) for y ∈ Kj(Z,Z/pn). By Adama-Riemann-Roch without denominators we have

[i∗γ
i(N , y)] = [γi(i∗y)] = [γi(z)] = [(−1)i(i− 1)!z].
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Hence [(−1)i(i− 1)!z] is a coboundary for i∗. Summing up, we get that [(i− 1)!i! ∙ ∙ ∙ (j + d− 1)!N2x] is
a coboundary, as wanted. �

5. Syntomic Chern classes

5.1. Classical syntomic Chern classes. We will briefly review the construction and basic properties
of classical syntomic Chern classes. For details the reader can consult [28, 2.3], [30, 2.2], and [31, 2.3].

For i ≥ 0 and a scheme X flat over W (k), there are functorial and compatible families of syntomic
Chern classes

csyn
i,j : Kj(X)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)) for j ≥ 0,

csyn
i,j : Kj(X,Z/pn)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)) for j ≥ 2,

that are also compatible with the crystalline Chern classes in H2i−j
cr (Xn,OXn

) via the canonical map
H2i−j(Xn, Sn(i))→H2i−j

cr (Xn, J<i>
Xn

). Similarly, we have syntomic Chern classes in H2i−j(X,S′
n(i)).

Recall the construction of the classes csyn
i,j and csyn

i,j . First, one constructs universal classes Csyn
i,l ∈

H2i(BGLl, Sn(i)), Csyn
i,l ∈ H2i(BGLl, S

′
n(i)). For l ≥ i, i ≥ 0, one defines

Csyn
i,l = xi ∈ H2i(BGLl, Sn(i)), Csyn

i,l = xi ∈ H2i(BGLl, S
′
n(i)).

By construction these classes are compatible with the crystalline classes. Recall (see formulas (2.3)) that
classes x1 ∈ H2(BGLl, Sn(1)) ↪→ H2(BGLl, S

′
n(1)) have a direct definition via symbol maps.

The classes Csyn
i,l ∈ H2i(BGLl, Sn(i)), i ≥ 0, yield compatible universal classes (see [12, p. 221])

Csyn
i,l ∈ H2i(X,GLl(OX), Sn(i)), where the last group is the GLl(OX)-cohomology of X with values in

Sn(i) (equipped with the trivial action of GLl(OX)). Hence a natural map of pointed simplicial presheaves
on X,

Csyn
i : BGL(OX)→ K(2i, S̃n(i)X),

where K is the Dold–Puppe functor of τ≤0S̃n(i)X [2i] and S̃n(i)X is an injective resolution of Sn(i)X .
These classes induce Chern class maps

Csyn
i : KX → K(2i, S̃n(i)X), i ≥ 0.

Here we wrote KX for the presheaf of simplicial sets U 7→ K(U)0.
We can now define the total Chern class map

Csyn
X : KX →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, S̃n(i)X)

by putting the map Csyn
i in degree i. Similarly, we get total Chern class maps

(5.1) Csyn
X : KX →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, S̃′
n(i)X).

Notice that the Chern class map Csyn
0 is a composition of the rank map rk : KX → Z with the natural

map Z → Sn(0) = S′
n(0) = (Ocr

n )ϕ=1. The related augmented total Chern class maps C̃syn
X are defined

by replacing Csyn
0 with the rank map rk : KX → Z.

We list the following properties of the total Chern class maps. They are proved using the embedding
H2i(BGLl, Sn(i)) ↪→ H2i

dR(BGLl,n) and the properties of de Rham classes.

Lemma 5.1. ([28, Lemma 2.1])

(1) The syntomic total Chern class is functorial, i.e., for a map f : Y → X of flat schemes over
W (k) the following diagram of presheaves of simplicial sets on X commutes in the homotopy
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category.

KX

f∗

��

Csyn
X // ∏

i≥0K(2i, S̃n(i)X)

f∗

��
Rf∗KY

Csyn
Y // Rf∗

∏
i≥0K(2i, S̃n(i)Y )

(2) The syntomic total Chern class is compatible with addition, i.e., the following diagram is com-
mutes in the homotopy category.

KX ×KX
+ //

Csyn
X ×Csyn

X

��

KX

Csyn
X

��∏
i≥0K(2i, S̃n(i)X)×

∏
i≥0K(2i, S̃n(i)X)

∗ // ∏
i≥0K(2i, S̃n(i)X).

(3) The syntomic augmented total Chern class is compatible with products, i.e., the following diagram
commutes in the homotopy category.

KX ∧KX
∧ //

C̃syn
X ∧C̃syn

X
��

KX

C̃syn
X

��
Z×

∏
i≥1K(2i, S̃n(i)X) ∧ Z×

∏
i≥1K(2i, S̃n(i)X)

? // Z×
∏

i≥1K(2i, S̃n(i)X).

Here ? is the Grothendieck product [12, 2.27] defined via certain universal polynomials with integral
coefficients.

Similarly for total Chern classes with values in S′
n(i)-cohomology.

Lemma 5.2. The augmented total Chern class

C̃syn
X : K0(X)→ Z× {1} ×

∏

i≥1

H2i(X,Sn(i))

is a morphism of λ-rings.

Proof. This was shown in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [28]. �

The characteristic classes

csyn
i,j : Kj(X,Z/pn)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)), j ≥ 2,

csyn
i,j : Kj(X)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)), j ≥ 0,

are defined [12, 2.22] as the composition

Kj(X,Z/pn)→ H−j(X,KX ;Z/pn)→ H−j(X,BGL(OX)+;Z/pn)

Csyn
i−→ H−j(X,K(2i, S̃n(i)X);Z/pn)

f
→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)),

where BGL(OX)+ is the (pointed) simplicial presheaf on X associated to the + - construction. The map
f is defined as the composition

H−j(X,K(2i, S̃n(i)X);Z/pn) = πj(K(2i, S̃n(i)(X)),Z/pn))
hj
→Hj(K(2i, S̃n(i)(X)),Z/pn))

→ Hj(S̃n(i)(X)[2i]) = H2i−j(X, Sn(i)),

where hj is the Hurewicz morphism.
This gives mod pn Chern classes with values in H∗(X,Sn(∗)). Those with values in H∗(X,S′

n(∗))
and the ones from integral K-theory are defined in an analogous way. All of the above also works (with
basically identical proofs) if we replace X with a finite simplicial scheme X, flat over W (k).

As we have shown in [30, Lemma 2.1] the above Chern classes for schemes have the properties listed
below. Again they hold as well for finite simplicial schemes X, flat over W (k).
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Lemma 5.3. Let X be a finite simplicial scheme that is flat over W (k). The syntomic Chern classes
are functorial in X and have the following properties.

(1) c syn
ij , for j > 0, is a group homomorphism.

(2) csyn
•,0 (a + b) = csyn

•,0 (a)csyn
•,0 (b), for a, b ∈ K0(X).

(3) c syn
ij , for j ≥ 2 is a group homomorphism unless j = 2 and p = 2.

(4) c syn
ij are compatible with the reduction maps Sn(i)→ Sm(i), n ≥ m.

Moreover, if X is regular, then
(5) Let p be odd or p = 2, n ≥ 2 and l, q 6= 2. If α ∈ Kl(X,Z/pn) and α′ ∈ Kq(X,Z/pn), then

c syn
ij (αα′) = −

∑

r+s=i

(i− 1)!
(r − 1)!(s− 1)!

c syn
rl (α)c syn

sq (α′),

assuming that l, q ≥ 2, l + q = j, 2i ≥ j, i ≥ 0.
(6) If α ∈ F j

γK0(X), j 6= 0, and α′ ∈ F k
γ Kq(X,Z/pn), q ≥ 2, is such that c syn

lq (α′) = 0 for l 6= k,
then

c syn
j+k,q(αα′) = −

(j + k − 1)!
(j − 1)!(k − 1)!

c syn
j0 (α)c syn

kq (α′),

assuming that p 6= 2 or q > 2.
(7) If X is a scheme, the above multiplication formulas hold also for p = 2, n ≥ 4, q = 2 and α′ such

that ∂α′ ∈ K1(X) belongs to OK
∗.

(8) The integral Chern class maps csyn
i0 restrict to zero on F i+1

γ K0(X).
(9) The Chern class maps csyn

ij restrict to zero on F i+1
γ Kj(X,Z/pn), j ≥ 2, unless j = 2, p = 2.

Proof. The proof is basically a translation of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [30] into the language of spaces
used in [14]. �

Remark 5.4. Let X be a scheme over K or K. In an analogous way one constructs the étale total Chern
classes

C ét
X : KX →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, Rε∗Z/pn(i)X),

where ε : Xét → XZar is the natural projection, that have all the properties listed in Lemma 5.1. They
induce the characteristic classes

cét
i,j : Kj(X,Z/pn)→ H2i−j(X,Z/pn(i)), j ≥ 2,

cét
i,j : Kj(X)→ H2i−j(X,Z/pn(i)), j ≥ 0,

that have all the properties listed in Lemma 5.3.

5.2. Truncated syntomic Chern classes. We will show now that there exists Chern classes into
truncated syntomic as well as syntomic-étale cohomology that are compatible with the classical syntomic
Chern classes. We define the universal classes Csyn

i,a ∈ H2i(BGLa/W (k), Sn(i)Nis) as the unique classes
mapping to the classical syntomic universal classes. This can be done by Proposition 3.4. They induce
Chern class and total Chern class maps

Csyn
i : KX → K(2i, S̃n(i)Nis,X), i ≥ 0; Csyn

X : KX →
∏

i≥0

K(2i, S̃n(i)Nis,X)

As before, we get the characteristic classes

csyn
i,j : Kj(X,Z/pn)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)Nis), j ≥ 2,

csyn
i,j : Kj(X)→ H2i−j(X,Sn(i)Nis), j ≥ 0,

Via the map τ : H2i(BGLa, Sn(i)Nis) → H2i(BGLa, S′
n(i)Nis) we get induced universal classes, total

Chern maps and characteristic classes with values in S′
n(i)Nis.

Lemma 5.5. The above truncated syntomic total Chern class maps and the induced characteristic classes
satisfy analogs of Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and Lemma 5.3.
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Proof. We start with Lemma 5.1 describing properties of the universal total Chern class maps. Property
(1) follows from functoriality of truncated syntomic universal classes. Property (2) follows from a universal
Whitney sum formula. More specifically, consider the universal short exact sequence

0→ Ea
• → Ea+b

• → Eb
• → 0

of vector bundles over BGL(a, b). Here the middle term is the universal vector bundle and the first and
last terms are classified by the natural maps to BGLa and BGLb, respectively. A classical argument
using only the projective space theorem gives the Whitney sum formula in de Rham cohomology

C•(E
a+b
• ) = C•(E

a
• )C•(E

b
•).

By Proposition 3.4 this induces the Whitney sum formula in the truncated syntomic cohomology.
For property (3), again one needs to consider only the universal situation, i.e., the universal tensor

product bundle Ea
• ⊗ Eb

• over B(GLa ×GLb). Splitting principle gives the formula

C̃•(E
a
• ⊗ Eb

•) = C̃•(E
a
• ) ? C̃•(E

b
•).

in de Rham cohomology. By Proposition 3.4 it carries over to truncated syntomic cohomology.
The analog of Lemma 5.2 is proved in the same way as the original lemma using Proposition 3.4.

Having an analog of Lemma 5.1, the proof of Lemma 5.3 for truncated syntomic cohomology carries
verbatim from the untruncated case. �

Similarly, we construct (using Proposition 3.8) universal Chern classes, total Chern maps, and char-
acteristic classes with values in (truncated) syntomic-étale cohomologies En(i)Nis, E′

n(i)Nis and En(i),
E′

n(i). Clearly, so defined (truncated) syntomic-étale total Chern class maps and the induced character-
istic classes satisfy analogs of Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and Lemma 5.3.

5.3. Logarithmic syntomic Chern classes. Let X be a semistable scheme over O×
K or a semistable

scheme over OK with a smooth special fiber. Let D be the horizontal divisor and set j : X \D ↪→ X. In
this section, we will construct universal Chern class maps (in the homotopy category of pointed presheaves
of simplicial sets on XNis)

Csyn
X\D,i : j∗KX\D → K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X(D)), i ≥ 0,

where Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)Nis is an injective resolution of E′

n(i)X(D)Nis. In what follows we will skip the subscript
Nis if confusion does not arise. Up to some universal constants these maps will have all the expected
properties.

Consider the map Csyn
X\D : j∗KX\D → Rj∗

∏
i≥0K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X\D) induced by the total syntomic-étale

Chern class maps defined in Section 5.2. Lemma 5.6 below shows that a multiple [pmi]Csyn
X\D, for a

universal constant m, of this map lifts, via the map

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D))→ K(2i, Rj∗Ẽ

′
n(i)X\D)→ Rj∗K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X\D),

to a map

Csyn
X\D(m) : j∗KX\D →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)).

Lemma 5.6. Let L be a complex of pointed presheaves of simplicial sets on X with homotopy presheaves
concentrated in nonnegative degrees. The kernel and cokernel of the map

HomP(L,K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)))→ HomP(L, Rj∗K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X\D))

is annihilated by pNi for a constant N = c1c2, where c1 is the constant6 from Theorem 2.2 and c2 is a
constant depending only on the dimension d of X. Here the homomorphisms are taken in the homotopy
category P of pointed presheaves of simplicial sets on XNis.

6We take c1 = N in the notation of Theorem 2.2.
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Proof. For i = 0, we have an isomorphism by Corollary 2.4. Assume i ≥ 1. Since the homotopy presheaves
of L are trivial in negative degrees, we have that

HomP(L,K(2i, Rj∗Ẽ
′
n(i)X\D))

∼
→ HomP(L, Rj∗K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X\D)).

Hence it suffices to show that the above lemma holds for the map

HomP(L,K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)))→ HomP(L,K(2i, Rj∗Ẽ

′
n(i)X\D)).

We have,

HomP(L,K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D))) ' HomS(La,K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D)))

' HomD(C(La), En(i)X(D)[2i]),

where HomS(, ) refers to homomorphisms in the homotopy category of pointed sheaves of simplicial
sets, La is the complex of sheaves associated to L, C(La) is the sheaf of (normalized) chain complexes
associated to La that we see as a sheaf of cochain complexes by negating the degrees, and HomD(, )
refers to homomorphisms in the derived category of complexes of sheaves of abelian groups on X(D)Nis.
Similarly,

HomP(L,K(2i, Rj∗Ẽn(i)X\D)) ' HomD(C(La), j∗Ẽn(i)X\D[2i]).

Let C(i) denote the mapping fiber of the map Ẽ′
n(i)X(D) → j∗Ẽ

′
n(i)X\D. We need to show that

HomD(∙, C(i)) is annihilated by pNi for a constant N described above. It suffices to show that C(i) has
cohomology annihilated by pc1ri for the constant c1 as above and that C(i) has cohomological length less
than c2 for a constants c2 depending only on d.

The first claim follows from Corollary 2.4. For the second claim, since Nisnevich topology of X has
cohomological dimension less than d, it suffices to show that C(i) has cohomological length less than c3

for a constant c3 depending only on d. But this is clear since the cohomological dimension of the étale
topos of X and the length of the (filtered) crystalline cohomology of X/W (k) are bounded by 2d+3. �

Let m ≥ N . Set Csyn,m
X\D := [pmi]Csyn

X\D(m). By the above lemma two different lifts Csyn
X\D(m) yield the

same class Csyn,m
X\D . Similarly, we define the total syntomic-étale Chern class maps

Csyn
X\D : j∗KX\D →

∏

p−2≥i≥0

K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D)).

No additional constants are needed here.
We record the following properties of these Chern class maps.

Theorem 5.7. (1) The Chern class maps Csyn,m
X\D are compatible with the reduction maps E′

n(i)X(D)→
E′

n1
(i)X(D), n ≥ n1.

(2) The Chern class maps Csyn,m
X\D are independent of the number m chosen, that is, for two different

numbers m1 < m2 the following diagram commutes

(5.2) GX(D)

C
syn,m2
X\D ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ

C
syn,m1
X\D // ∏

i≥0K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D))

[p2(m2−m1)i]

��∏
i≥0K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X(D))

(3) The Chern class map Csyn,m
X\D is functorial for morphisms of log-schemes as above π : Y → X

such that π−1(DX) ⊂ DY , i.e., the following diagram commutes in the homotopy category

j∗KX\DX

Csyn,m
X\DX //

π∗

��

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(DX))

π∗

��
π∗j

′
∗KY \DY

Csyn,m
Y \DY // Rπ∗K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)Y (DY )),
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where j′ : Y \DY ↪→ Y is the natural open immersion.
(4) The total Chern class map Csyn,m

X\D is compatible with addition. The augmented total Chern class

map C̃syn,m
X\D is compatible with products.

(5) The total Chern class map

Csyn,m
X\D : j∗KX\D →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)), n ≥ 1,

is an extension of the syntomic-étale Chern class map

[p2mi]Csyn
X : KX →

∏

i≥0

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X), n ≥ 1.

Two such extensions become equal after multiplication by [pmi].
Similarly for the Chern classes with values in En(i)-cohomology.

Proof. The first two claims are immediate from construction. The next two follow from Section 5.2 and
Lemma 5.6; to control the constants we use the fact that the Whitney sum formula and the product
formula involve homogenous polynomials of the right degrees. For the fifth claim it remains to show that
an extension of the Chern class maps [p2mi]Csyn

X to X \D is unique up to multiplication by [pmi]. To do
this, consider the localization homotopy cofiber sequence

G(D)
i∗→ G(X)→ G(X \D)

and apply Lemma 5.8 below to L = i∗GD[1]. �

Lemma 5.8. Let L be a complex of pointed presheaves of simplicial sets on D1 with homotopy presheaves
concentrated in nonnegative degrees.

(1) For 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 2, we have

HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D))) = 0.

(2) For 0 ≤ i, the group

HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D)))

is annihilated by pNi, where N is the constant from Lemma 5.6.

Proof. We start with the first claim. Take p− 2 ≥ i ≥ 0. We have

HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D))) ' HomS(i∗L
a,K(2i, Ẽn(i)X(D)))

' HomD(i∗C(La), En(i)X(D)[2i]) ' HomD(C(La).Ri!En(i)X(D)[2i]).

We claim that Ri!En(i)X(D) = 0. Indeed, for X semistable over OK
×, by Theorem 2.3, we have

a quasi-isomorphism En(i)X(D)Nis
∼
→ τ≤iRε∗Rj∗Z/pn(i), where ε : Xét → XNis is the projection and

j : XK \ DK ↪→ X is the natural open immersion. But the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture implies
that

τ≤iRε∗Rj∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj∗Rε∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj∗τ≤iRε∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj∗Z/pn(i)M

and we have
τ≤iRj∗Z/pn(i)M ' τ≤ij∗Z/pn(i)M ' j∗Z/pn(i)M ' Rj∗Z/pn(i)M.

Hence
Ri!En(i)X(D) ' Ri!Rj∗Z/pn(i)M = 0,

as wanted.
If X is a semistable scheme over OK with a smooth special fiber, by Theorem 2.5, we have a quasi-

isomorphism

En(i)X(D)Nis
∼
→ τ≤iRε∗Rj′∗Z/pn(i)M,
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where j′ : X \D ↪→ X is the natural open immersion. But by the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture in
mixed characteristic [10, Theorem 1.2.2] that states that we have a quasi-isomorphism

τ≤iRε∗Z/pn(i)M ' Z/pn(i)M

and by the fact that τ≤iZ/pn(i)M
∼
→ Z/pn(i)M [10, Cor. 4.2], we have

τ≤iRε∗Rj′∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj′∗Rε∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj′∗τ≤iRε∗Z/pn(i) ' τ≤iRj′∗Z/pn(i)M

' τ≤ij
′
∗Z/pn(i)M ' j′∗Z/pn(i)M ' Rj′∗Z/pn(i)M.

Hence

Ri!En(i)X(D) ' Ri!Rj′∗Z/pn(i)M = 0,

as wanted.
For the second claim of the lemma, we can assume that i ≥ 1 (the case of i = 0 being treated above).

As above we compute that

HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D))) ' HomD(C(La), Ri!E′

n(i)X(D)[2i]).

We need to show that HomD(C(La), Ri!E′
n(i)X(D)[2i]) is annihilated by pNi for a constant N as above.

It suffices to show that Ri!E′
n(i)X(D) has cohomology annihilated by pNi, N as in Lemma 5.6, and that

Ri!E′
n(i)X(D) has cohomological length less than c1 for a constant c1 depending only on d.

Concerning the cohomological length of Ri!E′
n(i)X(D), since Nisnevich topology of X has cohomolog-

ical dimension less than d, it suffices to show that E′
n(i)X(D) has cohomological length less than c1. By

(2.6) we have a distinguished triangle (for i0 : X0 ↪→ X)

jNis!Rε∗Rj′∗Z/pn(i)′ → Rε∗E
′
n(i)X(D)→ i0∗Rε∗S

′
n(i)X(D).

It suffices thus to show that both Rε∗Rj′∗Z/pn(i)′ and Rε∗S
′
n(i)X(D) have cohomological length less than

c1. But this is clear since the first complex has length bounded by 2d - the cohomological dimension of
the étale topos of X and the second complex has length bounded by 2d + 3 (2d + 2 being the length of
the (filtered) crystalline cohomology of X/W (k)).

It remains to show that Ri!E′
n(i)X(D) has cohomology annihilated by pNi. Let us look first at the

case when X is semistable over OK with a smooth special fiber. By Theorem 2.5 we have a distinguished
triangle

(5.3) C → E′
n(i)X(D)→ τ≤iRj′∗Z/pn(i)M,

where C is a complex whose cohomology is annihilated by pNi. Arguing as above we have that Ri!τ≤iRj′∗Z/pn(i)M =
0. Hence Ri!C

∼
→ Ri!E′

n(i)X(D). Since Nisnevich topos of X has cohomological dimension less than d it
suffices now to show that the complex C has cohomological length less than c1 for a constant c1 depending
only on d. By the distinguished triangle (5.3), since we have shown this for E′

n(i)X(D), it remains to
show it for τ≤iRj′∗Z/pn(i)M. Hence it suffices to show that for a log-scheme T , smooth over OK the
cohomology groups H∗(Ttr,Nis,Z/pn(i)M) vanish in degree larger than twice the dimension d of T . But
this is clear since Nisnevich topos has cohomological dimension d and cohomology sheaves of Z/pn(i)M
are trivial above degree d [10, Theorem 1.2].

Let now X be semistable over OK
×. Arguing as above using Theorem 2.3 we reduce to showing that

τ≤iRj′∗Z/pn(i)M has cohomological length less than c1 - a constant depending only on d. This can be
treated as above and we have finished the proof of our lemma. �

Having the universal Chern class maps, as before, we get the (compatible) characteristic classes

csyn,m
i,j : Kj(X \D,Z/pn)→ H2i−j(X,E∗

n(i)X(D)), j ≥ 2, E∗ = E,E′

csyn,m
i,j : Kj(X \D)→ H2i−j(X,E∗

n(i)X(D)), j ≥ 0, E∗ = E,E′.

By composition with the maps E′
n(i)→ S′

n(i) and En(i)→ Sn(i) we obtain syntomic Chern classes with
values in S′

n(i) and Sn(i). Clearly, all these Chern classes satisfy analogs of Lemma 5.3.
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Corollary 5.9. Set U = X \D. The syntomic Chern classes

csyn,m
ij : Kj(U,Z/pn)→ H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i)), j ≥ 2,

are compatible, via the period maps α∗,∗ of Fontaine-Messing, with étale Chern classes, i.e., the following
diagram commutes

Kj(U,Z/pn)

∗

��

csyn,m
ij // H2i−j

syn (X,S ′n(i))

α2i−j,i

��
Kj(UK ,Z/pn)

p(m+1)icét
ij// H2i−j

ét (UK ,Z/pn(i)′),

where  : UK ↪→ U is the natural open immersion. We have analogous statement for j ≤ p − 2 and
S-cohomology, where no twist is necessary.

Proof. We will present the argument for S ′-cohomology, the one for S-cohomology being analogous. It
suffices to show that the total universal syntomic-étale and étale Chern classes are compatible, i.e., that
the following diagram commutes

j∗KX\D

Csyn,m
X\D //

��

∏
i≥0K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X(D))

[αi]

��
jNis,∗j∗KXK\DK

[p(m+1)i]C ét
XK\DK// RjNis,∗Rj∗

∏
i≥0K(2i, Rε∗Z/pn(i)′XK\DK

).

It follows from functoriality of syntomic-étale Chern classes and period maps that it suffices to show this
in the case when the divisor D is trivial, i.e., in the case of classical Chern classes. But this reduces to
showing that the period map αi : H2i(BGLl, E

′
n(i)Nis)→ H2i

ét (BGLl,F ,Z/pn(i)′) maps the syntomic-étale
universal class xsyn

i to the étale universal class pixét
i . But this we proved in Corollary 3.11. �

Remark 5.10. Theorem 5.7 allows us to define logarithmic Chern class maps (having all the described
above properties) with values in log-crystalline cohomology H∗

cr(Xn,J [∗]
Xn

) for X semistable over OK with
a smooth special fiber.

6. Chern class maps and Gysin sequences

We will show in this section that the syntomic universal Chern class maps are compatible with the
canonical Gysin sequences.

Let X be a semistable scheme over O×
K or a semistable scheme over OK with a smooth special fiber. Let

D′ be the horizontal divisor. Assume that D′ = ∪m
i=1Di, m ≥ 1, is a union of m irreducible components

Di. Note that each scheme Di with the induced log-structure is of the same type as X (with at most
m − 1 components in the divisor at infinity). Set D = ∪m

i=2Di, Y = D1, i : Y ↪→ X. The pairs (X,D)
and (Y,DY ) are of the same type as the pair (X,D′) we started with but with at most m− 1 irreducible
divisors at infinity.

6.1. Basic properties of syntomic cohomology. In this section, we will list several basic properties
of syntomic and syntomic-étale cohomologies.

6.1.1. Gysin sequences. We start with Gysin sequences. We have the following localization sequences.

Lemma 6.1. For r ≥ 1, there exist the following distinguished triangles

i∗S
i+1
n (r − 1)Y (DY )[−2]

i!→ Si
n(r)X(D)→ Si

n(r)X(Y ∪D), i ≥ 0;

i∗Sn(r − 1)Y (DY )[−2]
i!→ Sn(r)X(D)→ Sn(r)X(Y ∪D), r ≤ p− 1.
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There are analogous distinguished triangles for the complexes En(r), r ≤ p − 2, E′
n(r), and E1

n(r).
Moreover, for r ≥ 1, there exist the following distinguished triangles

i∗F
1
n(r − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

i!→ E′
n(r)Nis,X(D)→ E′

n(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D), i ≥ 0;

i∗En(r − 1)Nis,Y (DY )[−2]
i!→ En(r)Nis,X(D)→ En(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D), r ≤ p− 1.

Here F 1
n(r−1)X(Y ∪D) is a complex of Z/pn-sheaves on Y equipped with a natural map F 1

n(r−1)X(Y ∪
D) → E1

n(r − 1)Nis,Y (DY ) that has an inverse up to pN(r−1), i.e., composition either way is a multipli-
cation by pN(r−1) (in the derived category), where N is the constant from Theorem 2.2.

Proof. (1) Étale complexes
We will start the proof in the case of complexes with undivided Frobenius. Recall that we have the

following short exact sequence of complexes

0→ Si
n(r)X(D)→ Si

n(r)X(Y ∪D)
resY−−→i∗S

i+1
n (r − 1)Y (DY )[−1]→ 0

This was shown in [41, 4.2,4.3] and follows relatively easily from two facts. First, that for a regular
log-scheme Xn log-smooth over Wn(k), an irreducible regular divisor D1 log-smooth over Wn(k), and a
divisor D on Xn such that D1 ∪ D is a relative simple normal crossing divisor on Xn over Wn(k) and
D1 ∩D a relative simple normal crossing divisor on D1 over Wn(k) the following sequence is exact

0→ Ωq
Xn

(D1)→ Ωq
Xn

(D1 ∪D)
resD1−−→Ωq−1

D1,n
(D1 ∩D)→ 0, q ≥ 1

Second, that the corresponding divided power envelopes behave as expected.
In the case of complexes E′

n(r), we want to construct the following distinguished triangle

(6.1) E′
n(r)X(D)→ E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)
resY−−→i∗E

1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1],

where the first map is the natural map and the residue map is yet to be defined. Since we have Gysin
sequences for syntomic and étale cohomologies this amounts to checking that they can be glued. Tsuji in
[41] verified that these sequences are compatible. This is nontrivial since the period map does not behave
well with respect to closed immersions. We will use his constructions to perform the gluing.

To start, we replace the maps Y (DY ) → X(D) ← X(Y ∪ D) with the maps Y (DY )
Id
→ Y (DY ) ←

Y (D0
Y ), where Y (D0

Y ) is the scheme Y endowed with the pullback of the log-structure of X(Y ∪ D).
Consider the following commutative diagram. All the maps but the bottom rightmost map are genuine
maps of complexes.

(6.2) E′
n(r)X(D) // E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)

o

��
E′

n(r)X(D) � � f //

i∗

����

E′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két

i∗

��

res // // C(f, r − 1)

i∗o

��
i∗E

′
n(r)Y (DY ) � � f ′

// i∗E′
n(r)Y (D0

Y )Két
res // // i∗C(f ′, r − 1) ∼

i∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1]

The complex E′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két is defined in an analogous way to E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D) by (locally) using the
map (assume that U = Spec(A)→ X is a strict étale map)

α′
r,U : Γ(U, S′

n(r)X0,Z0)→ Γ(Uh, θUτ∗GSn(r)U0,Z0)
∼
← Γ(Uh, θUτ∗GΛUh)

∼
← Γ(U, θUτ∗GΛU )

∼
← Γ(U, Cone(η(τ∗GΛU )))→ Γ(U, jét!j

′
∗τ∗GΛU )[1]),

where τ : X(D)0K,tr,Két → X(D)0K,tr,ét is the natural map from the Kummer étale topos to the étale
topos and the subscripts 0 refer to the log-structure induced by Y ∪ D. We have a natural morphism
E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)
∼
→ E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két that is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover the induced map of complexes
f : E′

n(r)X(D)→ E′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két is injective [41, Lemma 4.7.5]. We wrote C(f, r−1) for the cokernel

of this map.
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The complex E′
n(r)Y (D0

Y )Két is defined in an analogous way to E′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két. The local setting

is as follows. We assume that X (with the log-structure defined by D) is affine and we have a closed
exact immersion X ↪→ Z over W (k) into a fine log-scheme Z that is log-smooth over W (k) and has a
compatible system of liftings of Frobenius {FZn : Zn → Zn}. Further we assume that Z has a Cartier
divisor Z1 ↪→ Z defined by a global equation g = 0 for g ∈ Γ(Z,OZ) and such that Y is a pullback of Z1

and Z1 equipped with the log-structure pullbacked from Z is log-smooth over W (k). We denote by Z0

the log-scheme Z equipped with the log-structure induced by Z1 and MZ , and by Z0
1 - the log-scheme

equipped with the log-structure pullbacked from Z0.
Let U = Spec(A) → X be a strict étale morphism. Write U1 = Y ×X U . Under certain additional

assumptions on Z and U (cf. [41, 4.7]) we get the following map

α′
r,U1

: Γ(U1, S
′
n(r)Y 0,Z0

1
)→ Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
τ ′
∗GSn(r)U0

1 ,Z0
1
)

∼
← Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
τ ′
∗GΛUh

1
)

∼
← Γ(U1, θ

′
U1

τ ′
∗GΛU1)

∼
← Γ(U1, Cone(η′(τ ′

∗GΛU1)))→ Γ(U1, ét!
′
∗τ

′
∗GΛU1)[1]),

where τ ′ : Y (DY )0K,tr,Két → Y (DY )0K,tr,ét is the natural map of topoi and θ′ = ı∗ı
∗∗G for ı : Y0 ↪→ Y ,

 : YK,tr
′

→ YK
ét→ Y . We set η′(M) = ét!

′
∗M ↪→ ét ∗

′
∗M . Here the resolution ΛU1

∼
→ Sn(r)U0

1 ,Z0
1

on the
Kummer étale topos of U0

1,K,tr is the one defined in [41, 4.7]. By globalizing, straightening, and taking
cone of the morphisms α′

r,U1
we get the complex E′

n(r)Y (D0
Y )Két.

Recall that the complex E′
n(r)Y (DY ) is defined locally by an analogous map

α′
r,U1

: Γ(U1, S
′
n(r)Y,Z1)→ Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
Sn(r)U1,Z1)

∼
← Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
ΛUh

1
)

∼
← Γ(U1, θ

′
U1

ΛU1)
∼
← Γ(U1, Cone(η(GΛU1)))→ Γ(U1, ét!

′
∗GΛU1)[1]).

By globalizing, straightening, and taking cone of the morphisms α′
r,U1

we get the complex E′
n(r)Y (DY ).

The induced map of complexes f ′ : E′
n(r)Y (DY ) → E′

n(r)Y (D0
Y )Két is injective [41, Lemma 4.7.8]. We

wrote C(f ′, r − 1) for the cokernel of this map. It is supported on Y .
We claim that the induced pullback map i∗ : C(f, r − 1)

∼
→ C(f ′, r − 1) is a quasi-isomorphism. To

verify this notice that locally C(f, r−1) is defined as the cone of the straightening of the following zigzag
of maps

Γ(U, i∗S
1
n(r − 1)Y,Z1 [−1])→ Γ(Uh, θULU )

∼
← Γ(Uh, θUCUh)

∼
← Γ(U, θUCU )

∼
← Γ(U, Cone(η(GCU )))→ Γ(U, jét!j

′
∗GCU )[1]),

where C and L are the cokernels of the injective morphisms ΛX → τ∗G(ΛX0) and Sn(r)U,Z → τ∗GSn(r)U0,Z0 ,
respectively.

Similarly, C(f ′, r − 1) is defined as the cone of the straightening of the following zigzag of maps (c.f,
[41, 4.7.12])

Γ(U1, S
1
n(r − 1)Y,Z1 [−1])→ Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
L′

U1
)

∼
← Γ(Uh

1 , θ′U1
C ′

Uh
1
)

∼
← Γ(U1, θ

′
U1

C ′
U1

)
∼
← Γ(U1, Cone(η′(GC ′

U1
)))→ Γ(U1, ét!

′
∗GC ′

U1
)[1]),

where C ′ and L′ are the cokernels of the injective morphisms ΛY → τ∗G(ΛY 0) and Sn(r)U1,Z1 →
τ∗GSn(r)U0

1 ,Z0
1
, respectively. There exists a natural map (i∗) from the first zigzag to the second one.

Hence the two maps are equal in the derived category and we obtain a genuine map of complexes that
yields a quasi-isomorphism i∗ : C(f, r − 1)

∼
→ C(f ′, r − 1), as wanted.

It remains to construct a quasi-isomorphism C(f ′, r − 1) ' E1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1]. Consider the

following two commutative diagrams of maps of complexes. Here we set Γh(M) = Γ(Uh
1 , θ′U1

M),
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Γ(M) = Γ(U1, θ
′
U1

M), Λ(a) = Z/pn(a)′.
(6.3)

Γh(Λ(r − 1)[−1])

o

��

h // Γh(Λ(r)(−1)[−1]) Γh(Λ(r)(−1)[−1]) Γ(Λ(r)(−1)[−1])∼
oo

Γh(H1(Sn(r − 1)Y,Z1)[−2]) // Γh(H1(L′
U1

)[−1])

o

OO

Γh(H1(C ′
Uh

1
)[−1])

o

OO

∼
oo Γ(H1(C ′

U1
)[−1])∼

oo

o

OO

Γh(τ≤1Sn(r − 1)Y,Z1 [−1])

o

��

//

o

OO

Γh(τ≤1L
′
U1

)

o

��

o

OO

Γh(τ≤1C
′
Uh

1
)

o

��

o

OO

∼
oo Γ(τ≤1C

′
U1

)

o

��

o

OO

∼
oo

Γh(Sn(r − 1)Y,Z1 [−1]) // Γh(L′
U1

) Γh(C ′
Uh

1
)

∼
oo Γ(C ′

U1
)∼

oo

(6.4) Γ(Λ(r)(−1)[−1]) Γ(Cone(η′(GΛ(r)(−1)[−1])))∼
oo // Γ(ét!′∗GΛ(r)(−1))

Γ(H1(C ′
U1

)[−1])

o

OO

Γ(Cone(η′(GH1(C ′
U1

)[−1])))∼
oo //

o

OO

Γ(ét!′∗GH
1(C ′

U1
))

o

OO

Γ(τ≤1C
′
U1

)

o

OO

o

��

Γ(Cone(η′(Gτ≤1C
′
U1

)))∼
oo //

o

OO

o

��

Γ(ét!′∗Gτ≤1C
′
U1

[1])

o

OO

o

��
Γ(C ′

U1
) Γ(Cone(η′(GC ′

U1
)))∼

oo // Γ(ét!′∗GC ′
U1

[1])

The map h is defined to make the upper left corner square of the first diagram commute. The bottom
leftmost map in the same diagram is that defined in [41, 4.7.10]. By [41, Prop. 4.8.4] it is equal
to the natural map. Take the two maps Γ(U1, Sn(r − 1)Y,Z1 [−1]) → Γ(U1, Λ(−1)[−1]) obtained by
composing the maps from the the left and upper sides of the first diagram and the upper side of the
second diagram, respectively, from the lower and right sides. Composing these maps with the map
Γ(U1, S

1
n(r−1)Y,Z1 [−1])→ Γ(Uh

1 , Sn(r−1)Y,Z1 [−1]) [41, 4.7.11] we obtain maps that define the complexes
E1

n(r−1)Y (DY )[−1] and C(f ′, r−1), respectively [41, 4.7.10]. Now our diagrams describe a specific quasi-
isomorphism C(f ′, r − 1) ' E1

n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1], as wanted.
We finish by setting the residue map resY : E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)→ i∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1] to be equal to

the composition of the maps from the diagram (6.2)

E′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)

∼
→ E′

n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két → C(f, r − 1)
i∗
→ i∗C(f ′, r − 1) ' i∗E

1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1],

and by pushing everything down to the Nisnevich site using ε∗G for ε : Xét → XNis. The same diagram
shows now that we have the distinguished triangle (6.1). By construction, the above residue map is
compatible with the syntomic and étale residue maps

S′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)→ i∗S

1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1],(6.5)

jNis!R
r(j′ε)∗Z/pn(r)Xtr → i∗Nis!R

r−1ε∗Z/pn(r − 1)Ytr = jNis!i∗R
r−1ε∗Z/pn(r − 1)Ytr .

The constructions for the complexes Sn(r), r ≤ p − 1, and En(r), r ≤ p − 2 are analogous. So is the
construction for the complexes E1

n(r) after one notices that the residue maps are compatible with the
maps ω0 and ω1.

(2) Nisnevich complexes
(2a) The case of r ≥ p− 2
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In the case of complexes En(r)Nis, r ≤ p− 2, we construct the triangle

(6.6) En(r)Nis,X(D)→ En(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D)
resY−−→i∗En(r − 1)Nis,Y (DY )[−1]

by truncating the complexes in the analog of the distinguished triangle (6.1). To show that the obtained
triangle is distinguished it suffices to show that the residue map induces a surjection

resY : Hr(En(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D))→ i∗H
r−1(En(r − 1)Nis,Y (DY )).

To simplify the notation we will assume that the divisor D is trivial. Consider the following commutative
diagram (see (6.5))

Hr(Sn(r)X(Y ))
resY // // i∗Hr−1(Sn(r − 1)Y )

Hr(En(r)Nis,X(Y ))

OOOO

resY // i∗Hr−1(En(r − 1)Nis,Y )

OOOO

jNis!Rr(j′ε)∗Z/pn(r)Xtr

OO

resY // // i∗Nis!Rr−1ε∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK
= jNis!i∗Rr−1ε∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK

OO

It suffices to show that the bottom and the top residue maps in the above diagram are surjective. For
that we can assume that X is affine and Y = (T ). Assume first that X is semistable over O×

K . Since the
period map is compatible with Gysin sequences by [41, Prop. 4.5.3], Theorem 2.1 implies that for the
top map it suffices to show surjectivity of the map

(6.7) Rr(jε)∗Z/pn(r)Xtr → i∗R
r−1(ε)∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK .

For the bottom map, it suffices to show surjectivity of the map

(6.8) Rr(j′ε)∗Z/pn(r)Xtr → i∗R
r−1ε∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK

.

Set U := Xtr. We have the symbol map

Mgp
X = j∗O

∗
U → R1j∗Z/pn(1)U = R1jét ∗τ≤1Rj′∗Z/pn(1)U

and the following commutative diagram (cf. [39, 3.4.6]). We set here M̃gp
X := j′∗O

∗
XK

.

(Mgp
X )⊗r // Rrjét ∗τ≤rRj′∗Z/pn(r)U

//

��

Rrj∗Z/pn(r)U

resY

ww

Mgp
X ⊗ (M̃gp

X )⊗(r−1)

44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

OO

(M̃gp
X )⊗(r−1)

��

κ

OO

Rr−1jét ∗R1j′∗Z/pn(r)U

o

��
(M̃gp

Y )⊗(r−1) // Rr−1ét ∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK

The map κ is defined by sending the section m to T ⊗m. We claim that the symbol map

(M̃gp
Y )⊗(r−1) → Rr−1(étε)∗Z/pn(r − 1)YK

is surjective. Since we have Gersten conjecture for Milnor K-theory [24, Theorem 7.1] and étale coho-
mology, this follows from Bloch-Kato conjecture and [24, Lemma 7.2]. Since the map M̃gp

X → M̃gp
Y is

surjective in the Zariski topology on X, the above diagram shows surjectivity of the map (6.7) we wanted.
The argument for the map (6.8) is analogous.
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Assume now that X is semistable over OK with a smooth special fiber. Consider the following diagram

Hr(S̃n(r)X)� _

��

// Hr(S̃n(r)X(Y ))� _

��

resY // i∗Hr−1(S̃n(r − 1)Y )� _

��
Hr(Sn(r)X)

β
����

// Hr(Sn(r)X(Y ))

β
����

resY // // i∗Hr−1(Sn(r − 1)Y )

β
����

i∗WnΩr−1
X0,log

� � // i∗WnΩr−1
U0,log

resY // // i∗WnΩr−2
Y0,log

The horizontal sequences are Gysin sequences. The syntomic cohomology S̃ uses the vertical log-structure,
the syntomic cohomology S uses the trivial log-structure. The vertical sequences are exact [25, 1] (the
map β is the residue at $ map). We claim that the diagram commutes. Indeed, for the top part this
follows from functoriality. For the bottom part, the left square commutes by functoriality. For the
right square, it suffices to look at symbols. It follows from the definition that the map β sends the
symbol {f1, . . . , fr}, fi ∈ i∗0O

∗
X , i0 : X0 ↪→ X, to zero and the symbol {f1, . . . , fr−1, $}, fi ∈ i∗0O

∗
X , to

dlog[f1] ∧ ∙ ∙ ∙ dlog[fr−1]. The definition of the residue map resY is similar with $ replaced by T . The
commutativity we want is now immediate.

(2b) The general case.
In the case of complexes En(r)′Nis, we construct the triangle

(6.9) En(r)′Nis,X(D)→ En(r)′Nis,X(Y ∪D)
resY−−→i∗F

1
n(r − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−1]

by truncating the complexes in the Nisnevich version of the distinguished triangle (6.1) and by setting
F 1

n(r − 1)X(Y ∪D) equal to the image of the composition

(τ≤rε∗GE′
n(r)X(Y ∪D)Két)[1]→ (τ≤rε∗GC(f, r − 1))[1].

Clearly the obtained triangle is distinguished. It remains to show that the natural injection

F 1
nr − 1)X(Y ∪D) ↪→ (τ≤rε∗GC(f, r − 1))[1]

has an inverse up to pN(r−1). Since C(f, r − 1) ' i∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y (DY )[−1], we have

τ≤r−2F
1
n(r − 1)X(Y ∪D) ' τ≤r−1ε∗GC(f, r − 1),

Hrε∗GC(f, r − 1) ' i∗H
r−1E1

n(r − 1)Y (DY ).

It suffices thus to show that the map

resY : Hr(E′
n(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D))→ i∗H

r−1(E1
n(r − 1)Nis,Y (DY ))

has a cokernel annihilated by pN(r−1). But this follows just as in the case r ≤ p− 2 treated above using
Theorem 2.2 and, in the good reduction case, [7, Theorem 3.2]. �

Gysin distinguished triangles are functorial for certain morphisms of log-schemes.

Lemma 6.2. For Y , X, and D as above, let f : X ′ → X be a flat morphism or a closed immersion
such that X ′ is regular and syntomic over W (k) and f−1(Y ∪ D) is a relative simple normal crossing
divisor on X ′ over W (k). Set Y ′ = f−1(Y ) and D′ = f−1(D). Then, for r ≥ 1, i ≥ 0, we have a map
of distinguished triangles

i∗S
i+1
n (r − 1)Y (DY )[−2]

i!−−−−→ Si
n(r)X(D) −−−−→ Si

n(r)X(Y ∪D)


yf∗



yf∗



yf∗

Rf∗i∗S
i+1
n (r − 1)Y ′(D′

Y ′)[−2]
i!−−−−→ Rf∗S

i
n(r)X′(D′) −−−−→ Rf∗S

i
n(r)X′(Y ′ ∪D′)

Similarly, for the complexes Sn(r)X(D), r ≤ p− 1.
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There are analogous maps of Gysin distinguished triangles for the complexes En(r) and En(r)Nis (and
r ≤ p− 2) as well as for the complexes E′

n(r). For the complexes E′
n(r)Nis we have the following maps of

Gysin distinguished triangles

i∗F
1
n(r − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

i!−−−−→ E′
n(r)Nis,X(D) −−−−→ E′

n(r)Nis,X(Y ∪D)


yf∗



yf∗



yf∗

Rf∗i∗F
1
n(r − 1)X′(Y ′ ∪D′)[−2]

i!−−−−→ Rf∗E
′
n(r)Nis,X′(D′) −−−−→ Rf∗E

′
n(r)Nis,X′(Y ′ ∪D′)

Proof. The case of the map f being flat follows from the flat base change. The case of f being a closed
immersion follows from the fact that the morphisms X ′ → X and Y → X are Tor-independent. �

6.1.2. Projection formula. We have the following projection formula for a closed immersion of codimen-
sion one.

Lemma 6.3. Let X, Y , and D be as above. Then, for r1, r2, i, j ≥ 0, the following diagram commutes.

Si
n(r1)X(D)⊗L i∗S

j+1
n (r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−2]

1⊗i! //

i∗⊗1

��

Si
n(r1)X(D)⊗L Sj

n(r2)X(D)

∪

��

i∗S
i
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L i∗S

j+1
n (r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−2]

∪

��
i∗S

i+j+1
n (r1 + r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−2]

i! // Si+j
n (r1 + r2)X(D)

Similarly, for the complexes Sn(r)X(D), r ≤ p− 1.
There are analogous projection formulas for the complexes En(r) and En(r)Nis (and r ≤ p− 2) as well

as for the complexes E′
n(r). For the complexes E′(r)Nis we have the following commutative diagram (the

constant N is the one from Theorem 2.2)

(6.10) E′
n(r1)Nis,X(D)⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

pN(r1+r2−1)⊗i!//

i∗⊗1

��

E′
n(r1)Nis,X(D)⊗L E′

n(r2)Nis,X(D)

∪

��

i∗E
′
n(r1)Nis,Y (DY )⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

∪

��
i∗F

1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

i! // E′
n(r1 + r2)Nis,X(D)

Proof. For the first claim of the lemma, it suffices to show that the localization short exact sequence

0→ Sj
n(r2)X(D)

f
→ Sj

n(r2)X(Y ∪D)
res
→ i∗S

j+1
n (r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]→ 0

is compatible with the action of Si
n(r1)X(D). For the localization map f this follows from the functoriality

of products; for the residue map it will follow if we show that the following diagram of complexes
commutes.

Sj
n(r2)X(D ∪ Y )⊗ Si

n(r1)X(D)
1⊗f //

res⊗1

��

Sj
n(r2)X(D ∪ Y )⊗ Si

n(r1)X(D ∪ Y )

∪

��
i∗S

j+1
n (r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]⊗ Si

n(r1)X(D)

1⊗i∗

��

Si+j
n (r2 + r1)X(D ∪ Y )

res

��
i∗S

j+1
n (r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]⊗ i∗S

i
n(r1)Y (DY )

∪ // i∗Si+j+1
n (r1 + r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]
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But this can be checked locally (in the lifted situation) where it follows immediately from the formulas
for product. The argument for the complexes Sn(r)X(D) is basically the same.

For the complexes E′
n(r), it suffices to argue on the étale site. Assume thus that X is equipped with

the étale topology. Consider the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences that appears
in the proof of Lemma 6.1 (diagram (6.2)). Below we will use the notation from that proof freely.

0 −−−−→ E′
n(r2)X(D)

f
−−−−→ E′

n(r2)X(Y ∪D)Két
res
−−−−→ C(f, r2 − 1) −−−−→ 0



yi∗



yi∗ o



yi∗

0 −−−−→ i∗E
′
n(r2)Y (DY )

f ′

−−−−→ i∗E
′
n(r2)Y (D0

Y )Két
res
−−−−→ i∗C(f ′, r2 − 1) −−−−→ 0

Proceeding as in the definition of cup product on the complexes E′
n(r), we define an action of E′

n(r1)X(D)
on the first two terms of the top exact sequence; hence an action on C(f, r2 − 1). In a similar way we
can define a compatible action of i∗E

′
n(r2)Y (DY ) on the first two terms of the bottom exact sequence;

hence an action on i∗C(f ′, r2− 1). It follows immediately that these two actions are compatible with the
above map between exact sequences.

It follows that if we define the product

∪ : i∗E
′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗LC(f, r2−1)

1⊗i∗
→ i∗E

′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗LC(f ′, r2−1)

∪
→ C(f ′, r1+r2−1)

i∗

' C(f, r1+r2−1),

from the action of E′
n(r1)X(D) on the top exact sequence, we obtain the following projection formula

E′
n(r1)X(D)⊗L C(f, r2 − 1)[−1]

1⊗∂ //

i∗⊗1

��

E′
n(r1)X(D)⊗L E′

n(r2)X(D)

∪

��

i∗E
′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L C(f, r2 − 1)[−1]

∪

��
C(f, r1 + r2 − 1)[−1] ∂ // E′

n(r1 + r2)X(D)

Recall that we have the quasi-isomorphisms

γ′ : C(f, r2 − 1)
i∗

' i∗C(f ′, r2 − 1)
γ
' i∗E

1
n(r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]

Thus to obtain the projection formula in the statement of the lemma it suffices to show that the following
diagram commutes in the derived category.

i∗E
′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L C(f, r2 − 1)

∪
−−−−→ C(f, r1 + r2 − 1)

o



y1⊗γ′ o



yγ′

i∗E
′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L i∗E

1
n(r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]

∪
−−−−→ i∗E

1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]

Or, unwinding the action of i∗E
′
n(r1)Y (DY ) on C(f, r2− 1), that the following diagram commutes in the

derived category.

(6.11)

E′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L C(f ′, r2 − 1)

∪
−−−−→ C(f ′, r1 + r2 − 1)

o



y1⊗γ o



yγ

E′
n(r1)Y (DY )⊗L E1

n(r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]
∪

−−−−→ E1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)Y (DY )[−1]

To see this consider the commutative diagrams (6.3) and (6.4) that define the map γ. Set r = r2.
Consider also their analogs built on top of the map

Γh(Sn(r1)Y,Z1 [−1])
Id
→ Γh(Sn(r1)Y,Z1 [−1])

∼
← Γh(Λ(r1)))

∼
← Γ(Λ(r1)))

∼
←

Γ(Cone(η′GΛ(r1)))→ Γ(ét!
′
∗GΛ(r1))
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as well as the extension

Γ(S′
n(r1)Y,Z1 [−1])→ Γh(Sn(r1)Y,Z1 [−1])

We claim that there exists a pairing of the above two sets of extended diagrams into the extended diagrams
(6.3) and (6.4) for r = r1 + r2 that matches corresponding nodes and all the maps are compatible with
pairings. Indeed, by functoriality, it suffices to construct such a pairing for the bottom rows. And there
it can be checked easily using the fact that the complexes L′ and C ′ are defined as cokernels of maps
that are compatible with certain obvious pairings. It is easy to see that this pairing of diagrams induces
a quasi-isomorphism of pairings (6.11) that we wanted.

For the complexes E′
n(r)Nis, consider the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences that

is a truncated Zariski version of a diagram that appears in the proof of Lemma 6.1 (diagram (6.2)).

0 −−−−→ E′
n(r2)Nis,X(D)

f
−−−−→ τ≤r2π∗GE′

n(r2)X(Y ∪D)Két
res
−−−−→ i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D) −−−−→ 0



yi∗



yi∗



yi∗

0 −−−−→ i∗E
′
n(r2)Nis,Y (DY )

f ′

−−−−→ τ≤r2π∗Gi∗E
′
n(r2)Y (D0

Y )Két
res
−−−−→ i∗F̃

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D) −−−−→ 0

Here i∗F̃
1
n(r2−1)X(Y ∪D) is defined as the cokernel of the map f ′. Proceeding as above we define an action

of E′
n(r1)Nis,X(D) on the first two terms of the top exact sequence; hence an action on i∗F

1
n(r2−1)X(Y ∪

D). In a similar way we can define a compatible action of i∗E
′
n(r2)Nis,Y (DY ) on the first two terms of the

bottom exact sequence; hence an action on i∗F̃
1
n(r2−1)X(Y ∪D). Clearly these two actions are compatible

with the above map between exact sequences and with the action on i∗E
1
n(r2 − 1)Nis,X(Y ∪D)[−2].

We set the product

∪ : i∗E
′
n(r1)Nis,Y (DY )⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]→ i∗F

1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]

to be equal to the composition

i∗E
′
n(r1)Nis,Y (DY )⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2]→ i∗E

′
n(r1)Nis,Y (DY )⊗L i∗E

1
n(r2 − 1)Nis,X(Y ∪D)[−2]

∪
→ i∗E

1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)Nis,X(Y ∪D)[−2]

β
→ i∗F

1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2],

where β is an inverse (in the derived category and up to pN(r1+r2−1)) of the natural map F 1
n(r2−1)X(Y ∪

D)[−2]→ E1
n(r1 + r2 − 1)Nis,X(Y ∪D)[−2].

To show that the diagram (6.10) commutes it suffices to show it with the lower right-hand term E′
n(r1+

r2)Nis,X(D) replaced by E′
n(r1 + r2)X(D). This is by degree reason: cohomology of E′

n(r1)Nis,X(D) ⊗L

i∗F
1
n(r2−1)X(Y ∪D)[−2] is concentrated in degrees [0, r1+r2+1] and cohomology of E′

n(r1+r2)Nis,X(D)
is concentrated in degrees [0, r1 + r2]; hence the map

HomD(E′
n(r1)Nis,X(D)⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2], E′

n(r1 + r2)Nis,X(D))

→ HomD(E′
n(r1)Nis,X(D)⊗L i∗F

1
n(r2 − 1)X(Y ∪D)[−2], E′

n(r1 + r2)X(D))

between homomorphism groups in the derived category is injective. Now a simple diagram chase reduces
this projection formula diagram to the one for E′

n(r)X , which we have just proved. �

Lemma 6.4. Let X, Y , D be as above. Then there exists a map of distinguished triangles

j∗O∗
X\D[−1] −−−−→ j′∗O

∗
X\(D∪Y )[−1]

ordY−−−−→ i∗ZY [−1]


ycsyn

1



ycsyn

1



yc0

S′
n(1)X(D) −−−−→ S′

n(1)X(Y ∪D)
resY−−−−→ i∗S

1
n(0)Y (DY )[−1]

Here j : X \D ↪→ X and j′ : X \ (D ∪ Y ) ↪→ X are the natural open immersions and the map c0 on the
right is defined by the natural morphism ZY → H0(S1(0)Y (DY )). Similarly for the Chern classes with
values in Sn(1)X(D).
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We have an analogous map of distinguished triangles for En(1)X(D) and E′
n(1)X(D) as well as the

induced map of distinguished triangles

j∗O∗
X\D[−1] −−−−→ j′∗O

∗
X\(D∪Y )[−1]

ordY−−−−→ i∗ZY [−1]


ycsyn

1



ycsyn

1



yc0

E′
n(1)Nis,X(D) −−−−→ E′

n(1)Nis,X(Y ∪D)
resY−−−−→ i∗F

1
n(0)X(Y ∪D)[−1]

Proof. The statements for S′
n and Sn follow immediately from the above formulas. Since H0(E1

n(0)Y (DY )) ↪→
H0(S1

n(0)Y (DY )) the statements for E′
n and En follow as soon as we define the map c0 : ZY →

H0(E1
n(0)Y (DY ))) that is compatible with the map ZY → H0(S1(0)Y (DY )). For that notice that the

composition
ZY

c0→ S1(0)Y (DY )
α
→ iY ∗i

∗
Y RjY ∗Z/pn(1)′(−1)

is compatible with the natural map pcét
0 : ZY → RjY ∗Z/pn(1)′(−1). Hence the composition

ZY
c0→ S1(0)Y (DY )

α
→ iY ∗i

∗
Y RjY ∗Z/pn(1)′(−1)→ jY ét!Rj′Y ∗Z/pn(1)′(−1)[1]

is homotopic to zero and we obtain its unique factorization c0 : ZY → E1
n(0)Y (DY ). It is clear that this

map factors through F 1
n(0)X(Y ∪D) hence the last statement of the lemma. �

6.1.3. Projective space theorem and homotopy invariance. We will now discuss certain versions of projec-
tive space theorem for syntomic cohomology. For large primes p, we have the following projective space
theorem.

Lemma 6.5. Let X and D := D′ be as above. Let E be a locally free sheave of rank d + 1, d ≥ 0.
Consider the associated projective bundle π : P(E)→ X. Then, we have the following quasi-isomorphism

d⊕

i=0

csyn
1 (O(1))i ∪ π∗ :

d⊕

i=0

Sn(r − i)X(D)[−2i]
∼
→ Rπ∗Sn(r)P(E)(π

−1(D)), 0 ≤ d ≤ r ≤ p− 1.

Here, the class csyn
1 (O(1)) ∈ H2(P(E), Sn(1)(π−1(D))) refers to the class of the tautological bundle on

P(E).
We have an analogous quasi-isomorphism for complexes En(r).

Proof. In the absence of the divisor D, for the complexes Sn(r) this follows easily from the (filtered)
projective space theorem for crystalline cohomology and the compatibility of the actions of syntomic
Chern classes with the cohomology long exact sequence associated to (2.1) [15, I.4.3]. For complexes
En(r), this follows from the above and the projective space theorem for jét!Rj′∗Z/pn(r).

In general, write D = ∪i=m
i=1 Di, Y = D1, D′ = ∪i=m

i=2 Di, DY = D′ ∩ Y , where Di is an irreducible
component of D. We will argue by induction on m; the case of m = 0 being known. Using Lemma 6.1,
we get the following map of distinguished triangles

⊕d
i=0 i∗Sn(r − 1− i)Y (DY )[−2i− 2]

i!

��

⊕d
i=0 ξY (DY )i∪π∗

∼
// i∗Rπ∗Sn(r − 1)P(E)Y

(π−1(DY ))[−2]

i!

��⊕d
i=0 Sn(r − i)X(D)[−2i]

��

⊕d
i=0 ξX(D)i∪π∗

// Rπ∗Sn(r)P(E)(π−1(D))

��⊕d
i=0 Sn(r − i)X(D′)[−2i]

⊕d
i=0 ξX(D′)i∪π∗

∼
// Rπ∗Sn(r)P(E)(π−1(D′))

where i : Y ↪→ X is the natural immersion and we wrote ξX(D), ξY (DY ), ξX(D′) for the Chern classes of
the tautological bundle in H2(P(E)Y , Sn(1)(π−1(DY ))), H2(P(E), Sn(1)(π−1(D))), and H2(P(E), Sn(1)(π−1(D′))),
respectively. The upper square commutes by the projection formula from Lemma 6.3 and Tor-independence
from Lemma 6.2.
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By the inductive assumption the top and bottom horizontal arrows are quasi-isomorphisms. So is then
the middle one, as wanted.

The argument for En(r) is analogous. �

As a corollary we get the following syntomic cohomology version of homotopy invariance.

Lemma 6.6. Let X, D be as in Lemma 6.5. Let E be a locally free sheaf of rank d + 1, d ≥ 0. Consider
its projectivization π : P(E ⊕OX)→ X and its hyperplane at infinity H∞. Then, for a ≥ 0, we have the
following quasi-isomorphisms.

π∗ : Sa
n(r)X(D)

∼
→ Rπ∗S

a
n(r)P(E⊕OX)(π

−1(D) ∪H∞), 0 ≤ r,

π∗ : Sn(r)X(D)
∼
→ Rπ∗Sn(r)P(E⊕OX)(π

−1(D) ∪H∞), 0 ≤ d ≤ r ≤ p− 1.

We have analogous quasi-isomorphisms for the complexes En(r), E′
n(r), and E1

n(r).

Proof. The second quasi-isomorphism follows from the projective space theorem from Lemma 6.5. Indeed,
consider the following commutative diagram of distinguished triangles.

Rπ∗i∗Sn(r − 1)H∞(π−1(D) ∩H∞)[−2]
i! // Rπ∗Sn(r)P(π−1(D)) // Rπ∗Sn(r)P(π−1(D) ∪H∞)

Rq∗Sn(r − 1)P(E)(q−1(D))[−2]
ξ∪π̃∗

//

o i∗π∗

OO

Rπ∗Sn(r)P(π−1(D)) // Rπ∗Sn(r)P(π−1(D) ∪H∞)

⊕i=d−1
i=0 Sn(r − 1− i)X(D)[−2− 2i]

ξi+1∪π∗

//

⊕iξ
i
1∪q∗ o

OO

Rπ∗Sn(r)P(π−1(D))
p1 // Sn(r)X(D),

π∗

OO

where we put ξ = csyn
1 (O(H∞)), ξ1 = csyn

1 (O(1)) ∈ H2(P(E), Sn(1)(q−1(D)), P = P(E ⊕ OX). We have
ξ = π̃∗(ξ). We named the maps as in the following diagram

H∞
i //

∼

%%KKKKKKKKKK P(E ⊕ OX)

π̃

��
P(E)

q // X

The top row in the big diagram is the Gysin sequence. The upper left square commutes because by
the projection formula from Lemma 6.3 and by Lemma 6.4 we have

i!i
∗π∗ = i!(1) ∪ π∗ = csyn

1 (O(H∞)) ∪ π∗.

In the bottom row, the left vertical map is a quasi-isomorphism by the projective space theorem for
q : P(E)→ X (Lemma 6.5) and the map p1 comes from the same projective space theorem. The pullback
map π∗ is its right inverse. The second quasi-isomorphism of the lemma follows now easily.

For the first quasi-isomorphism consider the following commutative diagram of distinguished triangles.

Rπ∗S
a
n(r)P(π−1(D) ∪H∞) // Rπ∗J

[r]
P,n(π−1(D) ∪H∞)

pa(pr−1)ϕ // Rπ∗Ocr
P,n(π−1(D) ∪H∞)

Sa
n(r)X(D) //

π∗

OO

J [r]
X,n(D)

π∗ o

OO

pa(pr−1)ϕ // Ocr
X,n(D).

π∗ o

OO

Here we put J [r]
n = Rε∗J

[r]
n and Ocr

n = Rε∗Ocr
n , where ε is the natural projection from the syntomic to

the Zariski site. The two marked maps are quasi-isomorphisms because we have the (filtered) projective
space theorem for crystalline cohomology and we can use the same argument as we did above to prove
the second quasi-isomorphism of the lemma. The first quasi-isomorphism of the lemma follows.

The arguments for the complexes En(r), E′
n(r), and E1

n(r) are analogous (but use also the proper base
change theorem and homotopy property of étale cohomology). �
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For a general prime p we still have a cell decomposition of the cohomology of the projective bundle.
We will prove a first step of it.

Lemma 6.7. Let X, D be as in Lemma 6.5. Let E be a locally free sheaf of rank d + 1, d ≥ 0. Consider
its projectivization π : P(E ⊕OX)→ X and its hyperplane at infinity H∞. Then, for a ≥ 0, we have the
following quasi-isomorphism

i!⊕π∗ : Rπ∗i∗S
a+1
n (r−1)H∞(π−1(D)∩H∞)[−2]⊕Sa

n(r)X(D)
∼
→ Rπ∗S

a
n(r)P(E⊕OX)(π

−1(D)), 1 ≤ r.

Here i : H∞ ↪→ P(E ⊕ OX) is the natural closed immersion.
In particular, we have the following quasi-isomorphism

i!(πi)∗ ⊕ π∗ : Sa+1
n (r − 1)X(D)[−2]⊕ Sa

n(r)X(D)
∼
→ Rπ∗S

a
n(r)P(E⊕OX)(π

−1(D)), 1 ≤ r.

Similarly for the complexes E′
n(r) and E1

n(r).

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram of distinguished triangles.

Rπ∗i∗S
a+1
n (r − 1)H∞(D∞)[−2]

i! // Rπ∗S
a
n(r)P(π−1(D)) // Rπ∗S

a
n(r)P(π−1(D) ∪H∞)

Rπ∗i∗S
a+1
n (r − 1)H∞(D∞)[−2] // Rπ∗i∗S

a+1
n (r − 1)H∞(D∞)[−2]⊕ Sa

n(r)X(D)

i!⊕π∗

OO

// Sa
n(r)X(D)

π∗ o

OO

where we put P = P(E ⊕OX), D∞ = π−1(D)∩H∞. The top triangle is induced by the Gysin sequence.
The right vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma 6.6. The first statement of the lemma follows.

For the second, notice that the natural projection πi : H∞ → X is an isomorphism and we have a
quasi-isomorphism

(πi)∗ : Sa+1
n (r − 1)X(D)

∼
→ Rπ∗i∗S

a+1
n (r − 1)H∞(D∞).

The arguments for the complexes E′
n(r) and E1

n(r) are analogous. �

6.2. Compatibility with Gysin sequences. We will show in this section that the syntomic universal
Chern class maps are compatible with Gysin sequences. We will present the arguments for E′-syntomic-
étale cohomology. In the case of E-syntomic-étale cohomology the arguments are very similar.

Let X be a semistable scheme over O×
K or a semistable scheme OK with smooth special fiber. Let D

be the horizontal divisor. Assume that D = ∪m
i=1Di, m ≥ 1, is a union of m irreducible components Di.

Note that each scheme Di with the induced log-structure is of the same type as X (with at most m− 1
components in the divisor at infinity). Set D′ = ∪m

i=2Di, i : D1 ↪→ X, D′
1 = D1 ∩D′. The pairs (X,D′)

and (D1, D
′
1) are of the same type as the pair (X,D) we started with but with at most m− 1 irreducible

divisors at infinity. Fix N as in Lemma 5.6. Consider the following Gysin-type diagram with columns
being homotopy cofiber sequences

(6.12)

i∗GD1(D
′
1)

[pNi][pN(i+1)]γ′[p2N ]P (D1/X;C̃syn
D1\D′

1
)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ {0} ×
∏

i≥1K(2i− 2, i∗F̃
1
n(i− 1)X(D′))



yi∗



yi!

GX(D′)
[pNi][p2Ni]C̃syn

X\D′

−−−−−−−−−−−→ Z×
∏

i≥1K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D′))



y



y

GX(D)
[pNi][p2Ni]C̃syn

X\D
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Z×

∏
i≥1K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X(D)).

Here the Chern classes are associated to N . We skip this index from the notation. The polynomials
P (D1/X; C̃syn

D1\D′
1
) are given in degree k, k ≥ 0, by certain polynomials

Pk(D1/X; C̃syn
D1\D′

1
) : GD1(D

′
1)→ K(2k, Ẽ′

n(k)D1(D
′
1))
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that are equal to 0 for k = 0 and, for k ≥ 1, are obtained by applying the universal polynomials
Pk(U1; T0, T1, . . . , Tk−1) with integer coefficients [21, 1.3], [9, II.4] to the augmented universal Chern
classes

C̃syn
D1\D′

1,i : GD1(D
′
1)→ K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)D1(D
′
1)), 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,

and to the first Chern class of the conormal sheaf csyn
1 (N∨

D1/X) ∈ H2(D1, E
′
n(1)D1). We set γ′ = βω′,

where β is the map defined in the proof of Lemma 6.3.

Theorem 6.8. Diagram 6.12 commutes in the homotopy category.

Proof. We start with the upper square.

Lemma 6.9. (Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch) There exists a homotopy

[p2Ni]C̃syn
X\D′i∗ ' [pN(i+1)]i!γ

′[p2N ]P (D1/X; C̃syn
D1\D′

1
).

Proof. The construction of the homotopy is implicit in Gillet’s proof of Theorem 3.1 in [12]. Just like in
the classical situation one argues by deforming the given closed immersion to a regular zero section of a
vector bundle of the right rank.
(1) The case of zero section
So we start with a special case of a closed immersion i : Y ↪→ X, Y = D1, which is the zero section of a
projective bundle X = P(N ⊕ OY ), where N is an invertible sheaf on Y . The sheaf N is the conormal
sheaf of the immersion. Let π : X → Y be the projection. Write DY = D′∩Y and DX = D′. We assume
that π−1(DY ) = DX . Functoriality of log-K-theory and the projection formula in log-K-theory (Lemma
4.9) yield the following homotopies

C̃syn
X\DX

i∗ ' C̃syn
X\DX

i∗i
∗π∗ ' C̃syn

X\DX
([i∗OY ] ∧ π∗),

where [i∗OY ]∧ refers to the action of the class of i∗OY in K0(X) on GX(DX). The exact sequence

(6.13) 0→ π∗N → OX → i∗OY → 0

yields a homotopy Id ' ([π∗N ] + [i∗OY ]). Hence by functoriality and by compatibility of Chern classes
with the action of K-theory, as well as by Lemma 5.5 we have

C̃syn
X\DX

i∗ ' C̃syn
X\DX

((Id−[π∗N ]) ∧ π∗) ' C̃syn
X\DX

(π∗λ−1(N ) ∧ π∗) ' π∗C̃syn
Y \DY

(λ−1(N )∧)

' π∗(C̃syn
Y \DY

(λ−1(N )) ? C̃syn
Y \DY

) ' π∗(λ−1(C̃
syn
Y \DY

(N )) ? C̃syn
Y \DY

),

where for a locally free sheaf L on a scheme Z we wrote λ−1(L) = [OZ ]− [L] ∈ K0(Z). The equlity

C̃syn
Y \DY

(λ−1(N )) ' λ−1(C̃
syn
Y \DY

(N ))

holds since the classes C̃syn
Y \DY

and [p2Ni]C̃syn
Y are compatible and we have the Whitney sum formula for

the (classical) syntomic-étale classes Csyn
Y .

We claim that

(6.14) λ−1(C̃
syn
Y \DY

(N )) ? C̃syn
Y \DY

' P (Y/X; C̃syn
Y \DY

)[p2N ]csyn
1 (N∨).

This will reduce to a classical result as soon as we put this equation in the right context. Consider the
graded ring ∏

i≥1

[GY (DY ),K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)Y (DY ))]

with addition and multiplication induced from K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)Y (DY )). Consider the following abelian groups

H2i(Y,GY (DY ), E′
n(i)Y (DY )) : = [GY (DY ),K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)Y (DY ))],(6.15)

H̃∗(Y,GY (DY ), E′
n(∗)Y (DY )) : = Z× {1} ×

∏

i≥1

[GY (DY ),K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)Y (DY ))].
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Recall that [16, Exp.0] H̃∗(Y,GY (DY ), E′
n(∗)Y (DY )) has a structure of a λ-ring with involution, defined

as follows. Write an element of H̃∗(Y,GY (DY ), E′
n(∗)Y (DY )) as [n, x] for x = 1 + x1 + . . . + xk + . . . .

Then

[n, x] + [m, y] = [n + m,xy],

[n, x] ? [m, y] = [nm, xmynx ∗ y],

where
(1 +

∑

i≥1

xi) ∗ (1 +
∑

i≥1

yi) = 1 +
∑

k≥0

Qk(x1, . . . , xk; y1, . . . , yk)

for certain universal polynomials Qk with integral coefficients.
The λ-structure on H̃∗(Y,GY (DY ), E′

n(∗)Y (DY )) is given by the following operations λk

(6.16)

{
λk[0, x] = [0, λkx], (λkx)n = Qk,n(x1, . . . , xn),

λk[n, 1] = [λkn, 1],

where Qk,n are certain universal polynomials with integral coefficients and λkn on Z is the canonical one.
The involution is ψ−1[n, 1 +

∑
i>0 xi] = [n, 1 +

∑
i>0(−1)ixi].

Now we can rephrase the equality (6.14) as the following equality in the λ-ring H̃∗(Y,GY (DY ), E′
n(∗)Y (DY ))

(where we skipped the Y \DY subscript).

(λ−1([1, 1+Csyn
1 (N∨)])?[C̃syn

0 , 1+Csyn
1 +Csyn

2 . . .])k = −Pk((Csyn
1 (N∨)), (C̃syn

0 , Csyn
1 , . . . , Csyn

k ))Csyn
1 (N∨).

But this is classical [21, 1.3].
By Lemma 6.4 we have csyn

1 (π∗N∨) = csyn
1 (O(Y )) = i!(1) for 1 ∈ H0(Y, F 1

n(0)X(DX)). Note that the
projection formula in syntomic-étale cohomology from Lemma 6.3 implies that

[pN(i−1)]i!(1) = i!βω′i∗ : E′
n(i)X(DX)→ E′

n(i)X(DX)[2].

Using this and functoriality we get

[pN(i−1)]C̃syn
X\DX

i∗ ' π∗(P (Y/X; C̃syn
Y \DY

))[p2N ][pN(i−1)]i!(1) ' i!γ
′i∗π∗[p2N ]P (Y/X; C̃syn

Y \DY
)

' i!γ
′[p2N ]P (Y/X; C̃syn

Y \DY
),

as wanted.
(2) General case

We pass to the general case by ”deformation to the normal cone”. We will now recall some aspects of
this construction [9, IV.5]. Consider the blow-up π : W → P1

X along Y × {∞}, Y = D1. Then we have
the following deformation diagram.

Y0 = Y
i0=i //

j0
��

X = W0

j0

��

IdX // X

j0
��

P1
Y

i // W
π // P1

X

Y∞ = Y

j∞

OO

i∞ // P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY )

t

77ooooooooooooo
+ X̃

l

bbFFFFFFFFFF
IdX // X.

j∞

OO

This diagram is commutative and all the squares are cartesian. Here X̃ is the blow-up of X at Y , hence
X̃ = X. The sheaf NY/X is the normal sheaf of Y in X. We write NY/X for the associated vector
bundle which is canonically isomorphic to the normal cone of Y in X. Note that P(N∨

Y/X ⊕ OY ) is the

projectivization of NY/X . The embedding i∞ : Y ↪→ W∞ = X̃ + P(N∨
Y/X ⊕ OY ) is the zero-section

embedding of Y in NY/X , followed by the canonical open embedding of NY/X in P(N∨
Y/X ⊕ OY ). In

general, the divisors P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY ) and X̃ intersect in the scheme P(N∨

Y/X), which is embedded as the

hyperplane at infinity in P(N∨
Y/X ⊕ OY ), and as the exceptional divisor in X̃. Since our embedding
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Y ↪→ X is of codimension 1, the scheme P(N∨
Y/X) is just Spec(W (k)). Let ρ : P1

Y → Y be the projection
and q : W → X the canonical map. In the above diagram we put log-structures on schemes via the
following divisors

DX = D′, DY = Y ∩D′, DP1
Y

= ρ−1(DY ) = DY × P1, DW = q−1(DX), DP(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY ) = t−1(DW ).

They make all the maps in the squares in the above diagram strict, i.e., the log-structures pullback to
log-structures.

First, we claim that there is a homotopy

(6.17) j0!γ
′i!γ

′[p2N ]P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0\DY

) ' j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃X\DX

i∗.

We will show this by deforming both sides to infinity and using the special case treated above. By
functoriality of syntomic-étale cohomology and Lemma 6.2 we have

j0!γ
′i!γ

′P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' j0!γ
′i!j

∗
0ρ∗γ′P (Y0/W0; C̃

syn
Y0

) ' j0!γ
′j∗0 i!ρ

∗γ′P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

).

Here and below we skip the divisors from the notation of Chern classes if understood. The projection
formula in syntomic-étale cohomology (Lemma 6.3) and functoriality imply that

j0!γ
′i!γ

′P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' [pN(i−1)]i!ρ
∗γ′P (Y0/W0; C̃

syn
Y0

)csyn
1 (j0∗OW0) ' [pN(i−1)]i!γ

′P (P1
Y /W ; C̃syn

P1
Y

)csyn
1 (j0∗OW0).

Since the divisors W0 and W∞ on W are linearly equivalent we have [j0∗OW0 ] = [j∞∗OW∞ ] = [l∗OX ] +
[t∗OP(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )] in K0(W ). This implies

j0!γ
′i!γ

′P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' [pN(i−1)]i!γ
′P (P1

Y /W ; C̃syn
P1

Y
)csyn

1 (j∞∗OW∞)

' [pN(i−1)]i!γ
′P (P1

Y /W ; C̃syn
P1

Y
)(csyn

1 (l∗OX) + csyn
1 (t∗OP(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )))

The projection formula in syntomic-étale cohomology (Lemma 6.3), the fact that l∗i! = 0, Lemma 6.2,
and functoriality of Chern classes yield

j0!γ
′i!γ

′P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' l!γ
′l∗i!γ

′P (P1
Y /W ; C̃syn

P1
Y

) ∨ t!γ
′t∗i∗γ

′P (P1
Y /W ; C̃syn

P1
Y

)

' t!γ
′i∞!j

∗
∞γ′P (P1

Y /W ; C̃syn
P1

Y
) ' t!γ

′i∞!γ
′P (Y/P(N∨

Y/X ⊕OY ); C̃syn
Y )

We can now apply the computations we did in the special case to the embedding i∞ : Y → P(N∨
Y/X⊕OY )

to conclude that

j0!γ
′i!γ

′[p2N ]P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' t!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

P(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY )i∞,∗

Similarly, by functoriality in log-K-theory and Lemma 4.10 we get

j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

X i∗ ' j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

W0
i∗j

∗
0ρ∗ ' j0!γ

′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn
W0

j∗0 i∗ρ
∗

Next, by functoriality of Chern classes and the projection formula in syntomic-étale cohomology from
Lemma 6.3 we get

j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

X i∗ ' j0!γ
′j∗0 [pN(i−1)]C̃syn

W i∗ρ
∗ ' [p2N(i−1)]C̃syn

W i∗ρ
∗csyn

1 (j0∗OW0)

' [p2N(i−1)]C̃syn
W i∗ρ

∗csyn
1 (j∞∗OW∞) ' [p2N(i−1)]C̃syn

W i∗ρ
∗(csyn

1 (l∗OX) ∨ csyn
1 (t∗OP(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )))

' t!γ
′t∗[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

W i∗ρ
∗ ∨ l!γ

′l∗[pN(i−1)]C̃syn
W i!ρ

∗

Since l∗i∗ = 0, functoriality of Chern classes and of log-K-theory together with Lemma 4.10 yield

j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

X i∗ ' t!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

P(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY )t
∗i∗ρ

∗ ∨ l!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

X l∗i∗ρ
∗

' t!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

P(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY )i∞∗j
∗
∞ρ∗ ' t!γ

′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn
P(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )i∞∗

So we got that j0!γ
′i!γ

′[p2N ]P (Y0/W0; C̃
syn
Y0

) ' j0!γ
′[pN(i−1)]C̃syn

X i∗, as wanted.
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Lemma 6.10 below and the projective space theorem (Lemma (6.7)) imply that there is a map

q∗ :
∏

i≥1

K(2i + 2, Rq∗Ẽ
′
n(i + 1)W (DW ))→

∏

i≥1

K(2i, Ẽ1
n(i)X(DX))

such that q∗j0!β ' [pNi]. Hence, applying first q∗ then ω0 to both sides of the equation (6.17) we get

[pN(i+1)]i!ω
′[p2N ]P (Y0/W0; C̃

syn
Y0

) ' [p2Ni]C̃syn
X i∗,

as wanted. �

Lemma 6.10. Set h∞ : Y∞ = Y × {∞} ↪→ P1
X and h0 : Y0 = Y × {0} ↪→ P1

X . Then there exists a
quasi-isomorphism

E′
n(r)P1

X
(DP1

X
)⊕ h∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)Y∞(DY∞)[−2] ' Rπ∗E

′
n(r)W (DW ), r ≥ 2,

where the map π∗ : E′
n(r)P1

X
(DP1

X
) → Rπ∗E

′
n(r)W (DW ) is the map induced by π : W → P1

X and the
complexes E′

n and E1
n are not truncated.

Proof. Just to simplify the notation we will assume that the divisor D′ is trivial. We claim that we have
the following map of distinguished triangles

(h0∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y0 ⊕ j∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)X∞)[−2]

��

// (h0∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y0 ⊕ j∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)X∞ ⊕ h∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)Y∞)[−2]

��
E′

n(r)P1
X

��

π∗
// Rπ∗E

′
n(r)W

��
E′

n(r)P1
X

(P1
Y ∪X∞) π∗

∼
// Rπ∗E

′
n(r)W (P1

Y ∪X∞ ∪ P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY )).

where the bottom row is a quasi-isomorphism because log-blow-ups do not change syntomic cohomology
[29, Theorem 5.10] and étale cohomology.

Indeed, by gluing the Gysin distinguished triangles we get the following two compatible (via the map
π∗) weight “exact” sequences.

h∞∗E
2
n(r − 2)Y∞ [−4]

f
→ i∗E

1
n(r − 1)P1

Y
[−2]⊕ j∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)X∞ [−2]→ E′

n(r)P1
X

g
→ E′

n(r)P1
X

(P1
Y ∪X∞)

i∗j∞∗E
2
n(r − 2)Y∞ [−4]⊕ t∗s∗E

2
n(r − 2)H∞ [−4]

f
→ i∗E

1
n(r − 1)P1

Y
[−2]⊕ l∗E

1
n(r − 1)X̃ [−2]⊕ t∗E

1
n(r − 1)P(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )[−2]→

→ E′
n(r)W

g
→ E′

n(r)W (P1
Y ∪X∞ ∪ P(N∨

Y/X ⊕OY )),

where s : H∞ ↪→ P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY ) is the hyperplane at infinity. That is cofiber(f) ' fiber(g).

To compute the cofiber of the top map f we use the Gysin distinguished triangle

j∞∗E
2
n(r − 2)Y∞ [−2]→ E1

n(r − 1)P1
Y
→ E1

n(r − 1)P1
Y
(Y∞)

and the projective space theorem from Lemma (6.7)

E1
n(r − 1)Y0 ⊕ E2

n(r − 2)Y∞ [−2] ' Rp∗E
1
n(r − 1)P1

Y
,

where p : P1
Y → Y , to get that

cofiber(f) ' h0∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y0 [−2]⊕ h∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)X∞ [−2].

To compute the cofiber of the bottom map f we use the above to get

cofiber(f) ' i∗j0∗E
1
n(r−1)Y0 [−2]⊕l∗E

1
n(r−1)X̃ [−2]⊕t∗ cofiber(s∗E

2
n(r−2)H∞ [−2]→ E1

n(r−1)P(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY ))[−2].

Next, we use the Gysin distinguished triangle

s∗E
2
n(r − 2)H∞ [−2]→ E1

n(r − 1)P(N∨
Y/X

⊕OY ) → E1
n(r − 1)P(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )(H∞)
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and the homotopy quasi-isomorphism

E1
n(r − 1)Y∞

∼
→ Rp′∗E

1
n(r − 1)P(N∨

Y/X
⊕OY )(H∞),

where p′ : P(N∨
Y/X ⊕OY )→ Y , to conclude that

cofiber(f) ' i∗j0∗E
1
n(r − 1)Y0 [−2]⊕ l∗E

1
n(r − 1)X̃ [−2]⊕ t∗i∞∗E

1
n(r − 1)Y∞ [−2],

as wanted. �

Having Lemma 6.9, we can define a total Chern class map

Csyn
X(D) : GX(D)→

∏

i≥0

K(2i, Ẽ′
n(i)X(D))

to get a map of homotopy cofiber sequences in the diagram (6.12) but without the [pNi] factor. We set
Csyn

X(D),0 equal to the composition of the rank map with the map Z → E′
n(0). It suffices now to show

that the Chern class map Csyn
X(D), multiplied by [pNi], is homotopic to [pNi][p2Ni]Csyn

X\D. Note that, by

construction, the map Csyn
X(D) makes the lower square in the diagram (6.12) (without the [pNi] factor)

commute and, by functoriality, the same is true of the map [p2Ni]Csyn
X\D. Since, by Lemma 5.8, the group

HomP(i∗GD1(D
′
1)[1],K(2i, Ẽ′

n(i)X(D)))

is annihilated by [pNi], the maps [pNi]Csyn
X(D), [p

Ni][p2Ni]Csyn
X\D are homotopic. This finishes the proof of

our theorem.
�

Remark 6.11. Theorem 6.8 is also true for log-étale cohomology H∗(X(D)ét,Z/pn(∗)). Same proof works.
Here X(D) is a Zariski log-scheme over K or K. Since H∗(X(D)ét,Z/pn(∗)) ' H∗(Uét,Z/pn(∗)), for
U = X \D, no additional constants are needed. The key Lemma 5.8 follows easily from purity in étale
cohomology. Indeed, we have

HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Rε∗Z/pn(i)X(D))) = HomP(i∗L,K(2i, Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(i)U ))

= HomP(L,K(2i, Ri!Rj∗Rε∗Z/pn(i)U )) = HomP(L,K(2i, R(i!j∗)Rε∗Z/pn(i)U )) = 0,

ε is the projection from the log-étale site to the Nisnevich site, j : U ↪→ X, and i : D1 ↪→ X.

6.2.1. Chern classes and Gysin sequences. The above computations imply that Chern classes from motivic
cohomology are compatible with Gysin sequences. To state this compatibility we need first to evaluate
the twisted Chern classes from the diagram (6.12) on motivic cohomology.

Let i : Y ↪→ X be a closed immersion of regular syntomic schemes over W (k) of codimention one and
let D be a divisor on X such that the divisors DX = Y ∪D and DY = D∩Y have relative simple normal
crossings over W (k) and all the irreducible components of DX , DY are regular. Fix m as in Section 5.3.
Consider the map

psyn
i,j : Kj(Y \DY ,Z/pn)→ H2i−j−2(Y, S′

n(i− 1)Y (DY )), j ≥ 2,

equal to the composition

[P j(Y \DY ),KY \DY
] = [P jY, j∗KY \DY

]
Pi(Y/X;C̃syn

Y \DY
)

−−−−−−→ [P jY,K(2i− 2, S̃′
n(i− 1)Y (DY ))]

= H−j(Y,K(2i− 2, S̃′
n(i− 1)Y (DY );Z/pn)

f
→ H2i−j−2(Y, S′

n(i− 1)Y (DY )),

where j : Y \ DY ↪→ Y is the natural immersion. We skipped the index m in the notation for Chern
classes. Similarly, we get the map

psyn
i,j : Kj(Y \DY ,Z/pn)→ H2i−j−2(Y, Sn(i− 1)Y (DY )), j ≥ 2, i ≤ p.

Lemma 6.12. Let j ≥ 2 for p odd and let j ≥ 3 for p = 2.

(1) The map psyn
i,j restricts to zero on F i

γKj(Y \DY ,Z/pn), i ≥ 2.
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(2) We have the equality

psyn
i,j = −(i− 1)csyn

i−1,j : F i−1
γ Kj(Y \DY ,Z/pn)→ H2i−j−2(Y, S′

n(i− 1)Y (DY )).

Proof. We have

psyn
i,j = Pi(c

syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X); csyn
0,j , csyn

1,j , . . . , csyn
i−1,j),

where Pi(U1; T0, T1, . . . , Ti−1) is a certain universal polynomial with integral coefficients [21, 1.3]. By
Lemma 5.3, csyn

k,j (x) = 0, k ≤ i− 1, for x ∈ F i
γKj(Y \DY ,Z/pn). Hence

psyn
i,j (x) = Pi(c

syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X); 0, . . . , 0) = 0, x ∈ F i
γKj(Y \DY ,Z/pn).

This proves the first statement of the lemma.
For the second, by the same argument, we have

psyn
i,j (x) = Pi(c

syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X); 0, . . . , 0, csyn
i−1,j(x)), x ∈ F i−1

γ Kj(Y \DY ,Z/pn).

Now the computation is quite formal. By the defining property of the polynomials Pi [21, 1.1.7] and the
product formula [16, Exp.V, 6.6.1], we have

Pi(c
syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X); 0, . . . , 0, csyn
i−1,j(x))csyn,m

1 (N∨
Y/X) = −[(1 + csyn

i−1,j(x)) ? λ−1(c
syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X))](i)

= −[(1 + csyn
i−1,j(x)) ? (1− csyn,m

1 (N∨
Y/X) + . . .)](i)

= −(1 + (i− 1)!/(i− 2)!csyn
i−1,j(x)csyn,m

1 (N∨
Y/X) + . . .)(i)

= −(i− 1)csyn
i−1,j(x)csyn,m

1 (N∨
Y/X)

Since we can see this as an equality in the ring of polynomials with integral coefficients, we get that

Pi(c
syn,m
1 (N∨

Y/X); 0, . . . , 0, csyn
i−1,j(x)) = −(i− 1)csyn

i−1,j(x),

as wanted. �

And here is the compatibility of Chern classes (from motivic cohomology) with Gysin sequences we
wanted.

Corollary 6.13. Let 2b − a ≥ 3, pn > 2. There exists a constant A = A(d, a, b) such that we have the
following maps of partial Gysin sequences

Kb−1
2b−a(Y (DY ))

Ai∗ //

γ′pm(2b+3)(1−b)csyn,m
b−1,2b−a

��

Kb
2b−a(X(D))

Aj∗

//

p3bmcsyn,m
b,2b−a

��

Kb
2b−a(X(DX)) A∂ //

p3bmcsyn,m
b,2b−a

��

Kb−1
2b−a−1(Y (DY ))

γ′pm(2b+3)(1−b)csyn,m
b−1,2b−a−1

��

Ai∗ // Kb
2b−a−1(X(DX))

p3bmcsyn,m
b,2b−a−1

��
Ha−2

1 (Y (DY ), b− 1)
Ai! // Ha(X(D), b)

Aj∗

// Ha(X(D), b) A∂ // Ha−1
1 (Y (DY ), b− 1)

Ai! // Ha+1(X(D′), b)

Here we set

Ki
j(T (DT )) = gri

γ Kj(T (DT ),Z/pn), H∗(T (DT ), ∗) = H∗(T, S′
n(∗)T (DT )),

H∗
1 (T (DT ), ∗) = H∗(T, S1

n(∗)T (DT )).

Proof. The top sequence exists because of Lemma 4.13. The constant A = N(d, b, 2b−a)N(d, b+1, 2b−a).
The diagram itself is obtained from Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 6.12 (which gives us that psyn,m

b,2b−a = (1 −
b)csyn,m

b−1,2b−a and psyn,m
b,2b−a−1 = (1− b)csyn,m

b−1,2b−a−1). �

The above lemma and corollary hold for the S, E, and E′ cohomologies as well.
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